BRUNSWICK TOWN COUNCIL
Agenda
August 16, 2021
6:30 P.M. - Regular Meeting
Council Chambers
Town Hall
85 Union Street
MEETING VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES
WITH TOWN COUNCIL MEMBERS PARTICIPATING FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS
THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO ATTEND THIS MEETING
IN PERSON, ALTHOUGH WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE PARTICIPANTS TO
USE THE ZOOM PLATFORM. THE MEETING WILL BE LIMITED TO 20
PUBLIC PARTICIPANTS, WHO SHOULD WEAR MASKS AND MAINTAIN
SOCIAL DISTANCING BY USING THE PROVIDED SEATING.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (Channel 3 on
Comcast)
or
VIA LIVE STREAM FROM THE TOWN’S WEBSITE
http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
or
VIA THE ZOOM PLATFORM
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82717210228?pwd=MEdDYlJpL01QR0hHMk5TaVhiV2daQT09
Passcode: 5MvC80
All Votes to be Taken Via Roll Call
Roll Call of Members/Acknowledgement Notice
Pledge of Allegiance
Adjustments to Agenda
Public Comments/Announcements (for items not on the agenda)
MANAGER’S REPORT
a)
b)
c)
d)

Financial update
Nomination papers
COVID Update
Recreation Center Improvements
1

TABLED
112.

The Town Council will consider a new use in the Growth Outdoor (GO) Zoning
District with a conditional use permit, and will take any appropriate action. (Town
Manager Eldridge)
ACTION

PUBLIC HEARING
121.

The Town Council will hear public comments on adopting an ordinance on a
moratorium on New Private Permanent Structures in Intertidal Waters, on a regular
basis, and will take any appropriate action. (Town Manager)
HEARING/ACTION

NEW BUSINESS
122.

The Town Council will consider an “Emergency Ordinance to Address the Public
Health Emergency Resulting from COVID-19”, and will take any appropriate action.
(Chair John Perreault)
ACTION

123.

The Town Council will vote on “A Resolution Amending the Municipal Budget for
the Period July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022”, and will take any appropriate action.
(Town Manager Eldridge)
ACTION

124.

The Town Council will review the draft Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
(BPAC) Improvement Plan, and will take any appropriate action. (Planning and
Development)
ACTION

125.

The Town Council will receive a proposed Zoning Ordinance text amendment
regarding habitat mitigation, consider setting a public hearing, and will take any
appropriate action. (Planning and Development)
ACTION

126.

The Town Council will consider authorizing the Town Manager to execute a letter
interest to explore becoming a member of ecomaine, and will take any appropriate
action. (Town Manager Eldridge)
ACTION

127.

The Town Council will consider adopting “A Proclamation Recognizing September
as National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month”, and will take any appropriate
action. (Chair John Perreault)
ACTION
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CONSENT AGENDA
a) Approval of minutes of August 2, 2021

INDIVIDUALS NEEDING AUXILIARY AIDS FOR EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION SHOULD CONTACT
THE TOWN MANAGER’S OFFICE AT 725-6659 (TDD 725-5521)
To email Town Council: towncouncil@brunswickme.org
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Brunswick Town Council Agenda
August 16, 2021
Council Notes and Suggested Motions
MANAGER’S REPORT
A copy of a memo from Manager Eldridge providing information on the following items is
included in your packet. (There are supportive materials included for Item a).
a)
b)
c)
d)

Financial update: A copy of the financial reports are included in the packet.
Nomination papers: The Town Clerk will give this update.
COVID Update: Manager Eldridge will give this update.
Recreation Center Improvements: Manager Eldridge will give this update.

TABLED
112.

Notes: This item was tabled at the meeting on August 2, 2021. The Town Council
approved the zoning ordinance text amendments as proposed by the Planning Board
that allowed an environmental resource center in the GO district with a conditional
use permit. In 2020, the property owner submitted a building permit application for
Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program (MCHPP) to occupy space within the
environmental resource center, which was denied by the Code Enforcement Officer
(CEO) because the proposed use did not fit within the definition of environmental
resource center. At the March 15, 2021 meeting, the Town Council directed the
Planning Board to provide a recommendation for a new use or zoning text or map
amendment to allow the MCHPP to relocate to the environmental resource center.
The Planning Board held workshops and discussed several potential
recommendations, which are listed in a copy of a memo from Town Manager
Eldridge. The Board is asking the Town Council to set a public hearing for September
9, 2021. A copy of a memo from Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and Development,
and pertinent information about the site and the Planning Board process are included
in the packet.
Suggested Motion:
Motion to set a public hearing for August 16, 2021, for proposed amendments to
define and accommodate a new use in the GO (Growth Outdoor) Zoning District.

PUBLIC HEARING
121. Notes: Councilor Steve Walker is sponsoring this proposed ordinance that would
place a moratorium, on a regular basis, on any new permanent private structures in,
on, or over intertidal lands in the town of Brunswick. The Town Council chose to
adopt the moratorium on an emergency basis at the meeting on August 2, 2021, and
hold a public hearing at this meeting to adopt this ordinance on a regular basis as
well.
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Option for the Council if they choose to vote this evening - suggested motion:
Motion to suspend the Council Rules to allow the Council to vote on this item at
this meeting.
Suggested Motion:
Motion to adopt an “Emergency Moratorium on New Private Permanent Structures in
Intertidal Waters” on a regular basis.
NEW BUSINESS
122.

Notes: This emergency order was issued on Monday morning, August 9, 2021, and
was due to expire on Wednesday morning, August 11, 2021, after 48 hours. At a
special meeting of the Town Council on August 10, 2021, the order was ratified by
the Town Council and was extended until August 16, 2021. The Town Council
discussed enacting this ordinance to include all Town-owned, municipal and School
buildings. A copy of a memo from Town Manager Eldridge and the Emergency
Ordinance is included in the packet.
Suggested motion:
Motion to adopt an “Emergency Ordinance to Address the Public Health Emergency
Resulting from COVID-19”, and set a public hearing to consider adoption on a
regular basis.

123.

Notes: The adoption of the Supplemental State budget brought good news for
municipalities, school units and property taxpayers. As a result of that budget,
Brunswick anticipates to increase appropriations for Road Rehabilitation and Paving,
Sidewalk Maintenance, and Facilities Reserve, while reducing the amount to be
raised by property taxes and reducing the tax rate. The estimated property tax rate
increase will be 2.41% instead of the expected 3.73%. The public hearing was held on
August 2, 2021, and tonight this item comes back for a vote. A copy of a memo from
Town Manager John Eldridge and the resolution are included in the packet.
ACTION
Suggested motion:
Motion to adopt “A Resolution Amending the Municipal Budget for the Period July
1, 2021 to June 30, 2022”,

124.

Notes: The Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) has prepared a draft
update to Brunswick’s 2004 BPAC Improvement Plan (the Plan). The Plan was
approved for Town Council review and action at a public meeting on May 27, 2021,
provided that stakeholder comments received during the meeting were incorporated
into the Plan. In June, staff reformatted the Plan to include all recommended changes.
BPAC requests that the Town Council review the Plan and take any appropriate
action to adopt the Plan as an update to the 2004 Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement
Plan. A copy of a memos from Planner Jared Woolston is included in the packet, and
the plan may be viewed at this link:
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https://www.brunswickme.org/DocumentCenter/View/5455/DRAFT-2020-Bike-PedPlan-Update
Suggested motion:
Motion to adopt an update to the 2004 BPAC Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement
Plan.
125.

Notes: The Town Council voted on February 1, 2021 to direct the Planning Board to
consider zoning ordinance recommendations from District 2 Councilor Steve Walker
pertaining to Section 4.3.4 Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat. The
Planning Board hosted workshops and, on July 13, 2021, voted unanimously to
provide a recommendation for a text amendment. The Planning Board is requesting
that the Town Council set a public hearing for September 7, 2021, to consider text
amendments to Subsection 4.3.4 – Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat,
to the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. A copy of a memo from Matt Panfil, Director of
Planning and Development, and Jared Woolston, Town Planner, along with redlined
draft text ordinance changes, the public hearing notice, prior memos to Planning
Board and correspondence from Councilor Steve Walker are included in the packet.
Suggested motion:
Motion to set a public hearing for September 7, 2021, or another date, for text
amendment changes to Section 4.3.4 Protection of Significant Plant and Animal
Habitat of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

126.

Notes: ecomaine is a nonprofit, quasi-municipal corporation formed for the purpose
of owning and operating a regional solid waste management system for its member
communities. There are currently 20 owner-members of ecomaine, which is
governed by a 28-member Board of Directors and a 9-member Executive Committee.
If the Town Council wishes to pursue membership in ecomaine, a Letter of Interest,
detailing a number of agreements the parties will need to enter into. A copy of a
memo from Town Manager Eldridge and the Letter of Interest are included in the
packet.
Suggested motion:
Motion to authorize the Town Manager to sign a Letter of Interest regarding
membership in ecomaine.

127.

Notes: The Town Council is asked to approve a proclamation recognizing September
as National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month. A copy of the proclamation is
included in your packet.
Suggested motion:
Motion to adopt “A Proclamation Recognizing September as National Childhood
Cancer Awareness Month”.
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CONSENT AGENDA
a) Approval of minutes of August 2, 2021: A copy of the minutes is included in the
packet.
Suggested Motion:
Motion to approved the consent agenda
Suggested Motion:
Motion to adjourn.
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MANAGER’S REPORT
MEMO

Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

John Eldridge
Town Manager

DATE:

August 12, 2021

SUBJECT:

Town Manager’s Report
August 16, 2021 – Town Council Meeting

Financial Update (a)
Revenue and expenditure reports for the fiscal year through July 31st are included in your
packet. One month into the new fiscal year, there is nothing of note to report.
The Finance Department continues working to close out the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021. As we
have reported, the results, although not final, are very favorable. We hope to have preliminary
statements for you in late September or early October.
Finance Director Julia Henze and I will be happy to answer any questions.
Nomination Papers (b)
Nomination papers for Council and School Board seats are available. The deadline to return them is
September 3rd. For both the Council and School Board the available seats are District 3, District 4,
and an At-Large.
COVID Update (c)
We are hoping to have Lois Skillings, President of Mid Coast-Parkview Health, provide a COVID
update. As we know, there has been an uptick in COVID positives in the community, even among
those who are vaccinated. Thankfully, those vaccinated aren’t getting as sick. The unvaccinated
make up the vast majority of hospital admissions. Health care officials report that the delta variant
is very contagious.
Recreation Center Improvements (d)
Work has begun on the improvements to the Recreation Center. The construction manager is
Doten’s Construction from Freeport. The improvements will include creating a separate, fire-rated,
child care section of the building. It will also include creating a corridor from the classroom section
of the building to the field house as well as a separate entrance for the Welcome Center. We hope to
have construction complete by this Fall.

MANAGER’S REPORT - A
BACK UP MATERIALS
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|Town of Brunswick
|JULY 2021 EXPENDITURE REPORT

|P
1
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
AVAILABLE
PCT
APPROP
BUDGET
YTD EXPENDED
MTD EXPENDED
ENCUMBRANCES
BUDGET
USED
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
00 Fill
_________________________________________
19000 General Fund Transfers Out

2,890,920

3,405,920

3,405,920.00

3,405,920.00

.00

.00

100.0%

2,890,920

3,405,920

3,405,920.00

3,405,920.00

.00

.00

100.0%

576,774
815,235
390,319
251,369
194,353
713,337
0
111,709
306,012
413,833
308,337
682,732
269,801

576,774
815,235
390,319
251,369
194,353
713,337
0
111,709
306,012
413,833
308,337
682,732
269,801

35,377.06
55,409.25
100,082.42
.00
8,029.63
183,299.70
-42,083.80
8,209.57
25,980.07
26,563.01
23,074.06
40,138.69
15,466.72

35,377.06
55,409.25
100,082.42
.00
8,029.63
183,299.70
-42,083.80
8,209.57
25,980.07
26,563.01
23,074.06
40,138.69
15,466.72

75.05
.00
28,179.27
.00
.00
.00
.00
100.00
.00
.00
7,754.25
.00
.00

541,321.89
759,825.75
262,057.31
251,369.00
186,323.37
530,037.30
42,083.80
103,399.43
280,031.93
387,269.99
277,508.69
642,593.31
254,334.28

6.1%
6.8%
32.9%
.0%
4.1%
25.7%
100.0%
7.4%
8.5%
6.4%
10.0%
5.9%
5.7%

5,033,811

5,033,811

479,546.38

479,546.38

36,108.57

4,518,156.05

10.2%

4,300,818
47,975
69,800
4,823,005
961,102
121,440
129,659
94,000
33,000
650,000
2,000

4,300,818
47,975
69,800
4,823,005
961,102
121,440
129,659
94,000
33,000
650,000
2,000

263,653.00
1,309.75
3,146.01
354,531.87
71,211.99
11,016.99
6,211.01
16,309.89
1,075.33
5,508.64
.00

263,653.00
1,309.75
3,146.01
354,531.87
71,211.99
11,016.99
6,211.01
16,309.89
1,075.33
5,508.64
.00

28,658.23
142.11
142.11
27,595.08
4,358.96
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

4,008,506.77
46,523.14
66,511.88
4,440,878.05
885,531.05
110,423.01
123,447.99
77,690.11
31,924.67
644,491.36
2,000.00

6.8%
3.0%
4.7%
7.9%
7.9%
9.1%
4.8%
17.4%
3.3%
.8%
.0%

11,232,799

11,232,799

733,974.48

733,974.48

60,896.49

10,437,928.03

7.1%

TOTAL Fill
10 General Government
_________________________________________
11000
11100
11150
11200
11210
11230
11240
11250
11300
11600
11800
11900
11950

Administration
Finance Department
Technology Services Dept
Municipal Officers
Munic Bldg - 85 Union
Risk Management
Employee benefits
Cable TV
Assessing
Town Clerk & Elections
Engineering
Planning Department
Economic Development Dept

TOTAL General Government
20 Public Safety
_________________________________________
12100
12150
12160
12200
12220
12250
12280
12310
12320
12330
12340

Fire Department
Central Fire Station
Emerson Fire Station
Police Department
Emergency Services Dispatch
Police Station Building
Marine Resources
Streetlights
Traffic Signals
Hydrants
Civil Emergency Preparedness

TOTAL Public Safety
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|Town of Brunswick
|JULY 2021 EXPENDITURE REPORT

|P
2
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
AVAILABLE
PCT
30
Public Works
APPROP
BUDGET
YTD EXPENDED
MTD EXPENDED
ENCUMBRANCES
BUDGET
USED
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
30 Public Works
_________________________________________
13100
13110
13130
13140
13150

Public Works Administration
PW General Maintenance
Refuse Collection
Recycling
PW Central Garage

433,975
2,142,761
672,975
531,390
831,613

433,975
2,142,761
672,975
531,390
831,613

32,293.58
82,067.29
.00
250.00
33,757.99

32,293.58
82,067.29
.00
250.00
33,757.99

2,275.25
22,243.86
.00
.00
21,497.74

399,406.17
2,038,449.85
672,975.00
531,140.00
776,357.27

8.0%
4.9%
.0%
.0%
6.6%

4,612,714

4,612,714

148,368.86

148,368.86

46,016.85

4,418,328.29

4.2%

14100 General Assistance
14120 Health & Social Services

451,116
199,931

451,116
199,931

10,953.96
7,320.53

10,953.96
7,320.53

790.00
.00

439,372.04
192,610.47

2.6%
3.7%

TOTAL Human Services

651,047

651,047

18,274.49

18,274.49

790.00

631,982.51

2.9%

43,651,333

43,651,333

1,007,753.04

1,007,753.04

.00

42,643,579.96

2.3%

43,651,333

43,651,333

1,007,753.04

1,007,753.04

.00

42,643,579.96

2.3%

TOTAL Public Works
40 Human Services
_________________________________________

45 Education
_________________________________________
14500 School Department
TOTAL Education

50 Recreation and Culture
_________________________________________
15000
15050
15250
15300
15310
15400

Recreation Administration
Rec Buildings and Grounds
Rec Building 211
Teen Center
People Plus
Curtis Memorial Library

496,343
1,099,521
245,809
20,000
147,000
1,611,464

496,343
1,099,521
245,809
20,000
147,000
1,611,464

40,540.91
60,322.54
6,648.18
20,000.00
137,543.33
136,274.50

40,540.91
60,322.54
6,648.18
20,000.00
137,543.33
136,274.50

.00
4,747.81
357.68
.00
.00
.00

455,802.09
1,034,450.65
238,803.14
.00
9,456.67
1,475,189.50

8.2%
5.9%
2.9%
100.0%
93.6%
8.5%

TOTAL Recreation and Culture

3,620,137

3,620,137

401,329.46

401,329.46

5,105.49

3,213,702.05

11.2%

60 Intergovernmental
_________________________________________
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|JULY 2021 EXPENDITURE REPORT
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
AVAILABLE
PCT
60
Intergovernmental
APPROP
BUDGET
YTD EXPENDED
MTD EXPENDED
ENCUMBRANCES
BUDGET
USED
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
16000 County tax

1,664,113

1,664,113

.00

.00

.00

1,664,113.00

.0%

1,664,113

1,664,113

.00

.00

.00

1,664,113.00

.0%

303,179
10,000
3,200
450,000

303,179
10,000
3,200
450,000

105,380.12
.00
250.00
.00

105,380.12
.00
250.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00

197,798.88
10,000.00
2,950.00
450,000.00

34.8%
.0%
7.8%
.0%

766,379

766,379

105,630.12

105,630.12

.00

660,748.88

13.8%

18040 Police Station Bond
18070 2017 CIP GO Bonds
18090 2021 Fire Station Bond

367,125
164,534
405,000

367,125
164,534
405,000

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

367,125.00
164,534.00
405,000.00

.0%
.0%
.0%

TOTAL Debt Service

936,659

936,659

.00

.00

.00

936,659.00

.0%

75,059,912

75,574,912

6,300,796.83

6,300,796.83

148,917.40

69,125,197.77

8.5%

TOTAL Intergovernmental
70 Unclassified
_________________________________________
17000
17010
17020
17030

Promotion and Development
Additional School Assistance
Cemetery Care
Contingency Reserve

TOTAL Unclassified
80 Debt Service
_________________________________________

GRAND TOTAL

** END OF REPORT - Generated by Branden Perreault **
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|Town of Brunswick
|JULY 2021 REVENUE REPORT

|P
1
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
ACTUAL YTD
ACTUAL MTD
REMAINING
PCT
ESTIM REV
EST REV
REVENUE
REVENUE
REVENUE
COLL
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
10 Taxes
_________________________________________
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111190
111191
111191
111191

41101
41103
41104
41105
41106
41107
41109
41197
41198
41199
41110
41111
41112

Property Taxes
Deferred Property Tax
Tax Abatements
Interest on Taxes
Tax Lien Costs Revenu
Tax Lien Interest Rev
Payment in Lieu of Ta
BETE reimbursement
Homestead exemption r
Miscellaneous tax adj
Excise Tax - Auto
Excise Tax Boat/ATV/S
Excise Tax - Airplane

TOTAL Taxes
TOTAL REVENUES

47,882,920
-200,000
-75,000
73,000
13,000
17,000
400,000
1,150,034
1,636,210
2,250
3,500,000
20,000
8,000

47,882,920
-200,000
-75,000
73,000
13,000
17,000
400,000
1,150,034
1,636,210
2,250
3,500,000
20,000
8,000

3,733.50
.00
.00
18,085.42
392.69
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
396,009.77
1,949.50
.00

3,733.50
.00
.00
18,085.42
392.69
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
396,009.77
1,949.50
.00

47,879,186.50
-200,000.00
-75,000.00
54,914.58
12,607.31
17,000.00
400,000.00
1,150,034.00
1,636,210.00
2,250.00
3,103,990.23
18,050.50
8,000.00

.0%
.0%
.0%
24.8%
3.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
11.3%
9.7%
.0%

54,427,414

54,427,414

420,170.88

420,170.88

54,007,243.12

.8%

54,427,414

54,427,414

420,170.88

420,170.88

54,007,243.12

10,000
250,000
45,000
45,000
250
2,600
35,000
29,835
22,965
37,100
4,500
17,492
12,800
40,000
2,000
400
300
30,000

10,000
250,000
45,000
45,000
250
2,600
35,000
29,835
22,965
37,100
4,500
17,492
12,800
40,000
2,000
400
300
30,000

875.00
38,389.45
5,388.05
3,237.50
21.00
32.00
4,221.20
504.00
2,292.50
100.00
46.00
.00
1,900.00
3,910.00
230.00
.00
25.00
105.00

875.00
38,389.45
5,388.05
3,237.50
21.00
32.00
4,221.20
504.00
2,292.50
100.00
46.00
.00
1,900.00
3,910.00
230.00
.00
25.00
105.00

9,125.00
211,610.55
39,611.95
41,762.50
229.00
2,568.00
30,778.80
29,331.00
20,672.50
37,000.00
4,454.00
17,492.00
10,900.00
36,090.00
1,770.00
400.00
275.00
29,895.00

8.8%
15.4%
12.0%
7.2%
8.4%
1.2%
12.1%
1.7%
10.0%
.3%
1.0%
.0%
14.8%
9.8%
11.5%
.0%
8.3%
.4%

585,242

585,242

61,276.70

61,276.70

523,965.30

10.5%

585,242

585,242

61,276.70

61,276.70

523,965.30

20 Licenses & Fees
_________________________________________
121111
121411
121411
121411
121611
121611
121611
121611
121611
121611
121611
121611
121611
121911
122121
122221
122221
123131

42207
42100
42101
42102
42200
42201
42202
42203
42204
42205
42206
42210
42215
42300
42400
42500
42501
42600

Passport Fees
Building Permits
Electrical Permits
Plumbing Permits
Hunting & Fishing Lic
Dog License Fee
Vital Statistics
General Licenses
Victulars/Innkeepers
Shellfish Licenses
Neutered/Spayed Dog L
Mooring fees
Marijuana Licenses
Planning Board Appl F
Fire Permits
Conc Weapons Permits
Parking Permit fee
Public Works Opening

TOTAL Licenses & Fees
TOTAL REVENUES
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|JULY 2021 REVENUE REPORT
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
ACTUAL YTD
ACTUAL MTD
REMAINING
PCT
ESTIM REV
EST REV
REVENUE
REVENUE
REVENUE
COLL
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
30 Intergovernmental
_________________________________________
131132
131142
131152
131190
131192
131192
131192
134546

43103
43104
43108
43102
43101
43106
43508
43120

Highway Grant Fund
State General Assista
IFW-MerePoint Boat La
State Tax Exemption R
State Revenue Sharing
Snowmobile Receipts
CARES Act Pass-throug
State Education Subsi

TOTAL Intergovernmental
TOTAL REVENUES

195,000
210,000
10,000
55,000
2,450,000
1,500
6,817
11,529,277

195,000
210,000
10,000
55,000
2,450,000
1,500
6,817
11,529,277

.00
.00
.00
.00
364,457.22
.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
364,457.22
.00
.00
.00

195,000.00
210,000.00
10,000.00
55,000.00
2,085,542.78
1,500.00
6,817.00
11,529,277.00

.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
14.9%
.0%
.0%
.0%

14,457,594

14,457,594

364,457.22

364,457.22

14,093,136.78

2.5%

14,457,594

14,457,594

364,457.22

364,457.22

14,093,136.78

60,000
1,200
7,092
0
1,100,000
1,500
500
4,000
96,500
3,000
159,975
19,000
1,000
15,000
208,494
10,200

60,000
1,200
7,092
0
1,100,000
1,500
500
4,000
96,500
3,000
159,975
19,000
1,000
15,000
208,494
10,200

7,365.00
156.00
591.85
359.64
65,073.02
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1,447.00
.00
850.00

7,365.00
156.00
591.85
359.64
65,073.02
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1,447.00
.00
850.00

52,635.00
1,044.00
6,500.15
-359.64
1,034,926.98
1,500.00
500.00
4,000.00
96,500.00
3,000.00
159,975.00
19,000.00
1,000.00
13,553.00
208,494.00
9,350.00

12.3%
13.0%
8.3%
100.0%
5.9%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%
9.6%
.0%
8.3%

1,687,461

1,687,461

75,842.51

75,842.51

1,611,618.49

4.5%

1,687,461

1,687,461

75,842.51

75,842.51

1,611,618.49

225

225

30.00

30.00

195.00

40 Charges for services
_________________________________________
141111
141111
141211
141611
142121
142121
142221
142221
142221
142221
142221
142221
143131
143431
144545
145051

44110
44111
44121
44131
44155
44166
44161
44162
44163
44165
44167
44168
44174
44175
44100
44121

Agent Fee Auto Reg
Agent Fee Boat/ATV/Sn
Rental of Property
Advertising Fees
Ambulance Service Fee
Special Detail - Fire
Witness Fees
Police Reports
School Resource Offic
Special Detail - Poli
Dispatch Services fee
ACO Services fees
PW Labor & Materials
Recycling Revenue
School Tuition, etc
Rental of Property

TOTAL Charges for services
TOTAL REVENUES
50 Fines & Penalties
_________________________________________
151611 45108

Gen License Late Pena

13.3%

08/02/2021 08:03
bperreault
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
ACTUAL YTD
ACTUAL MTD
REMAINING
PCT
ESTIM REV
EST REV
REVENUE
REVENUE
REVENUE
COLL
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
151611
151611
151621
152121
152221
152221
152221
152221

45109
45110
45103
45107
45100
45101
45102
45105

Mooring Fee Late Pena
Victualers Lic Late P
Unlicensed Dog Fines
Fire Code Violation F
Ordinance Fines
Parking Tickets
Leash Law Fines
False Alarm Police

TOTAL Fines & Penalties
TOTAL REVENUES

500
450
3,750
100
200
25,000
150
100

500
450
3,750
100
200
25,000
150
100

.00
270.00
250.00
.00
270.00
1,065.00
.00
.00

.00
270.00
250.00
.00
270.00
1,065.00
.00
.00

500.00
180.00
3,500.00
100.00
-70.00
23,935.00
150.00
100.00

.0%
60.0%
6.7%
.0%
135.0%
4.3%
.0%
.0%

30,475

30,475

1,885.00

1,885.00

28,590.00

6.2%

30,475

30,475

1,885.00

1,885.00

28,590.00

50,000

50,000

.00

.00

50,000.00

.0%

50,000

50,000

.00

.00

50,000.00

.0%

50,000

50,000

.00

.00

50,000.00

25,000

25,000

.00

.00

25,000.00

.0%

25,000

25,000

.00

.00

25,000.00

.0%

25,000

25,000

.00

.00

25,000.00

547,000
200,000
1,904,221

1,062,000
200,000
1,904,221

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

1,062,000.00
200,000.00
1,904,221.00

.0%
.0%
.0%

2,651,221

3,166,221

.00

.00

3,166,221.00

.0%

2,651,221

3,166,221

.00

.00

3,166,221.00

1,500

1,500

135.00

135.00

1,365.00

60 Interest earned
_________________________________________
161193 46100

Interest Earned

TOTAL Interest earned
TOTAL REVENUES
70 Donations
_________________________________________
171952 47000

BDC Contrib to Econ D

TOTAL Donations
TOTAL REVENUES
80 Use of fund balance
_________________________________________
181100 48000
181100 48001
184500 48004

Unapprop General Fund
Bal of State Revenue
School Balance Forwar

TOTAL Use of fund balance
TOTAL REVENUES
90 Other
_________________________________________
191111 49000

Finance Miscellaneous

9.0%

08/02/2021 08:03
bperreault
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FOR 2022 01
ORIGINAL
REVISED
ACTUAL YTD
ACTUAL MTD
REMAINING
PCT
ESTIM REV
EST REV
REVENUE
REVENUE
REVENUE
COLL
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
191111
191111
191111
191192
191611
191911
192121
192221
193131
194545
195051
199980

49101
49104
49106
49100
49000
49000
49000
49000
49000
49000
49000
48100

Workers Comp Dividend
Property & Casualty D
W/C Proceeds
Cable Television
Town Clerk Miscellane
Planning Miscellaneou
Fire Miscellaneous
Police Miscellaneous
Public Works Miscella
School Miscellaneous
Recreation Miscellane
General Fund Transfer

0
0
0
280,000
1,760
200
500
0
1,500
52,673
250
807,122

0
0
0
280,000
1,760
200
500
0
1,500
52,673
250
807,122

23,875.00
9,763.00
2,211.01
.00
310.25
502.25
.00
28,800.00
.00
480.27
.00
.00

23,875.00
9,763.00
2,211.01
.00
310.25
502.25
.00
28,800.00
.00
480.27
.00
.00

-23,875.00
-9,763.00
-2,211.01
280,000.00
1,449.75
-302.25
500.00
-28,800.00
1,500.00
52,192.73
250.00
807,122.00

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
.0%
17.6%
251.1%
.0%
100.0%
.0%
.9%
.0%
.0%

1,145,505

1,145,505

66,076.78

66,076.78

1,079,428.22

5.8%

TOTAL REVENUES

1,145,505

1,145,505

66,076.78

66,076.78

1,079,428.22

GRAND TOTAL

75,059,912

75,574,912

989,709.09

989,709.09

74,585,202.91

TOTAL Other

** END OF REPORT - Generated by Branden Perreault **
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

John Eldridge
Town Manager

DATE:

August 11, 2021

SUBJECT:

Zoning Ordinance Map/Text Amendment – Community Resource Center

At your last meeting you tabled this discussion to your August 16th meeting and directed staff to
address the issues being debated. Attached is a memo from Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and
Development that addresses those issues.
1. Add definitions of a community resource center and/or a food pantry:
Community Resource Center: A non-profit or quasi-public facility operated for the
benefit and service of the population of the local community and not with the intent
of realizing a profit or covering costs through the sale of goods or service.
Food Pantry. A facility operated by a non-profit entity to collect, store, package,
process, and disburse food, such as fresh produce, perishables, canned goods, or
food staples to persons and households in need. Facility shall primarily distribute
food, but may also include toiletries and hygienic items, diapers, pet food, clothing,
and incidental household items. That facility may also prepare meals to be served on
the premises at no or low cost to those who receive them.
2. Confirm the subject property’s BNAS Reuse Master Plan land use designation.
The BNAS Reuse Master Plan Map depicts the subject property as being located
within the “recreation /open space” land use district, but adjacent to the
“community mixed use” land use district. The intent of the “recreation / open space”
land use district is as follows: The intent of the 510-acre Recreation and Open Space
District, identified on the plan in dark green, is to provide suitable areas for a variety
of commercial and public outdoor active and passive recreational opportunities for
the community. Recreational uses could include public parks, sports fields, golf
courses, public gardens, bicycle trails, and equestrian facilities.
The Council has the following options:
1. Changing the name and purpose of the Growth Outdoor Recreation District to the Growth
Outdoor Recreation and Community Resource District. This change would be accompanied
by adding Community Resource Center as a permitted use. The Planning Board favored
changing the name and purpose of the zone but recommend limiting the permitted use to
Food Pantry.

Memo Zoning Text Amendment GO Zone 081121.docx

Memo to Town Council
August 11, 2021
Re: Zoning Ordinance Map/Text Amendment – Community Resource Center

Page 2 of 2

2. Moving the District Boundary of Growth Mixed Use 7 (GM7) to encompass the lot at 179
Neptune Drive. This would be accompanied by adding a definition of food pantry or
community resource center and requiring a deed covenant in favor of the town limiting the
permitted uses of that parcel.
Either of these options require a public hearing to amend the Zoning Ordinance. Director Panfil will
attend your meeting to explain these options in greater detail.

Attachments

Memo Zoning Text Amendment GO Zone 081121.docx

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
I.

Brunswick Town Council

Brunswick Planning Board
Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, Director of Planning & Development
August 16, 2021

Zoning Ordinance Map/Text Amendment – Community Resource Center

PROJECT HISTORY:
Subject Property and Surrounding Zoning:

Pre-BNAS Closure:
December 19, 2018:
November 7, 2019:

Prior to the closure of the Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS), the
approximately 16,000 square foot building located at 179 Neptune Drive
(Map 40, Lot 516) housed the Navy’s “Night Flight” night club.

BLCCDG, LLC purchased the building from Affordable Midcoast Housing, LCC
(Attachment A)

BLCCDG, LLC approached the Department of Planning and Development to
discuss the potential for the Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust (BTLT) to:

use the offices, bathrooms, and meeting rooms as an accessory and support
for the hundreds of acres of conservation land adjacent to the building.
There are a number of other conservation-focused non-profits that would
like space in the building to promote conservation, ecology, biking, and
other activities to utilize the adjacent bike trails, walking trails, and
woodlands.
Other uses of the space would be for storage of outdoor equipment that ls
used by the expeditionary programs of the REAL School, Harpswell Coastal

Academy, and Seeds of Independence (Attachment B).

November 12, 2019:

Planning Board Workshop #1

December 10, 2019:

Planning Board Workshop #3

November 26, 2019:
January 14, 2020:

Planning Board Workshop #2

Planning Board Public Hearing

The Planning Board made a recommendation to the Town Council to establish
a new use, environmental resource center, that would be allowed within the
Growth Outdoor Recreation (GO) Zoning District with a conditional use
permit.

Environmental Resource Center: A structure or group of structures that
provide various uses supporting activities related to agriculture,
aquaculture, environmental studies and improvement, land and water
conservation, and wildlife organizations. Provided that they are associated
with the above referred uses, such uses may include, but are not limited to:
office and meeting space for supporting such activities; commercial kitchen
for public events or tenant use; exhibit space; greenhouse; grounds for
passive recreation; picnic areas; non-motorized trails; incubator space;
space for storage for conservation / trail maintenance equipment; bicycle
and/or ski rental facilities; cooperative storage space for shared equipment,
gear, and tools; and public lockers, restrooms, and showers.

February 18, 2020:
April 14, 2020:

The Town Council approved the zoning ordinance text amendments as
proposed by the Planning Board.

The Planning Board approved a conditional use permit for an environmental
resource center at 179 Neptune Drive.

September 24, 2020: BLCCDG, LLC submitted a building permit application to allow for Mid Coast
Hunger Prevention Program (MCHPP) to occupy space within the existing
environmental resource center at 179 Neptune Drive. Julie Erdman, Code
Enforcement Officer, provided her determination that the proposed use did
not fit within the definition of environmental resource center and did not
meet the intent of the Growth Outdoor (GO) Zoning District (Attachment C).

February 8, 2021:
March 15, 2021:
April 13, 2021:

April 27, 2021:

BLCCDG, LLC submitted a letter to the Town Council requesting that they
direct the Planning Board to consider a Zoning Ordinance Text and/or Map
Amendment to allow for MCHPP to occupy the building.
The Town Council directed the Planning Board to provide a recommendation
in response to BLCCDG, LLC’s request (Attachment D).

Planning Board Workshop #1

Planning Board Workshop #2

2

May 11, 2021:
May 25, 2021:

Planning Board Workshop #3

Planning Board Public Hearing

The Planning Board made a recommendation to the Town Council to amend
the text of the Zoning Ordinance to:

1. Change the title of the Growth Outdoor Recreation (GO) Zoning
District to the Growth Outdoor Recreation and Community Resource
Zoning District.
2. Add a new use and definition for food pantry.

3. Allow food pantry as a permitted use within the Growth Outdoor
Recreation and Community Resource District.

Within their written recommendation, the Planning Board included a note
that although a Map Amendment to rezone the subject property from the GO
Zoning District to the Growth Mixed-Use 7 (GM7) Zoning District was not their
preferred recommendation, it may be a viable alternative for the Town
Council’s consideration as they found that both proposed amendments were
consistent with the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance’s Brunswick Naval
Air Station (BNAS) Reuse Planning Area, the Town’s 2008 Comprehensive
Plan Update, and the BNAS Reuse Master Plan (Attachment E).

II. AUGUST 2, 2021 TOWN COUNCIL MEETING SUMMARY:

The Town Council requested additional information and staff recommendations on the following
items:

1. Provide a draft definition of community resource center to potentially replace environmental
recourse center and/or food pantry to allow for a wider variety of non-profit organizations
within the newly named Growth Outdoor Recreation and Community Resource Zoning District.
Staff Proposal:

Community Resource Center: A non-profit or quasi-public facility operated for the benefit
and service of the population of the local community and not with the intent of realizing a
profit or covering costs through the sale of goods or service.
2. Confirm the subject property’s BNAS Reuse Master Plan land use designation.

The BNAS Reuse Master Plan Map depicts the subject property as being located within the
“recreation /open space” land use district, but adjacent to the “community mixed use” land
use district. The intent of the “recreation / open space” land use district is as follows:
The intent of the 510-acre Recreation and Open Space District, identified on the plan in
dark green, is to provide suitable areas for a variety of commercial and public outdoor
active and passive recreational opportunities for the community. Recreational uses
could include public parks, sports fields, golf courses, public gardens, bicycle trails, and
equestrian facilities.
3

III. RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Decide which one (1) of the following two (2) recommendations should be properly noticed for a
Public Hearing on September 9, 2021.

Please note that both recommendations should include findings that the proposed Zoning Map
and/or Zoning Ordinance Text amendments are consistent with the Town of Brunswick’s Zoning
Ordinance, the BNAS Reuse Master Plan, and the Town’s 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update.
4

OPTION 1:

COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER TEXT AMENDMENTS
New Text in Bold Underline
Deleted Text in Strikethrough
Chapter 1 - General Provisions
Section 1.7 - Definitions and Rules of Construction

1.7.2 Definitions
Community Resource Center: A non-profit or quasi-public facility operated for the benefit and service of the
population of the local community and not with the intent of realizing a profit or covering costs through the sale
of goods or service.
Environmental Resource Center: A structure or group of structures that provide various uses supporting activities
related to agriculture, aquaculture, environmental studies and improvement, land and water conservation, and
wildlife organizations. Provided that they are associated with the above referred uses, such uses may include, but
are not limited to: office and meeting space for supporting such activities; commercial kitchen for public events or
tenant use; exhibit space; greenhouse; grounds for passive recreation; picnic areas; non-motorized trails; incubator
space; space for storage for conservation / trail maintenance equipment; bicycle and/or ski rental facilities;
cooperative storage space for shared equipment, gear, and tools; and public lockers, restrooms, and showers.

----- AND ----Chapter 2 – Zoning Districts
Section 2.1 – Growth Area Zoning Districts

2.1.3 Growth Special Purpose Districts
H. Growth Outdoor Recreation and Community Resource (GO) District
The Growth Outdoor Recreation and Community Resource (GO) District applies to the area designated
Recreation and Open Space in the Brunswick Naval Area Station (BNAS) Reuse Master Plan. It is intended
to provide suitable areas for a variety of commercial, community, and public active and passive outdoor
recreational opportunities for the community including public parks, recreation fields, golf courses, public
gardens, bicycle trails, and equestrian facilities.

----- AND ----Chapter 3 – Property Use Standards
Section 3.2 - Definitions and Rules of Construction

3.2 Growth Area Permitted Use Table

Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts
C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

CURRENT
ZONE

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO
GN

P = Permitted

Supple-

5

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

Principal Uses
Public, Institutional, and Civic Uses
Community, Cultural, and
Educational Uses
Club or lodge
College
Community center
Community resource center
Day care facility, small
Day care facility, large
Homeless shelter, apartment-style
Homeless shelter, non-apartment-style
Homeless shelter, resource center
Hospital
Library, museum, or art gallery
Municipal facility
Park or conservation area
Religious institution
School

Other Uses

Environmental Resource Center

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R-AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R-R&OS
BCN

Land Use

X X X X X C X C C P
X X X X X X X X X X
A X X C C C X C C P
P
Pending T.C. Review
P P P P P P P P P P
C C C C C C C C C P
C X X C C C C C C C
X X X X X X X X X C
X X X X X X X X X C
X X X X X X X X X X
X X X C C C X X C P
P P P P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P P P P
X X X C C P C P P P
P X P C P P P P P P

C C C C P P P X X X X X X C X
X X P X X P X P C C P P X X X
P C P P P P P P X P P C X C X
X P
Pending T.C. Review
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
C C C C C C C X X X X X X C X
X C C C C C X X X X X X X C X
X C C C C C X X X X X X X C X
X X X X X X P X X X X X X X X
C C P P P P C P P P P P X C X
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P P P P P C X P X
C P P P P P P P C P P P P P P

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
X
X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C

X

mentary
Use
Standards

4.8.1.D(2)
3.4.1.Y

3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
4.8.1.D(2)

----- AND ----Chapter 3 – Property Use Standards
Section 3.4 – Supplementary Use Standards

3.4.1 Principal Uses
Y.

Food Pantry
In the GO district, food pantries are limited to buildings in existence prior to May 25, 2021.

OPTION 2:
*

REZONE FROM GO ZONING DISTRICT TO GM7 ZONING DISTRICT

Please note that this option would require the Town of Brunswick to be a party to a
restrictive covenant limiting the use of the subject property to environmental resource
centers and food pantries.
New Text in Bold Underline
Deleted Text in Strikethrough
Chapter 1 - General Provisions
Section 1.7 - Definitions and Rules of Construction
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1.7.2 Definitions
Food Pantry: A facility operated by a non-profit entity to collect, store, package, process, and disburse food, such
as fresh produce, perishables, canned goods, or food staples to persons and households in need. Facility shall
primarily distribute food, but may also include toiletries and hygienic items, diapers, pet food, clothing, and
incidental household items. That facility may also prepare meals to be served on the premises at no or low cost to
those who receive them.

----- AND ----Chapter 3 – Property Use Standards
Section 3.2 - Definitions and Rules of Construction

3.2 Growth Area Permitted Use Table

Table 3.2: Permitted Use Table for Growth Area Zoning Districts
CURRENT
ZONE

GN

1997
ZONING
DISTRICT

BCN

X = Prohibited

GR1
GR2 & 10
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GM1
GM2
GM3
GM4
GM5
GM6
GM7
GM8
GC1
GC2
GC3
GC4
GC5
GA
GI
GO

Land Use

C = Allowed Only with a Conditional Use Permit
A = Allowed Only as an Accessory Use

RR
R1& 8
R2
R3, 4, 5, 6
R7
TR1
TR2
TR3 & 4
TR5
MU2
MU3 & 6
MU4, I1, I4
MU1, CC
HC1 & 2
TC1, 2, 3
RCMU
MUOZ
CU1& 3
CU5 & 6
CU4 & 7
CU/TC
CU2
R-AR
I2, I3, RBTI
R-R&OS

P = Permitted

Principal Uses
Public, Institutional, and Civic Uses
Community, Cultural, and
Educational Uses
Club or lodge
College
Community center
Day care facility, small
Day care facility, large
Food pantry
Homeless shelter, apartment-style
Homeless shelter, non-apartment-style
Homeless shelter, resource center
Hospital
Library, museum, or art gallery
Municipal facility
Park or conservation area
Religious institution
School

X
X
A
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
X
P
P
X
P

X
X
X
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
X
P

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
X
X

Environmental Resource Center

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X C

X

Other Uses

X
X
X
P
C
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
X
X

X
X
X
P
C
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
X
P

X
X
C
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
C
P
P
C
C

X
X
C
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
C
P
P
C
P

C
X
C
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
C
P
P
P
P

X
X
X
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
X
P
P
C
P

C
X
C
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P

C
X
C
P
C
X
C
X
X
X
C
P
P
P
P

P
X
P
P
P
P
C
C
C
X
P
P
P
P
P

C
X
P
P
P
X
C
X
X
X
C
P
P
P
C

C
X
C
P
P
X
C
C
C
X
C
P
P
P
P

C
P
P
P
P
X
C
C
C
X
P
P
P
P
P

C
X
P
P
P
X
C
C
C
X
P
P
P
P
P

P
X
P
P
P
X
C
C
C
X
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
C
C
C
X
P
P
P
P
P

P
X
P
P
P
X
C
X
X
P
C
P
P
P
P

X
P
P
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P
P

X
C
X
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P
C

X
C
P
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P
P

X
P
P
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P
P

X
P
C
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
C
P

X
X
X
P
P
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
X
P

C
X
C
P
P
X
C
C
C
X
C
P
P
P
P

Supplementary
Use
Standards

4.8.1.D(2)

3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
3.4.1.X
4.8.1.D(2)

----- AND -----
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Revised Zoning Map

IV. ATTACHMENTS:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Vision Property Information Card for 179 Neptune Drive (Map 40, Lot 516)
Letter from Tom Wright of BLCCDG, LLC, dated November 14, 2019
CEO Zoning Determination Email, dated September 24, 2020
Town Council Memo to Direct Planning Board to Make a Recommendation, dated March 9, 2021
Review Criteria for a Zoning Ordinance Text or Map Amendment
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ATTACHMENT A

179 NEPTUNE DR
Property Location
101907
Vision ID
Account # TIF BRNS LNDG
CURRENT OWNER
TOPO
UTILITIES
BLCC DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

C/O THOMAS B WRIGHT
P O BOX 216
FREEPORT

ME

04078

Alt Prcl ID
Type
Use
Special Co
Mobile Ho
Moho Seri

040-516-000-000
3
2

Park ID
# Of Units
File TG Da
Status
Subdivisio EDC-3 (PART OF)

GIS ID

40-516

Assoc Pid#

RECORD OF OWNERSHIP
BLCC DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC
AFFORDABLE MIDCOAST HOUSING LLC
MIDCOAST REG REDEVELOPMENT AUTHO
MIDCOAST REG REDEVELOPMENT AUTHO

Year

BK-VOL/PAGE SALE DATE Q/U
35375 0320
12-19-2018 Q
31819 0117
09-24-2014 U
PB 21 0085
04-01-2013 U
29003 0003
09-30-2011 U

EXEMPTIONS
Description

Code

Bldg # 1
STRT / ROAD
LOCATION

Amount

V/I
I
I
I
I

SALE PRICE
300,000
200,000
0
1

VC
2A
1E
1E
1E

Sec # 1

of 1
Card # 1 of 1
CURRENT ASSESSMENT
Description
Code
Appraised
3222
144,700
COMMERC.COM
3222
186,300
LAND
3222
800
COMMERC.

Assessed
144,700
186,300
800

3203
BRUNSWICK, ME

VISION
Year
2020

Code
3222
3222
3222

Total
331,800
331,800
PREVIOUS ASSESSMENTS (HISTORY)
Assessed
Year Code
Assessed
Year
144,700 2019 3222
144,700 2018
186,300
3222
186,300
800
3222
1,000

Total

OTHER ASSESSMENTS
Description
Number
Amount

Code

State Use 3222
Print Date 9/17/2020 3:07:08 PM

Comm Int

331800

Total

332000

Code
4000
4000
4000
Total

This signature acknowledges a visit by a Data Collector or Assessor

Assessed
381,400
188,100
39,500
609000

APPRAISED VALUE SUMMARY
Total
Nbhd
0001

Nbhd Name

0.00
ASSESSING NEIGHBORHOOD
B

Tracing

Batch

Appraised Bldg. Value (Card)

144,700

Appraised Xf (B) Value (Bldg)

0

NOTES
2019-REMOVED PARKING LOT - NOT DEEDED

2012 - SPLIT FR 40-0

YET, WILL BE DEEDED ONCE MRRA GETS

Total Appraised Parcel Value

2013 - ACRES CORRX PER PLAN 213/85

FROM NAVY (PARCEL 2 BK35375/PG320)

2015-CORRECT AC PER PLAN WAS 2.38AC

THIS IS ONLY A PORTION OF LOT 44

Valuation Method
Exemptions

2015-ADD SHED, OMITTED

CORRECTED ACRES

Permit Id
20149
B15070

Issue Date
Type
06-04-2020 BP
04-10-2015 RE

Description
Build Perm
Remodel

BUILDING PERMIT RECORD
Amount
Insp Date
% Comp
185,000
0
15,000
100

186,300

Appraised Land Value (Bldg)

BLDG #516 (LOT 44)

2019-BUILDING GUTTED, ONLY SHELL REMAINS

800

Appraised Ob (B) Value (Bldg)
Special Land Value

Date Comp

Comments
3755SF WKSHOP & MEETIN
04-10-2015 ADD 3 HR FIRE WALL & DOO

0
331,800
C
0.00

Net Total Appriased Parcel Value
331,800
VISIT / CHANGE HISTORY
Date
Id
Type Is Cd
Purpost/Result
07-14-2020
NP
21 Permit Check Ext Only
03-27-2019
00 Measur+Listed
BB
05-10-2017
01 Door Hanger/Letter
PS
04-09-2012
00 Measur+Listed
DG

LAND LINE VALUATION SECTION
B Use Code
1
1

3222
3222

Zone Land Type

Description
Commercial Bldg
Commercial Bldg

Total Card Land Units

Land Units
1.480 AC
0.590 AC

2.070 AC

Unit Price

I. Factor Site Index Cond. Nbhd. Nhbd Adj

100,000 0.98702
5,000 1.00000

1
0

1.00
1.00

Parcel Total Land Area: 2.0700

305
305

1.250
1.250

Notes
EXCESS

Location Adjustment

Adj Unit Pric

0
0

Total Land Value

Land Value
182,600
3,700

186,300

179 NEPTUNE DR
Property Location
101907
Vision ID
Account #
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL
Element
Cd
Description
Style:
12
Commercial
Model
94
Commercial
Grade
01
Minimum
Stories:
1
Occupancy
1.00
Exterior Wall 1
20
Brick/Masonry
Exterior Wall 2
01
Flat
Roof Structure
04
Tar & Gravel
Roof Cover
Interior Wall 1
01
Minim/Masonry
Interior Wall 2
Interior Floor 1 03
Concr-Finished
Interior Floor 2
Heating Fuel
03
Gas
Heating Type
01
None
AC Type
01
None
Bldg Use
3222
Commercial Bldg
Total Rooms
Total Bedrms
Total Baths
Heat/AC
00
NONE
Frame Type
03
MASONRY
Baths/Plumbing 00
NONE
Ceiling/Wall
00
NONE
Rooms/Prtns
01
LIGHT
Wall Height
10.00
% Comn Wall
1st Floor Use:

ATTACHMENT A
TIF BRNS LNDG
Bldg # 1
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL (CONTINUED)
Element
Cd
Description

MIXED USE
Description

Code
3222

Commercial Bldg
COST / MARKET VALUATION

Percentage
100
0
0

723,445

RCN

1958
Year Built
Effective Year Built
A
Depreciation Code
Remodel Rating
Year Remodeled
48
Depreciation %
Functional Obsol
External Obsol
1
Trend Factor
PD
Condition
20
Condition %
20
Percent Good
144,700
RCNLD
Dep % Ovr
Dep Ovr Comment
Misc Imp Ovr
Misc Imp Ovr Comment
Cost to Cure Ovr
Cost to Cure Ovr Comment
OB - OUTBUILDING & YARD ITEMS(L) / XF - BUILDING EXTRA FEATURES(B)
Code
Description
L/B Units Unit Price Yr Blt Cond. Cd % Good Grade Grade Adj
Appr. Value
SHD1 SHED AVG
L
80
13.00 2019
G
75
0.00
800

Code
BAS
CAN
CLP
WDK

BUILDING SUB-AREA SUMMARY SECTION
Description
Living Area Floor Area Eff Area Unit Cost Undeprec Value
First Floor
16,428
16,428
16,428
42.97
705,829
Canopy
0
88
18
8.79
773
Loading Platform, Finished
0
232
70
12.96
3,008
Deck, Wood
0
2,147
322
6.44
13,835

Ttl Gross Liv / Lease Area

16,428

18,895

16,838

723,445

Sec # 1

of 1

Card # 1

of 1

State Use 3222
Print Date 9/17/2020 3:07:09 PM

ATTACHMENT B - LETTER FROM TOM WRIGHT (11/7/19)

ATTACHMENT B - LETTER FROM TOM WRIGHT (11/7/19)

ATTACHMENT B - LETTER FROM TOM WRIGHT (11/7/19)

ATTACHMENT B - LETTER FROM TOM WRIGHT (11/7/19)

ATTACHMENT C - CEO ZONING DETERMINATION EMAIL (9/24/20)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Julie Erdman
Matt Panfil
FW: 179 Neptune Wall sections and door schedule
Thursday, April 8, 2021 11:00:30 AM
image001.png

Matt,
Here is my written decision to Tom after he dropped off a permit application to fit up the space for
MCHPP.

Thank you,
Julie Erdman
Code Enforcement Officer/Zoning Administrator
Dept of Planning & Development
Town of Brunswick
85 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
Phone: (207)725-6660 x4025
Fax: (207)725-6663
From: Julie Erdman
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 5:05 PM
To: Thomas Wright <thomasbwright@gmail.com>
Cc: Carl Adams <cadams@brunswickme.org>
Subject: RE: 179 Neptune Wall sections and door schedule
Tom,
After reviewing the MCHPP use and conferring with staff, I’m sorry to say that I don’t think it fits into
the definition of Environmental Resource Center or the intent of the Growth Outdoor Zoning
District. While I appreciate the connection that MCHPP might have with organizations like BTLT and
Six Rivers, their business functions more as a distribution center and I feel it is too much of a stretch
to put them in the same category. I’m still holding on to your check and would be happy to return
that to you.

Thank you,

PLANNING BOARD MEETING (4/27/21)

ATTACHMENT C - CEO ZONING DETERMINATION EMAIL (9/24/20)

Julie Erdman
Codes Enforcement Officer/Zoning Administrator
Dept of Planning & Development
Town of Brunswick
85 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
Phone: (207)725-6660 x4025
Fax: (207)725-6663
From: Thomas Wright [mailto:thomasbwright@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Julie Erdman; Carl Adams
Subject: 179 Neptune Wall sections and door schedule

Julie and Carl, attached are the wall sections, door schedule and detail drawing for 179
Neptune. I wasn't sure if you were reviewing from home and would prefer the electronic
version.
I will drop paper copies off tomorrow.
Thanks Tom

PLANNING BOARD MEETING (4/27/21)

ATTACHMENT D - ZONING AMENDMENT REQUEST TO TOWN COUNCIL (3/15/21)

Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Town Council

John Eldridge
Town Manager

March 9, 2021

Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program
Request for Zoning Amendment

Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program (MCHPP) approached Councilor Watkinson to explore the
possibility of a zoning amendment that would allow MCHPP to relocate in a portion of a building
owned by BLCC Development Group, LLC at 179 Neptune Drive. This is the same property that is
being used by the Brunswick Topsham Land Trust (BTLT) and was discussed as part of a zoning
amendment approved by the Town Council in March 2020. The property is in the Growth Outdoor
Recreation District. Below is a definition of the district as well as the use definition that allowed
BTLT to locate an office in the former Enlisted Service Members Club.
Growth Outdoor Recreation (GO) District: The Growth Outdoor Recreation (GO) District
applies to the area designated Recreation and Open Space in the Brunswick Naval Area
Station (BNAS) Reuse Master Plan. It is intended to provide suitable areas for a variety of
commercial and public active and passive outdoor recreational opportunities for the
community including public parks, recreation fields, golf courses, public gardens, bicycle
trails, and equestrian facilities.

Environmental Resource Center: A structure or group of structures that provide various
uses supporting activities related to agriculture, aquaculture, environmental studies and
improvement, land and water conservation, and wildlife organizations. Provided that they
are associated with the above referred uses, such uses may include, but are not limited to:
office and meeting space for supporting such activities; commercial kitchen for public events
or tenant use; exhibit space; greenhouse; grounds for passive recreation; picnic areas; non‐
motorized trails; incubator space; space for storage for conservation / trail maintenance
equipment; bicycle and/or ski rental facilities; cooperative storage space for shared
equipment, gear, and tools; and public lockers, restrooms, and showers. (Amended
3/2/2020)

Should the Council wish to explore this request, it should forward it to the Planning Board for a
recommendation. The Board could review whether an amendment to the zoning district or an
amendment to the allowed uses would be more appropriate It could also conclude that neither is
appropriate.

Attached please find a portion of the zoning map depicting the location of the property, the zoning
district in which the property is located, and the adjacent zoning districts.
Attachments

ATTACHMENT E - REVIEW CRITERIA FOR A ZONING ORDINANCE TEXT OR MAP AMENDMENT
REVIEW CRITERIA FOR A ZONING ORDINANCE TEXT OR MAP AMENDMENT:
Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance Appendix A – Planning Areas:
A.1.6

Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS) Reuse

The Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS) was officially “closed” in 2011. Based on the BNAS
Reuse Master Plan, approved by the Brunswick Local Redevelopment Authority in 2007 and now
implemented by the Midcoast Regional Redevelopment Authority (MRRA), the former BNAS will
become a vibrant and integral part of Brunswick. Now known as Brunswick Landing, this area
is envisioned to be a thriving mixed-use community, guided by the community-influenced master
reuse plan.
Within the Growth Area, generalized land uses include walkable live-work neighborhoods,
educational institutions, business and professional office, business and technology industries, a
fully functioning general aviation airport and related industries, community mixed uses and
indoor/outdoor recreational facilities. Development standards shall be flexible in design to
accommodate changes in market conditions and be consistent with smart growth principles.
Buffering of natural areas and habitats located within and outside the Growth Area and
identified in the Environmental Impact Statement shall be required. In addition, land use
controls established by conveyance deeds will be used to mitigate environmental hazards.
Conveyances to the Town of Brunswick will serve as a mix of active and passive recreation area.
The BNAS Reuse Planning Area within the designated Growth Area includes zoning districts
Growth-Natural Resources (GN), Growth-College 4 (GC4), Growth-Aviation (GA), GrowthOutdoor Recreation (GO), Growth-Mixed Use 7 (GM7), Growth-Residential 1 (GR1), and a
portion of Growth-Industrial (GI).
The BNAS Reuse Planning Area outside the designated Growth Area includes zoning district
Rural- Natural Resources (RN).
2008 Comprehensive Plan (Applicable References):

1. The 2008 Comprehensive Plan foresaw the importance of non-profit groups in its page 8
reference to non-profit groups that have worked with the Town in the past and states, “those
as well as new entities will undoubtedly contribute to ongoing and future Town activities.”

2. Policy Area 8: Promote a Diverse and Healthy Local Economy

Key Objective 1 – Redevelop infill sites within the Growth Area
Key Action 3:

Promote development of infill sites that are financially feasible,
beneficial to the community, and have the potential to bring commercial
development and jobs paying a living wage to a currently underutilized
site. Identify the needs of specifically targeted businesses and provide
incentives to attract them to Brunswick. p. 46

3. Chapter 7: Land Use Plan
C. Growth Areas

6. Reuse of Brunswick Naval Air Station
The pending closure of Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS) has land use

ATTACHMENT E - REVIEW CRITERIA FOR A ZONING ORDINANCE TEXT OR MAP AMENDMENT
implications for the Brunswick community. The land owned by the federal
government as part of BNAS consists of a mix of developed and undeveloped areas,
including areas with significant development potential and areas with significant
natural resource value. Much of the property was public land prior to its being
acquired for the base. Most of the base is currently zoned industrial and located
within the designated “Growth Area.” However, current zoning is unenforceable as
this is a military installation owned by the federal government. With the closure of
the base, this area will be re-integrated into the Town.
Vision
Upon federal conveyance, the Brunswick Naval Air Station will continue to be a
vibrant and integral part of Brunswick as a thriving mixed-use community. The
BNAS redevelopment will be guided by a community influenced and accepted
master reuse plan containing a variety of corporate, business, academic,
recreational, community services, as well as the preservation of important natural
areas and habitats, and the continuation of its strong residential neighborhoods.
Redevelopment will promote a strong sense of place with connectivity returned to
abutting neighborhoods, commercial areas, and natural areas such as the abutting
Town Commons. It will serve as a regional model for sustainable smart growth
development in the Midcoast Region.
Allowed Uses
The Base will be redeveloped as a mixed use planned community within the Town’s
Growth Area. Those lands outside the Growth Area Boundary, shall remain as
conservation areas, now currently contained within the Farm and Forest
Conservation Area designation. Generalized uses within the Growth Area will
include:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Walkable live-work neighborhoods,
Educational institutions,
Business and professional offices,
Business and technology industries,
Aviation operations,
Community mixed uses, and
Indoor and outdoor recreational facilities.

Development Standards
Redevelopment shall be based upon a Master Reuse Plan and accompanying design
and development standards. In order to maintain flexibility, the Town should
provide for one planned reuse zoning district with development standards for each
generalized land use area, as part of the Town’s comprehensive zoning ordinance
update, following the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan Update.
The development standards should be flexible in design to accommodate changes in
market conditions. The standards shall also be consistent with smart growth
guiding principles and the stated goals of the Comprehensive Plan Update.
Buffering of natural areas and habitats further identified through the completion of
the federally mandated Environment Impact Statement, shall be required. The
existing Natural Resource Protection Zone (NRPZ) and Aquifer Protection Zones
(APZ) will be enforced.
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The Midcoast Regional Redevelopment Authority will oversee the implementation
of the Master Reuse Plan and work with the Town in the site plan review and
approval process. pp. 66-68
BNAS Reuse Master Plan:

The BNAS Reuse Master Plan’s Land Use Program designates the subject property as being located
within the Recreation / Open Space land use district. The intent of the Recreation and Open Space
District is as follows:
The intent of the 510-acre Recreation and Open Space District, identified on the plan in dark
green, is to provide suitable areas for a variety of commercial and public outdoor active and
passive recreational opportunities for the community. Recreational uses could include public
parks, sports fields, golf courses, public gardens, bicycle trails, and equestrian facilities.

ITEM 121
BACKUP

Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

John Eldridge
Town Manager

DATE:

July 28, 2021

SUBJECT:

Moratorium on Structures in Intertidal Area

Attached is a proposed ordinance that would place a 180 day moratorium on the construction of
permanent private structures in intertidal waters. The moratorium is proposed by Councilor
Walker.
Town Attorney Kristin Collins, Planning Director Matt Panfil, and I reviewed an earlier draft of this
proposal and prepared the attached draft for your consideration. Councilor Walker has been
provided with a copy of this latest draft.
As a reminder, the Town Council may adopt this moratorium on an emergency basis as early as its
August 2nd meeting. Adoption on an emergency basis requires six affirmative votes. If the Council
takes that action on August 2nd, we would also ask the Council to set a public hearing for August 16th
so that the moratorium could be adopted on a regular basis as well. Recall that the charter
stipulates that emergency ordinances automatically expire fifty days from enactment unless
extended.
Attachment

Memo Intertidal Structures Moratorium 072821.docx

EMERGENCY MORATORIUM
ON NEW PRIVATE PERMANENT STRUCTURES
IN INTERTIDAL WATERS
WHEREAS, the Town of Brunswick has long managed the public shellfish resource for the
economic and recreational benefit of its citizens; and
WHEREAS, the effects of a changing climate increase the challenges related to the management
of local shellfish resources; and
WHEREAS, new residential development is increasing along Brunswick’s tidal bays and coves;
and
WHEREAS, the vast majority of intertidal land in the Town of Brunswick is comprised of
mudflats capable of sustaining valuable shellfish resources;
WHEREAS, recent applications and reviews for permanent structures in the intertidal areas have
raised concerns as to whether the Town of Brunswick’s current zoning ordinance language
provides adequate review criteria, guidance, and regulation to prevent incremental loss of shellfish
habitat; and
WHEREAS, the continued development of private structures without adequate review and
regulation affects life, health, property and economic well-being in the town of Brunswick; and
WHEREAS, in the judgment of the Town Council, these facts justify the enactment of the present
Moratorium pursuant to 30-A M.R.S. § 4356 because the application of the existing Zoning
Ordinance and other applicable Town ordinances are inadequate to prevent serious public harm
from further placement of permanent structures in intertidal lands within the Town;
NOW THEREFORE, be it ordained by the Town Council of Brunswick that a MORATORIUM
is hereby imposed for a period of one hundred eighty (180) days on any new permanent private
structures in, on, or over intertidal lands in the town of Brunswick. During the pendency of this
Moratorium, the Planning Board and all Town staff shall neither accept nor approve applications,
plans or permits for any new activities governed by this Moratorium unless the activity has been
approved by the Planning Board as of the effective date of this Moratorium or is the subject of an
application that is pending pursuant to 1 M.R.S. § 302.
For the purposes of this Moratorium Ordinance, the term “intertidal land(s)” shall be defined as
set forth in 12 M.R.S. § 572.

T:\Council Agenda Materials\Back up materials for agenda\2021 Backup\August 16, 2021\121 Pier Moratorium\b Private Structures in
Intertidal Waters Moratorium 080221 KMC 072921 CLEAN.DOCX
17851461.1

Emergency Declaration
The Town Council declares the existence of an emergency because the Brunswick Zoning
Ordinance is inadequate to regulate development of private structures in intertidal lands, which
affects life, health or property in the Town.
This Moratorium shall be in effect for 180 days from the date of enactment, effective
immediately.

Proposed:
Approved:

August 2, 2021

T:\Council Agenda Materials\Back up materials for agenda\2021 Backup\August 16, 2021\121 Pier Moratorium\b Private Structures in
Intertidal Waters Moratorium 080221 KMC 072921 CLEAN.DOCX
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John Eldridge
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jared Woolston
Tuesday, August 10, 2021 1:37 PM
Collins, Kristin M.
John Eldridge; Matt Panfil; Julie Erdman
structure

Hi Kristin,
I was asked to send you information on the current zoning ordinance reference to “structure” and the standards for
structures in shoreline stabilization areas.
I drafted the filling and earthmoving threshold amendment that was adopted to resolve the state’s allegation that the
town was in violation of minimum shoreland zoning standards (prompted by Miller Point around 2016) and then drafted
the subsequent 2017 shoreland zoning rewrite which included shoreline stabilization standards.
In pertinent part, the current definition for structure is:
“Structure: An object built, constructed or erected for the support, shelter, or enclosure of persons, animals, goods, or
property of any kind, together with any other object constructed or erected temporarily or permanently on or in the
ground…”
Subsection 2.3.3.C(14) on page 2‐28 and 2‐29 in the current shoreland zoning standards (linked below) describes the
standards for structures and other activities within a water body, wetland, or shoreline stabilization area. These are
essentially a copy and paste of the standards in the DEP’s rule Ch. 1000.
It is possible that an applicant could do a shoreline stabilization project with no structure. A rock wall / revetment
within a shoreline stabilization area would be considered a structure because it is constructed to prevent property loss
(i.e., erosion and landslide prevention). A shoreline stabilization area with only grading and plantings would not be a
structure.
I believe this is the current “structure” interpretation relative to shoreline stabilization projects but will defer to Julie for
any notes that need correcting or a finer point.
Here is a link to the zoning ordinance https://www.brunswickme.org/DocumentCenter/View/2883/Brunswick‐Zoning‐
Ordinance‐updated‐2242021?bidId=
Jared Woolston, AICP, CNU-A
Town Planner
Town of Brunswick
85 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 725-6660, ext. 4022 (v)
(207) 725-6663 (f)
jwoolston@brunswickme.org
www.brunswickme.org
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ITEM 122
BACKUP

EMERGENCY ORDINANCE
TO ADDRESS THE PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY RESULTING FROM COVID‐19
WHEREAS, in the Spring of 2021 the Pandemic caused by the COVID-19 virus appeared to be
ending with the advent of vaccines and good vaccination rates, but recently, infection rates, new
variants, hospitalizations, and deaths from the COVID-19 have been increasing; and
WHEREAS, the risk of COVID-19 transmission from vaccinated individuals to unvaccinated
individuals remains unknown; and
WHEREAS, the rate of COVID-19 infections in the State of Maine has increased significantly to an
average number of 67.1 daily cases as of July 27, 2021, an increase of 203.6 percent since July 1,
2021; and
WHEREAS, most of the new infections in the United States and the State of Maine involve the Delta
variant, a highly contagious virus strain; and
WHEREAS, the Delta variant has increased transmission, increased severity of COVID-19 infections,
decreased susceptibility to therapeutic agents, and has evaded natural or vaccine-induced
immunity; and
WHEREAS, in response to the Delta variant and the increase in COVID-19 infections, the United
States Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends that fully vaccinated
individuals wear face coverings in indoor public settings in those areas of the country that are
experiencing a substantial or high risk of transmission of COVID-19, a recommendation endorsed
by the Maine Center for Disease Control; and
WHEREAS, the CDC reports that Cumberland County is experiencing a substantial risk of
transmission of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council finds that the substantial risk of transmission of COVID-19 in
Cumberland County poses a significant threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the residents of
Brunswick; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council finds that an “emergency or urgent issue” exists as defined in 1 M.R.S.
section 403-B and the Town Council’s recently adopted policy entitled “Remote Participation in
Public Proceedings.”
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED, that to protect the public’s health, safety, and welfare:
1. Whether vaccinated or unvaccinated, all members of the public, all elected and appointed
officials of the Town of Brunswick, and all employees, shall wear face coverings for entrance
to, and at all times within any public space, in any Town-owned buildings, including all
municipal buildings, all school buildings, the Curtis Memorial Library, and the People Plus
Center.

2. Members of any public body as defined in the Town Council’s policy entitled “Remote
Participation in Public Proceedings” may participate remotely in all public proceedings in
accordance with the provisions of that policy.
FURTHER, the provisions of this ordinance shall remain in effect until they expire or are
terminated.
Emergency Declaration
The Town Council declares the existence of an emergency because the significant risk of
transmission of COVID-19 requires an immediate response to protect the public’s safety, health and
welfare.

Proposed:
Approved:

August 16, 2021

ITEM 123
BACKUP

Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

John Eldridge
Town Manager

DATE:

August 11, 2021

SUBJECT:

Amendments to the 2021-22 Budget

Attached is the resolution that would amend the 2021-22 budget. This resolution reflects the
following:
Revenue Budget:
 Increase the State Revenue Sharing Estimate by $689,900.
 Increase the use of State Revenue Sharing Reserves $50,000.
Expenditure Budget:
 Increase Appropriation for Road Rehabilitation and Paving by $500,000.
 Increase the Appropriation for Sidewalk Maintenance by $100,000.
 Increase the Appropriation for the Facilities Reserve by $100,000.
Property Taxes:
 Reduce the Estimated Net Amount to Be Raised from Property Taxation by $28,372.
 Reduce the Estimated Tax Rate by $0.26 per thousand.
These changes along with the revised estimate of taxable valuation, reduce the estimated property
tax rate increase from 3.73% to 2.41%.
Attachment

Memo Budget Amendments 081121.docx

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK, MAINE
A Resolution Amending the Municipal Budget
For the Period July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Charter of the Town of Brunswick, Maine (the “Charter”), the Town Council of the Town of
Brunswick (the “Town Council” and the “Town”) , adopted a budget for the period beginning on July 1, 2021 and ending on
June 30, 2022, (“Municipal Budget” and the “2021-22 Fiscal Year”); and
WHEREAS, in the Municipal Budget adopted on May 13, 2021, the Town estimated the amount to be received in State
Revenue Sharing (“Revenue Sharing”) at $2,450,000; and
WHEREAS, subsequent to the adoption of the Municipal Budget, the Maine Legislature adopted a budget for the State of
Maine for the period beginning July 1, 2021 and ending June 30, 2022 (the “State Budget”); and
WHEREAS, the adopted State Budget increased the amount of State funding to be distributed to Maine municipalities
through the State Revenue Sharing Program; and
WHEREAS, the Town projects the State’s budget increase will result in a $689,900 increase to the Town’s 2021-22 State
Revenue Sharing estimate; and
WHEREAS, for the adopted Municipal Budget, the Town estimated the April 1, 2021 property value increase at 1%; and
WHEREAS, the Town Assessor has subsequently estimated that the April 1, 2021 assessed property values will increase by
approximately 2.25%; and
WHEREAS, prior to the adoption of the Municipal Budget the Town Council indicated its intent to consider amending the
Municipal Budget if the situation changed; and
WHEREAS, Section 504 of the Charter of the Town of Brunswick provides a method for amending the Municipal Budget;
and
WHEREAS, the Town Council has held a public hearing on the proposed amendments to the Municipal Budget at least ten
days prior to the adoption of this resolution;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That the following amounts be appropriated to the several functions or purposes herein, and that the revenue estimates be
adopted in the following amounts, all for the fiscal year July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022
Adopted Budget
EXPENDITURES (FUNCTIONS)
General Government
Public Safety
Public Works
Human Services
Education
Recreation & Culture
County Tax
Unclassified
Debt Service
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
OTHER USES OF FUNDS (FUNCTIONS)
Transfer to Special Revenue
Transfer to Capital Projects - Municipal
Transfer to Enterprise Fund
TOTAL OTHER USES
TOTAL EXPENDITURES & OTHER USES

$

$
$
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5,033,811
11,232,799
4,612,714
651,047
43,651,333
3,620,137
1,664,113
766,379
936,659
72,168,992

Amendment
$

$
$

$

70,000
2,695,920
125,000
2,890,920

$

75,059,912

Amended Budget
-

$

$

$

700,000
700,000

$
$

$

700,000

$

5,033,811
11,232,799
4,612,714
651,047
43,651,333
3,620,137
1,664,113
766,379
936,659
72,168,992
70,000
3,395,920 **
125,000
3,590,920
75,759,912

Budget Amendment Proposed: July 19, 2021
Public Hearing: August 2, 2021
Adoption by Town Council:

Adopted Budget
REVENUES (SOURCES)
Non-property Taxes
Licenses and Fees
Intergovernmental
Charges for Services
Fines and Penalties
Interest
Donations and Contributions
Unclassified
TOTAL REVENUES

$

Amendment

$

4,031,000
585,242
12,007,594
1,687,461
30,475
50,000
25,000
338,383
18,755,155

OTHER SOURCES, AND USE OF FUND BALANCES
Other Sources
$
Use of Fund Balances
TOTAL OTHER SOURCES, AND USE OF FUND BALAN $

807,122
2,651,221
3,458,343

$

$

22,213,498

$

75,059,912 $
22,213,498
52,846,414
2,450,000
50,396,414
200,000
75,000
(2,250)
50,669,164 $

TOTAL REVENUES, OTHER SOURCES
AND USE OF FUND BALANCES
PROPERTY TAXES
Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Less Total Revenue, Sources, and Use of Balances
Net Before Deductions
Less State Revenue Sharing
Net Required from Property Taxes
Plus Allowance for Deferred Property Taxes
Plus Allowance for Tax Abatements
Other Property Tax Additions/Credits
TOTAL REQUIRED FROM PROPERTY TAXES

$

**Transfers to Capital Projects:
Road Rehabiliation (Paving)
Sidewalks
Facilities Reserve

$
$

1,550,000
70,000
225,000
1,845,000

Adopted Budget
Estimated Taxable Valuation (Net of Homestead & BETE)
Estimated valuation increase
Tax Rates (per 1,000)
Municipal
School
County

2,266,110,722
1.00%

7.94
12.49
0.69
21.13

Tax Rate increase
Municipal
School
County

0.81%
3.02%
-0.10%
3.73%
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$

Amended Budget
-

$

$

$

$

50,000
50,000

$

807,122
2,701,221
3,508,343

$

50,000

$

22,263,498

700,000 $
50,000
650,000
689,900
(39,900)
11,528
(28,372) $

75,759,912
22,263,498
53,496,414
3,139,900
50,356,514
200,000
75,000
9,278
50,640,792

$
$

500,000
100,000
100,000
700,000
Amendment
28,045,925
1.25%

(0.11)
(0.15)
0.00
(0.26)
-0.56%
-0.77%
0.00%
-1.32%

$

4,031,000
585,242
12,007,594
1,687,461
30,475
50,000
25,000
338,383
18,755,155

$
$

2,050,000
170,000
325,000
2,545,000

Amended Budget
2,294,156,647
2.25%

7.83
12.34
0.69
20.86
0.25%
2.26%
-0.10%
2.41%

Budget Amendment Proposed: July 19, 2021
Public Hearing: August 2, 2021
Adoption by Town Council:

ITEM 124
BACKUP

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM

I.

TO:

John Eldridge, Town Manager
Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and Development

FROM:

Jared Woolston, Town Planner

DATE:

June 28, 2021 (updated August 6, 2021)

SUBJECT:

Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement Plan Update

INTRODUCTION
After more than a year of planning, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BBPAC) has
prepared a draft update to Brunswick’s 2004 Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement Plan (the Plan).
The BBPAC hosted a public meeting to review the Plan on May 27, 2021. The Plan was approved
for Town Council review and action provided stakeholder comments received during the meeting
were incorporated into the Plan to the satisfaction of the co-Chairs of the BBPAC.
Staff prepared a list of recommended changes to the Plan to address stakeholder comments on May
28, 2021. Committee leadership reviewed and approved staff recommendations. During the month
of June, staff reformatted the Plan to include all recommended changes and posted the approved
Plan to the BBPAC webpage on June 24, 2021.
On August 6, 2021, staff updated the Plan to note the Brunswick Explorer’s name changed to the
Brunswick Link and that an expansion to the bus service is anticipated in Fall 2021.
The BBPAC webpage contains a link to the Plan here:
https://www.brunswickme.org/DocumentCenter/View/5455/DRAFT-2020-Bike-Ped-Plan-Update

II. REQUESTED ACTION
The BBPAC respectfully requests the Town Council review the Plan and take any appropriate action
to adopt the Plan as an update to the 2004 Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement Plan.

ITEM 125
BACKUP

MEMORANDUM

I.

TO:

John Eldridge, Town Manager

FROM:

Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and Development
Jared Woolston, Town Planner

DATE:

August 6, 2021

SUBJECT:

Habitat Mitigation Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment

INTRODUCTION
On February 1, 2021, the Town Council voted to direct the Planning Board to consider the
recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.
On July 13, 2021, the Planning Board voted unanimously to provide a recommendation for a
zoning ordinance text amendment for Subsection 4.3.4 of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. The
draft text amendment is enclosed as Attachment 1.
From February 23, 2021 – July 13, 2021, the Planning Board hosted workshops to review
pertinent information and consider an appropriate zoning recommendation for the Town Council.
The Planning Board’s workshop material, including correspondence from the public that was
received and discussed during this time, is enclosed in Attachments A - H.

II.

TEXT AMENDMENT EXPLAINED
This memorandum explains the changes in each section of draft zoning ordinance text
amendments for Subsection 4.3.4 of the Brunswick Zoning.

• The above section is revised to indicate only the habitat listed in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b
is applicable for this standard of development review.
• The term “Important Plant and Animal Habitat” is used for the applicable habitat.

• Key terms in this section include “mitigation measures” and “undue adverse impacts”
o Mitigation measures are described in Section (2).
o Undue adverse impacts are not defined in the zoning ordinance. The Review
Authority must therefore consider the context of the proposed habitat impact to
determine 1) if the impact is adverse and 2) if the impact is undue.
• The listed habitat areas were revised to only include habitats that are protected under State
or Federal law.
• Sea bird nesting islands were deleted from this section because none are mapped in
Brunswick
• The addition of “inland” waterfowl and wading bird habitats limits protection of such
habitat to inland areas.
o The refinement to “inland” habitat may require further attention of the Town
Council to address the protection and mitigation of areas that comprise “tidal”
waterfowl and wading bird habitats. These areas include: eelgrass beds over 2.5
acres, mussel beds or bars of any size, salt marshes over 2.5 acres in size, and
mudflats 12.5 acres or larger.

• This section was prepared by the Town Attorney and refined by the Planning Board
• This section addresses the principal concern that the Review Entity lacks a reasonable
standard for determining adequate mitigation.
• In lieu fee mitigation standards were discussed at length. The Town Attorney advised
against mitigation fees at this time citing concerns with limited capacity to manage a

habitat mitigation fee program at this time.

• This section of exemptions to the mitigation standard is advised to reduce the scope of
mitigation requirements on small projects.
• Projects that are required to meet local Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) mitigation
standards to offset forest fragmentation are exempt from this standard of development
review.
• Projects that are required to compensate for lost or degraded habitat are exempt from this
standard of development review.
III.

PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATION
Pursuant to Subsection 5.2.11 of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance, the Planning Board
recommends the Town Council set a date for a Public Hearing to approve the proposed
amendments.
Enclosure
cc.

Bill Dana, Planning Board Chair
Sande Updegraph, Planning Board Vice Chair

ATTACHMENT 1

Chapter 4 - Property Development Standards
Section 4.3 - Natural and Historic Areas

protected natural resources. The buffers may be broken only for driveways,
streets, and stormwater infrastructure where it is impracticable to locate them
elsewhere.
Except for developments within the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) District,
developments are encouraged to site building envelopes within or adjacent to
forestedareas and to discourage siting development in open fields.
If a violation of Chapter 23 Rule, as amended, adopted by the Maine Forest
Service to substantially eliminate liquidation harvesting has occurred, the Review
Authority must determine prior to granting approval for a subdivision that five
(5) years have elapsed from the date the landowner under whose ownership the
harvest occurred acquired theparcel.

Protection of Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat
General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect impact on important
Important plant Plant and animal Animal habitats Habitats described in subsection
4.3.4.B(1)a-b. identified by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or
Town of Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such as rare and
exemplary natural communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine
Natural Areas Program.

Specific Standards
Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that
the development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat
areas and the plant and animal species they support:
The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife (MDIFW), the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP), and/or the
Town of Brunswick in consultation with MDIFW or MNAP as:
Habitat for State or Federal‐designated rare, threatened, or
endangered plantor animal species;
High and moderate value inland waterfowl and wading bird habitats,
including nesting and feeding areas;
Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting
islands;
Significant vernal pools; or
Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine
NaturalAreas program; or
State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.
Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s
potentialimpact on the significant Important Plant and Animal hHabitat and
adjacent areas supporting such habitat.
a.

Development shall be located designed or managed on the parcel so as to
avoid, when possible, impacts on Important Plant and Animal Habitat.

b.

Where the development cannot be located designed or managed to entirely
avoid adverse impacts on Important Plant and Animal Habitat, the applicant
Brunswick, Maine Zoning Ordinance
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Chapter 4 - Property Development Standards
Section 4.3 - Natural and Historic Areas

shall propose mitigation measures to offset those impacts, which shall be
noted on the plan or otherwise approved as conditions by the Planning Board,
and which may include:
i.

Provisions to restore or minimize adverse impacts to the Important Plant
or Animal Habitat that will be adversely impacts; and/or

ii.

Provisions to relocate, reestablish, or conserve the same area, type and
quality of Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be adversely
impacted in a location and manner that will allow for no substantial net
loss of area or quality of the habitat.

Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (i) or (ii) above shall have the
burden to demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be sufficient to
limit adverse impacts on Important Plant or Animal Habitat to a reasonable level
given the scope, scale and location of the development and the relative significance
of the habitat being impacted.
(3) Mitigation measures shall not be required by the Review Authority for
development that meets any of the following criteria:
a.

The expansion of existing development altering less than 500 square feet of
direct impact to Important Plant or Animal Habitat;

b.

Development that requires mitigation within the Wildlife Protection Overlay
(WPO);

c.

Development that receives Army Corps of Engineers or Maine Department of
Environmental Protection approved compensation to replace lost or degraded

Important Plant and Animal Habitat with a function of equal or greater
value.

Steep Slopes
General Standard
If a development site contains 5,000 or more contiguous square feet of slopes
exceeding 25 percent, the impacts of the development on such slopes shall be
minimized to the greatest extent practicable.

Brunswick, Maine Zoning Ordinance
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ATTACHMENT A

Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD

85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT VIA ZOOM TELEPHONE AT:
+1 (929) 205 6099; MEETING ID: 851 1064 3475; PASSWORD: 373974

1. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a

workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plan and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

2. Other Business
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Adjourn

This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

I.

II.

Planning Board

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner
February 23, 2021

Workshop – Zoning Ordinance Update – Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plant
and Animal Habitat

INTRODUCTION:
Pursuant to Section 5.2.11, Ordinance Text or Map Amendment, District 2 Town Councilor Steve
Walker distributed a memorandum (Attachment A), dated January 12, 2021, and proposed text
amendments (Attachment B) pertaining to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plan and Animal
Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. The letter includes supporting justification for
plant and animal habitat protections within the 2008 Comprehensive Plan and a critique of the
current development review process for considering activities affecting plant and animal habitat. At
their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Town Council agreed to forward the proposed text amendments
to the Planning Board for their review and recommendation. A draft project timeline and a cursory
review of existing natural resource mitigation requirements in Maine are included within this
memorandum.
DRAFT REVIEW TIMELINE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 23, 2021:

Workshop #1

March 23, 2021:

Workshop #3 (if necessary) and Planning Board to set a Public
Hearing date for Tuesday, April 13, 2021.

March 9, 2021:

April 13, 2021:
May 3, 2021:

May 17, 2021:

June 16, 2021:

Workshop #2

Public Hearing

Town Council to set a Public Hearing Date for Monday, May 17, 2021.
Town Council Public Hearing

Proposed text amendments take effect, if approved.
--- continued on next page ---

III.

HABITAT MITIGATION IN MAINE AND NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND:
Planning staff contacted colleagues in regional planning organizations in Cumberland, Hancock, and
York Counties to learn about any adopted habitat mitigation standards within municipal zoning
ordinances. Staff did not discover any local ordinances that consider mitigation thresholds or specific
ratios for habitat impact to creation, enhancement, or preservation of plant and animal habitat (i.e.,
1:1, 2:1, 3:1, etc. mitigation ratios). Various planning professionals within the Northern New England
Chapter of the American Planning Association are available to staff should the Planning Board wish
to cast a wider net and learn about any local mitigation standards throughout Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont.

Staff identified a few municipal wetland mitigation standards in Maine that may guide local habitat
mitigation decisions in Brunswick. For example, the Town of Kennebunk adopted a Comprehensive
Planning goal in 2020 to create, “a community-wide wetland policy and mitigation program.” 1 The
mitigation program is to be created in consultation with Kennebunk’s Planning Board and
Conservation Commission. In a 2019 Planning Board review, Kennebunk identified the City of South
Portland and Town of Kittery as municipalities with existing wetlands mitigation standards. 2 In
addition to Maine standards, the Kennebunk Planning Board’s review noted the Maine Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA) standards for mitigation, including monetary compensation for
wetland impacts (i.e., payment in lieu of further minimizing wetland impacts). 3,4

In addition to wetland protections and mitigation standards in Maine, the NRPA “scenic and
aesthetic” rule and Site Location of Development (“Site Law”) “no adverse effect” rule are two (2)
Maine standards that protect important habitat or natural plant communities in uplands not
associated with wetlands and waterbodies. The mitigation requirements for “scenic and aesthetic
uses” in DEP Rule Chapter 315 describe specific jurisdiction adjacent to several “scenic (protected
natural) resources” and wide discretionary authority to mitigate impacts to the line of sight to these
resources. 5 Although the specific context of “scenic resources” may not be directly related to the
consideration of mitigation for direct impacts to natural areas protected in the Town, the mitigation
standards in the rule may be of interest.
The Site Law standards for “no adverse effect to the natural environment” enables a wider scope of
authority for considering natural resource protection beyond the NRPA licensing standards that
protect wetlands, waterbodies, and associated wildlife habitats (see Title 38 M.R.S.A. Section 484(3)
and DEP Rule Chapter 375). 6 This authority is granted under Site Law for the consideration of
projects of statewide significance (i.e., 3-acres of new structure, 20-acre developments, 30-acre
residential subdivisions, etc.). Additionally, the Site Law Chapter 380 Rule, has standards to protect
imperiled (S2) and critically imperiled (S1) plant communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas Program (MNAP). Long term electric transmission line projects throughout Maine are an
example of a long-term project that may trigger Site Law’s Chapter 380 Rule.
In addition to a review of available habitat protection and mitigation standards, staff advise
Kennebunk 2020 Comprehensive Plan
https://www.maine.gov/DACF/municipalplanning/comp_plans/Kennebunk_2020.pdf
2 Kennebunk Planning Board (2019) wetland mitigation report
https://www.kennebunkmaine.us/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_07082019-2172
3 NRPA Chapter 310 Wetlands and Waterbodies Protection
https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c310.docx
4 DEP Fact Sheet, In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
https://www.maine.gov/dep/land/nrpa/ILF_and_NRCP/ILF/fs-in-lieu-fee.pdf
5 Assessing and Mitigating Impacts to Existing Scenic and Aesthetic Uses
https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c315.doc
6 Site Law Rule Ch 375 “No adverse effect” https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c375.docx
1

2

considering the planned improvements at the Captain Fitzgerald Recreation and Conservation Area
as outlined in the adopted Recreation Trails and Open Space (RTOS) Management Plan. 7 This parcel
contains an S1 plant community identified as a sandplain grassland by MNAP. The planned
improvements include disturbance to the plant habitat for recreation areas such as paved accessways
and playing fields. The planned improvements at this location could serve as a local mitigation case
study for the Planning Board to consider.

IV.

Due to the volume of materials provided in this report, only paper copies of the memorandum and
text amendments from Councilor Walker and links to the information described herein are provided.
Should the Planning Board wish to review any of the information described in this email or further
information beyond what is provided staff will prepare a paper packet of information for review.

V.

Prior to scheduling a public hearing to make a recommendation to the Town Council, the Planning
Board shall hold another workshop at their next regularly scheduled meeting on March 9, 2021.

REQUESTED ACTION:

ATTACHMENTS:

A. Memorandum from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker, dated January 12, 2021.
B. Proposed text amendments (prepared by Steve Walker) to Section 4.3.4, Protection of
Significant Plan and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

Recreation Trails and Open Space (RTOS) Management Plan
https://www.brunswickme.org/DocumentCenter/View/3024/Recreation-Trails-and-Open-SpaceManagement-Plan-Properties-Conveyed-to-Town-from-BNAS
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TO:

Brunswick Town Council

FROM: Steve Walker, District 2
Date:

January 12, 2021

RE:

Clarification to Existing Mitigation Requirements Section 4.3.4. “Protection of
Significant Plant and Animal Habitat”

Dear Colleagues,
In the opening pages of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, the vision statement identifies the
“incremental loss of some of the community’s highly valued habitats and natural resources” as a significant concern
to be addressed.
The Plan’s Proposed Major Policies, Objectives, and Actions include:
“Provide clear mechanisms and incentives to protect significant open space and natural resources”
A key action identified by the plan is to “revise the zoning ordinance to ensure that land with high resource
value is preserved in development process”.
In 2013, the Zoning Ordinance Rewrite Committee (ZORC) was established with a primary
objective to “reflect the planning directions established in the Comprehensive Plan”
Section 4.3.4. of the current ordinance “Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat” was
drafted by ZORC to provide more effective protections than included in the 1997 section 411.2
“Preservation of Natural Features”. This provision was adopted by the Town Council as part of
the zoning ordinance and is in force today.
The recent revision includes a standard that “developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to
ensure that the development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and the plant and
animal species they support”.
A recent project tested the application of this standard through the development of a full 15+/acres of a critically imperiled natural community, one of the specifically listed Significant Plant and
Animal Habitats. No meaningful mitigation measures were proposed that would prevent an undue
adverse impact to the natural community, or the rare plants and rare animals it supports.
At the time of the project review, the justification given for allowing the project impact without
adequate mitigation measures was that there was no clear process for determining an approach to
mitigation, and thus notwithstanding the ordinance’s actual requirement, the staff could effectively
waive it.
Rather than debate about whether it passes muster for staff to decide to waive a requirement due to
a failure by the Town to create appropriate processes to fulfill a clear directive adopted by the
Council, it is more important to provide clarity so that staff and developers will follow it going
forward. To do otherwise is to continue to allow a de facto waiver of a regulatory requirement,
which creates enforcement uncertainty that will serve no one well. This is particularly the case
where parallel processes in effect for decades exist at the state and federal levels. Brunswick’s failure

to apply requirements which are closely modeled on those at the state and federal levels which have
longstanding procedures and policies might be difficult to defend in future litigation.
Below are proposed revisions to Section 4.3.4 to clarify how to conduct the already required impact
assessments in the existing ordinance, and an approach to determine mitigation requirements based
on the impact assessment.
The intent is to provide a simple, measurable, and predictable approach that is consistent with state
and federal review approaches. Adoption will provide an incentive to avoid and minimize impacts
to these significant habitat features moving forward while not prohibiting unavoidable impacts.
Additionally, this draft language is intended to piggy-back state and or federal mitigation
requirements and not result in local double-dipping of mitigation requirements. If a project is
required to mitigate for impacts under state or federal review authority, local requirements may be
waived.
Time after time, the residents of Brunswick have demonstrated their support for protections of our
most vulnerable natural resources. We are in the beginnings of a worldwide biodiversity crisis. The
intent of this ordinance change is to facilitate meaningful implementation and enforcement of
existing ordinance provisions. The existing ordinance text is in black font, proposed changes are in
red underscored font.

4.3.4. Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat
A. General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect on important plant and animal
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habitats identified by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or Town of
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Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such as rare and exemplary natural
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communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine Natural Areas Program.
B. Specific Standards
(1) Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the
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development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
a. The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
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b. Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, the Maine Natural Areas programProgram and/or Town of Brunswick as:
i. Habitat for State or Federal-designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
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or animal species;
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ii. High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including
nesting and feeding areas;
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iii. Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
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iv. Significant vernal pools;
v. Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas program; or
vi. State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.

i.

(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5"

impact on the Significant Plant and Animal Habitat significant habitat and adjacent areas
supporting such habitat.
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The assessment shall be based on a calculation of the following direct disturbances:
a. outer extent of structure footprint as measured at largest ground footprint or
supported structure dimensions whichever is greater;
b. Area of fill or excavation;
c. areas to be cleared and maintained as lawn, or other ornamental landscaping not
intended to enhance the Significant Plant and Animal Habitat;
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d. Agriculture/forestry that requires significant soil disturbance, herbicide application, or
other practice intended to nurture a species incompatible with the Significant Plant and
Animal Habitat;
ii.

iii.

Mitigation measures shall be comprised of the following:
a. Actions resulting in the permanent conservation of like Significant Plant and Animal
Habitat at a ratio of at least 1:1 of direct disturbance area as measured by assessment
process (2.i.); or
b. Restoration or enhancement of like Significant Plant and Animal Habitat at a 4:1 ratio of
direct disturbance area as measured by assessment process (2.i.) and following a plan
reviewed by the Maine Natural Areas Program and Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife; or
c. A combination of ii.a and ii.b above used to meet mitigation requirement ratios; and
d. Measures to buffer adjacent Significant Plant and Animal Habitat from development
disturbance including light, noise, motorized vehicle traffic, runoff, and invasive species.
Exemption to mitigation requirement
The planning board may waive mitigation measures required under this ordinance if state or
federal permitting actions require mitigation that meets or exceeds town requirements.
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ATTACHMENT B

Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD *REVISED* AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT VIA ZOOM TELEPHONE AT:
+1 (929) 205 6099; MEETING ID: 889 5391 5149; PASSWORD: 405917

1. Case #20-062 0 Mill Street Apartments: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Sketch Plan Major
Development Review application submitted by Mark Dorsey, Inc. for a new apartment building with nine (9)
dwelling units at the corner of Mill Street and Union Street (Map 13, Lot 12). The subject parcel is located within the
Growth Mixed Use 6 (GM6) Zoning District and the Village Review Overlay Zone (VRO).*

2. Case #20-035 Office Buildings: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Final Plan Major
Development Review application submitted by Sitelines, PA on behalf of Priority One Capital Partners for two, twostory office buildings on Admiral Fitch Avenue (Map 40, Lots 76 & 84). The subject parcel is located within the
Growth Mixed Use 7 (GM7) Zoning District.

3. Case #21-005 Old Portland Road Self Storage: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Sketch/Final
Plan Major Development Review application submitted by Sitelines, PA on behalf of ADT Assets, LLC for a selfstorage on Old Portland road (Map 13, Lot 11). The subject parcel is located within the Rural Mixed Use (RM)
Zoning District.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Workshop: The Planning Board will host a workshop on habitat mitigation.
Other Business
Approval of Minutes
Adjourn
*Case #20-062 is postponed until March 23, 2021
This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner

DATE:
SUBJECT:

I.

March 9, 2021

Workshop #2 – Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment – Section 4.3.4, Protection of
Significant Plant and Animal Habitat

INTRODUCTION:
At their February 23, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board held a workshop to discuss proposed zoning
ordinance text amendments by District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plan and Animal Habitat (Memorandum and proposed zoning ordinance text
amendments included as Attachment A). The intent of the proposed text amendments is to clarify
the intent and meaning of the terms “mitigation measures” and “undue adverse impacts” as well as
the procedure for assessment of the habitat areas referenced in Section 4.3.4.B. The ultimate goal of
the proposed text amendments is to encourage applicants to avoid development activities within
protected habitat areas and minimize impacts when determined unavoidable. Monetary
compensation for loss of habitat is an alternative, but less preferred means of mitigation for
anticipated logistical issues (i.e., determining the nexus between environmental impact and cost to
the public good from removing or degrading public trust resources, implementing, and managing a
local in-lieu fee program with current labor resources, and so forth).

II.

The Planning Board was receptive to the idea of new definitions and associated mitigation
requirements but had questions and suggestions for consideration prior to scheduling a public
hearing. Please note that the Town Attorney will attend the workshop to provide legal guidance
when necessary.
TOPICS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:

Due to the combination of other agenda items and the complexity of the proposed text amendments,
staff believe multiple subsequent workshops will be required. The following topics are by no means
an exhaustive list but serve to give staff direction for the next workshop.

1. Establish an objective, preferably quantitative, standard to determine when mitigation of an
undue adverse effect/impact is required (Please note that the Zoning Ordinance uses “effect” in
Section 4.3.4.A and “impact” in Section 4.3.4.B)
•

Staff has traditionally used the plain meaning, not a legally specific interpretation, of “undue
adverse effect/impact.” Clarification of what this term means when used in the Zoning
Ordinance as opposed to when it is used by judicial courts or the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (MaineDEP) is required.

2. Identify the level and acceptable sources of documentation demonstrating a project location is

within or outside of a protected area. For example, when is a field-verified habitat survey
required versus when a previously drawn map suffices for development review?

3. Establish clear, objective, and legal mitigation measure standards for when a proposed project is
determined to have an undue adverse effect/impact.
•

Councilor Walker has proposed the following measures: a.) permanent conservation of the
same type of Significant Plant or Animal Habitat at a ratio of 1:1; or b.) restoration of the same
type of Significant Plant or Animal Habitat at a ratio of 4:1; or c.) a combination of items a.
and b.; and d.) measures to buffer adjacent Significant Plant and Animal Habitat from
development disturbance.

The potential for establishing a fee in lieu of further minimizing impacts was discussed at the
February 23, 2021 meeting, but is not included in any draft text amendment language to date.

4. If a payment in lieu of program is included as an accepted mitigation measure, how shall the
financial values of protected habitat areas be determined?
•

MaineDEP’s In Lieu Fee Compensation Program (Fact Sheet included as Attachment B) for
projects requiring a Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) permit has established
compensation formulas for wetlands, significant vernal pools, inland wading bird and
waterfowl (IWWH), and shorebird habitat. The potential to use this as a template for the
proposed text amendments should be considered.

III.

REQUESTED ACTION:

IV.

Prior to scheduling a public hearing to make a recommendation to the Town Council, the Planning
Board shall hold another workshop at their next regularly scheduled meeting on March 23, 2021.
ATTACHMENTS:

A. Memorandum and proposed text amendments to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plan
and Animal Habitat of the Zoning Ordinance, prepared by District 2 Town Councilor Steve
Walker and dated January 12, 2021.
B. MaineDEP Fact Sheet: In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
C. Vermont Natural Resources Board Legal Standards – Criterion 8 (Aesthetics, Scenic and
Natural Beauty)
D. State of Vermont Superior Court Decision Pertaining (Criterion 8 is discussed on pages 13-14
of the Attachment)
E. Staff memorandum from February 23, 2021.
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ATTACHMENT A

TO:

Brunswick Town Council

FROM: Steve Walker, District 2
Date:

January 12, 2021

RE:

Clarification to Existing Mitigation Requirements Section 4.3.4. “Protection of
Significant Plant and Animal Habitat”

Dear Colleagues,
In the opening pages of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, the vision statement identifies the
“incremental loss of some of the community’s highly valued habitats and natural resources” as a significant concern
to be addressed.
The Plan’s Proposed Major Policies, Objectives, and Actions include:
“Provide clear mechanisms and incentives to protect significant open space and natural resources”
A key action identified by the plan is to “revise the zoning ordinance to ensure that land with high resource
value is preserved in development process”.
In 2013, the Zoning Ordinance Rewrite Committee (ZORC) was established with a primary
objective to “reflect the planning directions established in the Comprehensive Plan”
Section 4.3.4. of the current ordinance “Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat” was
drafted by ZORC to provide more effective protections than included in the 1997 section 411.2
“Preservation of Natural Features”. This provision was adopted by the Town Council as part of
the zoning ordinance and is in force today.
The recent revision includes a standard that “developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to
ensure that the development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and the plant and
animal species they support”.
A recent project tested the application of this standard through the development of a full 15+/acres of a critically imperiled natural community, one of the specifically listed Significant Plant and
Animal Habitats. No meaningful mitigation measures were proposed that would prevent an undue
adverse impact to the natural community, or the rare plants and rare animals it supports.
At the time of the project review, the justification given for allowing the project impact without
adequate mitigation measures was that there was no clear process for determining an approach to
mitigation, and thus notwithstanding the ordinance’s actual requirement, the staff could effectively
waive it.
Rather than debate about whether it passes muster for staff to decide to waive a requirement due to
a failure by the Town to create appropriate processes to fulfill a clear directive adopted by the
Council, it is more important to provide clarity so that staff and developers will follow it going
forward. To do otherwise is to continue to allow a de facto waiver of a regulatory requirement,
which creates enforcement uncertainty that will serve no one well. This is particularly the case
where parallel processes in effect for decades exist at the state and federal levels. Brunswick’s failure
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to apply requirements which are closely modeled on those at the state and federal levels which have
longstanding procedures and policies might be difficult to defend in future litigation.
Below are proposed revisions to Section 4.3.4 to clarify how to conduct the already required impact
assessments in the existing ordinance, and an approach to determine mitigation requirements based
on the impact assessment.
The intent is to provide a simple, measurable, and predictable approach that is consistent with state
and federal review approaches. Adoption will provide an incentive to avoid and minimize impacts
to these significant habitat features moving forward while not prohibiting unavoidable impacts.
Additionally, this draft language is intended to piggy-back state and or federal mitigation
requirements and not result in local double-dipping of mitigation requirements. If a project is
required to mitigate for impacts under state or federal review authority, local requirements may be
waived.
Time after time, the residents of Brunswick have demonstrated their support for protections of our
most vulnerable natural resources. We are in the beginnings of a worldwide biodiversity crisis. The
intent of this ordinance change is to facilitate meaningful implementation and enforcement of
existing ordinance provisions. The existing ordinance text is in black font, proposed changes are in
red underscored font.
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4.3.4. Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat
A. General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect on important plant and animal
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habitats identified by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or Town of
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Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such as rare and exemplary natural
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communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine Natural Areas Program.
B. Specific Standards
(1) Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the
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development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
a. The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
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b. Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, the Maine Natural Areas programProgram and/or Town of Brunswick as:
i. Habitat for State or Federal-designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
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or animal species;
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ii. High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including
nesting and feeding areas;
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iii. Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
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iv. Significant vernal pools;
v. Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas program; or
vi. State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.

i.

(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential
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impact on the Significant Plant and Animal Habitat significant habitat and adjacent areas
supporting such habitat.
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The assessment shall be based on a calculation of the following direct disturbances:
a. outer extent of structure footprint as measured at largest ground footprint or
supported structure dimensions whichever is greater;
b. Area of fill or excavation;
c. areas to be cleared and maintained as lawn, or other ornamental landscaping not
intended to enhance the Significant Plant and Animal Habitat;
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d. Agriculture/forestry that requires significant soil disturbance, herbicide application, or
other practice intended to nurture a species incompatible with the Significant Plant and
Animal Habitat;
ii.

iii.

Mitigation measures shall be comprised of the following:
a. Actions resulting in the permanent conservation of like Significant Plant and Animal
Habitat at a ratio of at least 1:1 of direct disturbance area as measured by assessment
process (2.i.); or
b. Restoration or enhancement of like Significant Plant and Animal Habitat at a 4:1 ratio of
direct disturbance area as measured by assessment process (2.i.) and following a plan
reviewed by the Maine Natural Areas Program and Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife; or
c. A combination of ii.a and ii.b above used to meet mitigation requirement ratios; and
d. Measures to buffer adjacent Significant Plant and Animal Habitat from development
disturbance including light, noise, motorized vehicle traffic, runoff, and invasive species.
Exemption to mitigation requirement
The planning board may waive mitigation measures required under this ordinance if state or
federal permitting actions require mitigation that meets or exceeds town requirements.
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DEP FACT SHEET
In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
September 1, 2020 – December 31, 2021
Mitigating adverse environmental impacts is an integral part of Maine’s Natural Resources Protection
Act (NRPA) (38 M.R.S. §§ 480-A – 480-JJ), a regulatory program administered by the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). In general, mitigation is a sequential process of
avoiding adverse impacts, minimizing impacts that cannot be practicably avoided, and then
compensating for those impacts that cannot be further minimized. Both State and Federal agencies
administering resource protection regulations may require appropriate and practicable compensatory
mitigation as a condition of their permit approvals and authorizations.
Compensation is required to off-set an adversely affected resource function with a function of equal
or greater value. If on-site or off site ecologically appropriate permittee-responsible mitigation is not
available, practicable
or otherwise wholly or
Table 1 Resource Compensation Rates
in part acceptable to
off-set lost resource
Table 1 Resource Compensation Rates 9/1/2020 to 12/31/2021
function and value, an
applicant may opt to
Natural Resource
pay a fee in lieu of
Avg. Assessed Land
County
Enhancement &
(ILF) a compensation
Value/ Sq. ft.*
Restoration Cost/ Sq. Ft.
project as outlined in
Androscoggin
$4.68
$0.17
the Natural Resources
Aroostook
$4.22
$0.02
Protection Act 38
M.R.S. § 480(Z).
Cumberland
$4.72
$0.73
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York

$4.23
$4.23
$4.69
$4.67
$4.69
$4.68
$4.22
$4.22
$4.69
$4.68
$4.68
$4.22
$4.70

$0.05
$0.22
$0.16
$0.34
$0.31
$0.07
$0.06
$0.03
$0.27
$0.05
$0.09
$0.03
$0.49

The ILF
compensation
program was
established to
provide applicants
with a flexible
compensation
option over and
above traditional
permitteeresponsible
compensation
* Figures based on 2018 MRS statistical Summary
projects. The
applicant may choose which method of compensation is preferred for a given project.
The methods for resource mitigation are outlined further in the DEP Fact Sheet:
Natural Resource Compensation: Methods for Restoring Lost Function and Value.
The ILF resource compensation rates are outlined in Table 1. In August 2020, the Department
completed review of the compensation rates and identified the need for a rate adjustment in order to
ensure the rates reflect the actual cost of compensation. The last rate increase was in 2013. In light
1
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of the economic uncertaintly associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, the full update of the
compensation rates will be achieved in two phases, with 50 percent of any increase effective for
application filed September 1, 2020 or later. (See Table 1.) The remainder of the increase will be
effective January 1, 2022. The Department also anticipates the resource compensation rates in effect
January 1, 2022 will be re-evaluated as part of the regular two-year review and, if necessary, adjusted
to reflect the actual cost of compensation and remain consistent with the requirements of Section 480Z.
All resource compensation fees shall be calculated using the resource dependent formulas outlined
below based on the rates provided in Table 1 and a resource multiplier. The resource multiplier is an
adjustment factor that reflects the significance of specific resources and the Department’s resource
compensation ratio outlined in the Wetlands and Waterbodies Protection Rules, Chapter 310 and the
Significant Wildlife Habitat Rules, Chapter 335. The resource multiplier shall be 1 except as follows:
1. A resource multiplier of 2 shall be used for:
a. Direct impacts to wetland areas containing at least 20,000 square feet of aquatic
vegetation, emergent marsh vegetation or open water, except for artificial ponds or
impoundments and areas of wetland routinely altered by anthropogenic activities such as
road ditches etc;
b. Direct impacts to peatlands dominated by shrubs, sedges and sphagnum moss;
c. Direct impacts to coastal wetlands;
d. Direct impacts to freshwater wetland areas contained within an inland wading bird &
waterfowl habitat (IWWH);
e. Direct & indirect impacts to a shorebird habitat and associated buffers;
f. Direct impacts to great ponds; and
g. Direct impacts to freshwater wetland areas contained within a significant vernal pool
habitat.

Note: All ILF contributions received by the Department will be placed in the Maine
Natural Resources Conservation Fund (MNRCF) and made available for grant awards
to qualified natural resource conservation projects. The Department prefers to collect
contributions into the MNRCP prior to the issuance of a Department permit; however,
payment may be made a condition of a Department permit upon request by the
applicant. The Department reserves the right to deny a request for conditional
payment of a compensation fee based on an applicant’s prior payment record.
Wetland Compensation Formula:
Wetland compensation fee
(Direct wetland impact/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration cost/sq. ft. + avg.
assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier)

Significant Vernal Pool Compensation Formula:
Vernal pool compensation fee
(Direct wetland impacts within the SVP habitat/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement &
restoration cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier of 2)

+
(Direct non-wetland impacts within the SVP habitat/sq. ft. x avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)
2
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[Note: Projects that directly impact a portion of a significant vernal pool aquatic habitat (the pool) must compensate for the
entire significant vernal pool habitat area unless otherwise determined by the Department.]

Inland Wading Bird and Waterfowl (IWWH) Compensation Formula:
IWWH compensation fee
(Direct wetland impacts within the IWWH/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration
cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier of 2)

+
(Direct non-wetland impacts within the IWWH/sq. ft. x avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)

Shorebird Habitat Compensation Formula:
Shorebird habitat compensation fee
(Direct shorebird habitat impacts/ sq. ft. + direct shorebird habitat buffer impacts/sq. ft. +
shorebird habitat zone of influence impacts/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration
cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.) x (resource multiplier of 2)
[*Note: The “zone of influence” includes all mapped shorebird habitat area within 300’ of the proposed new pier, wharf or float.
Shorebird habitat function and value is lost or highly degraded within the “zone of influence”.]

All compensation fee amounts could be directly reduced by decreasing the amount of
habitat degradation associated with each project.

For further information please contact your nearest DEP regional office, and ask to speak to the "oncall" person in the Bureau of Land Resources.
Central Maine Regional Office, 17 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0017; Phone:
(207) 287-7688 or toll-free 1-800-452-1942.
Eastern Maine Regional Office, 106 Hogan Road, Bangor, ME 04401; Phone: (207) 941-4570
or toll-free 1-888-769-1137.
Northern Maine Regional Office, 1235 Central Drive, Skyway Park; Presque Isle, ME 04769;
Phone: (207) 764-0477 or toll-free 1-888-769-1053.
Southern Maine Regional Office, 312 Canco Road, Portland, ME 04103; Phone: (207) 8226300 or toll-free 1-888-769-1036.
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16. Criterion 8 (Aesthetics, Scenic and Natural Beauty)
I.

Requirements for Issuance of Permit

Under Criterion 8, before issuing a permit, the Commission must find the
proposed project will not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty
of the area, aesthetics, historic sites or rare or irreplaceable natural areas. 10 V.S.A.
§6086(a)(8).
II.

Burden of Proof

While the burden of proof under Criterion 8 is on those who oppose the project,
10 V.S.A. §6088(b), an applicant for a permit must provide sufficient information for the
Board to make affirmative findings. Re: Susan Dollenmaier and Martha Dollenmaier
Spoor, #3W0125-5-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 9 (Feb. 7,
2005); Re: Hannaford Brothers Co. and Southland Enterprises, Inc., #4C0238-5-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 13 (Apr. 9, 2002); and see, Re:
Southwestern Vermont Health Care Corp., #8B0537-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order at 28 (Feb. 22, 2001); Re: Black River Valley Rod & Gun Club, Inc.,
#2S1019-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 19 (June 12, 1997)
and cases cited therein.
III.

Analysis - Aesthetics, Scenic and Natural Beauty
Adverse Effect

The Commission relies upon a two-part test to determine whether a project
satisfies Criterion 8. First, it determines whether the project will have an adverse effect
under Criterion 8. Re: Susan Dollenmaier, supra, at 10, citing Re: James E. Hand and
John R. Hand, d/b/a Hand Motors and East Dorset Partnership, #8B0444-6-EB
(Revised), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 24-25 (Aug. 19, 1996),
citing Re: Quechee Lakes Corp., #3W0411-EB and #3W0439-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 17 -19 (Nov. 4, 1985).
[T]he Board looks to whether a proposed project will be in harmony with its
surroundings or, in other words, whether it will “fit” the context within which it
will be located. In making this evaluation, the Board examines a number of
specific factors, including the nature of the project's surroundings, the
compatibility of the project's design with those surroundings, the suitability
for the project's context of the colors and materials selected for the project,
the locations from which the project can be viewed, and the potential impact
of the project on open space.
Re: James E. Hand, supra, at 25, citing, Re: Quechee Lakes Corp., supra, at 18. In
other words, if a project “fits” its context, it will not have an adverse effect. Re: Talon
Hill Gun Club and John Swinington, #9A0192-2-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
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Law, and Order at 9 (June 7, 1995). If the Commission concludes that the project has
an adverse effect under Criterion 8, the Commission moves to the second part of the
test and evaluates whether the adverse effect is “undue.”
Board precedent notes that application of Criterion 8 does not guarantee that
views of the landscape will not change:
Criterion 8 was not intended to prevent all change to the landscape
of Vermont or to guarantee that the view a person sees from his or her
property will remain the same forever. Change must and will come, and
criterion #8 will not be an impediment. Criterion #8 was intended to insure
that as development does occur, reasonable consideration will be given to
the visual impacts on neighboring landowners, the local community, and on
the specific scenic resources of Vermont.
Re: Okemo Mountain Inc., #2W5051-8-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Order at 9 (Dec. 18, 1986); and see, Re: Main Street Landing Company and City of
Burlington, #4C1068-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 17- 18
(Nov. 20, 2001).
While a built environment is not always adverse, projects that result in the loss of
open space and the alteration of vistas can have an adverse effect on aesthetics and
scenic beauty. E.g., Re: Southwestern Vermont Health Care Corp., supra, at 29; Re:
Thomas W. Bryant and John P. Skinner, #4C0795-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 21 (June 26, 1991). See also Re: Maple Tree Place Associates,
#4C0775-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 48 - 49 (June 25,
1998); Re: George, Mary, and Rene Boissoneault, #6F0499-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 19 (Jan. 29, 1998).
The context of the Project
To determine whether the project is adverse in terms of aesthetics - whether it
will “fit” the context of the area where it will be located - the Commission first must
determine what that context is. Re: Susan Dollenmaier, supra, at 11, citing Re:
Hannaford Brothers Co., supra, at 14; Re: The Van Sicklen Limited Partnership,
#4C1013R-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 36 (Mar. 8, 2002).
The determination of the project's context is one that is crucial to the Criterion 8
analysis; if the project “fits” its context, then the project, by definition, is not adverse, and
the inquiry under Criterion 8 ends. Re: John J. Flynn Estate and Keystone
Development Corp., #4C0790-2-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order at
24 n. 6 (May 4, 2004); Re: Hannaford Brothers Co., supra at 14.
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The impact of the Project on its context
Once the Commission determines the context of the project site, the Commission
then must consider the scope and extent of the project's impacts on that context.
Assessing the impacts of a project is a fact-specific inquiry. On the one hand,
the Board has found that a project would have an adverse impact on aesthetics
because size and density of its units would differ from surrounding structures. Re:
Brewster River Land Co., LLC., #5L1348-EB, Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law,
and Order at 15 (Feb. 22, 2001). On the other hand, the Board has found that a largescale residential development in a rural area (on Dorset Street in South Burlington along
the Shelburne Town line) would not have undue adverse effect. Re: MBL Associates,
#4C0948-EB (Altered), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Jan. 30,
1996), aff'd, In re MBL Associates, Inc., 166 Vt. 606 (1997).
Undue Adverse Effect
If the Commission concludes that the project has an adverse effect under
Criterion 8, the Commission must evaluate whether the adverse effect is “undue.” The
Commission will conclude that adverse effect is “undue” if it reaches a positive finding
with respect to any one of the following factors:
Does the Project violate a clear, written community standard intended to
preserve the aesthetics or scenic beauty of the area?
Does the Project offend the sensibilities of the average person? Is it
offensive or shocking because it is out of character with its surroundings or
significantly diminishes the scenic qualities of the area?
Has the Applicant failed to take generally available mitigating steps which a
reasonable person would take to improve the harmony of the Project with its
surroundings?
See, Re: Quechee Lakes Corp., supra, at 19 -20. And see, Re: Black River Valley Rod
& Gun Club, Inc., supra, at 19 -20; Re: James E. Hand, supra, at 25 -29.
Written Community Aesthetic Standard
Under this first factor, the Commission must determine whether the project
violates a clear, written community standard “intended to preserve the aesthetics or
scenic beauty of the area” where the project would be located. Re: Southwestern
Vermont Health Care Corp., supra, at 33 – 34; Re: Josiah E. Lupton, Quiet River
Campground, Land Use Permit Application #3W0819 (Revised)-EB, Findings of Fact,
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Conclusions of Law, and Order at 24 (May 18, 2001); Re: Green Meadows Center, LLC,
The Community Alliance and Southeastern Vermont Community Action, #2WO694-IEB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 36 (Dec. 21, 2000).
In evaluating whether a project violates a clear written community standard, the
Commission routinely looks to town plans, open land studies, and other municipal
documents to discern whether a clear, written community standard exists and should be
applied in the review of the aesthetic impacts of a project. See, Re: Burlington
Broadcasters, Inc. d/b/a WIZN, Charlotte Volunteer Fire and Rescue, & John Lane,
#4C1004R-EB, Memorandum of Decision at 10 - 11 (Nov. 25, 2003); Re: Hannaford
Brothers Co., supra, at 18; Re: Raymond and Centhy Duff, #5W0952-2-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 9 (Jan. 29, 1998); Re: Herbert and Patricia
Clark, supra, at 35 – 37; Re: Thomas W. Bryant, supra, at 22; and see Re: Nile and
Julie Duppstadt & John and Deborah Alden, #4C1013-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 34 (Apr. 30, 1999) (town plan can be an authoritative
source of clear community aesthetic standards, and it is therefore appropriate for the
Board to rely upon such a Plan “in determining whether [a] Project violates the
community standard.”)
The Board explained the intent of the clear, written community standard in the
Re: Town of Barre, #5W1167-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
(June 2, 1994):
In adopting the first standard in the Quechee analysis, the Board intended
to encourage towns to identify scenic resources that the community
considered to be of special importance: a wooded shoreline, a high ridge, or
a scenic back road, for example. These designations would assist the
district commissions and the board in determining the scenic value of
specific resources to a town, and would guide applicants as they design
their projects.
Id. at 21.
At issue in Barre was the following portion of a town plan discussing scenic
resources:
In the 1989 planning survey dealing with future growth, preservation of
visual beauty was the highest priority of the residents polled. Eighty-nine
percent of those responding said that planning to retain visual beauty was
necessary. . . . Barre Town's visual beauty is an asset which the Town has
to offer to any prospective resident or employer who is considering
relocating to the community. . . . [T]he Town of Barre's policy regarding
aesthetics is one of encouraging enhancement and preservation of natural
areas, views, and vistas.
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Id. at 13 -14.
In Barre, the Board ruled that the above quoted language did not rise to the level
of a clear, written community standard, because “they apply generally to the community
at large rather than to specific scenic resources in the project area.” Id. at 21.
In contrast to Barre was the town plan provision at issue in Re: Taft Corners
Associates, #4C0696-11-EB (Remand), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order (Revised) (May 5, 1995). The Board found that the town plan identified as
“significant” the views of the mountains to the east and west and foreground views from
I 89 of “the high ground at the water tower and other open spaces . . .” Id. at 19. The
Board quoted the town plan:
Taft Corners should feature quality design, compatible with its setting.
Buildings should be architecturally compatible and should be enduring, not
transient. Their siting should enhance the setting, and particularly the eastwest views. The placement of buildings should define public spaces, such
as the streets, courtyards and greens. The area should be well landscaped,
and feature green spaces, open spaces, trails and other opportunities for
human interaction.
Id. at 18 -19. Based on the above language, the Board found a clear, written
community standard “which contains provisions regarding aesthetics” that applied to the
project. Id. at 42; accord, Re: Herbert and Patricia Clark, supra (Brandon Town Plan
constituted clear, written community standard where it established and defined three
categories of scenic resources, contained an inventory that described 30 scenic areas,
and provided recommended policies and implementation measures for protecting the
scenic value and resources of the listed areas and where the proposed project was
located in one of the scenic areas listed in the inventory); Re: The Mirkwood Group and
Barry Randall, #1R0780-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 22 - 23
(Aug. 19, 1996) (Pittsford zoning ordinance constituted clear, written community
standard where a proposed radio tower was located within a conservation district and
the ordinance contained a clear statement of the community policy against use of
conservation district lands for anything other than dwellings, forestry, and agriculture).
The Commission must therefore determine whether there exists a community
aesthetic standard that is applicable to the project. If the project does not comply with
the written community standards evidenced by the community aesthetic standard, the
project does not meet the aesthetic requirements of Criterion 8.
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Shocking or offensive
Under this second aesthetic factor, the Commission must determine whether the
Project offends the sensibilities of the average person. This includes whether the
Project would be so out of character with its surroundings or so significantly diminish the
scenic qualities of the area as to be offensive or shocking to the average person. Re:
Pike Industries, Inc. and William E. Dailey, Inc., #1R0807-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 18 - 19 (June 25, 1998); Re: Nile and Julie
Duppstadt, supra, at 35; and see, Re: Robert B. & Deborah J. McShinsky, #3W0530EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 9 (April 21, 1988), aff'd, In re
Robert and Deborah McShinsky, 153 Vt. 586 (1990).
If the Commission concludes that the project, as designed, would be offensive or
shocking to the average person, the project does not meet the aesthetic requirements of
Criterion 8.
Mitigation
Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. §6086(c), the Commission has the authority to impose
conditions necessary to alleviate adverse impacts with respect to the ten Act 250
criteria. As long as a condition constitutes a proper exercise of the police power and
alleviates adverse effects that would otherwise be caused by a project, the condition
may be imposed. Any condition must be reasonable. In re Denio, 158 Vt. 230, 240
(1992).
In judging whether there should be mitigation, the Commission looks to the steps
that the applicant has taken or may take to reduce the aesthetic impacts of a project on
the character of the area where it is proposed; the Commission asks whether there are
generally available mitigating steps that have or should be taken to improve the
harmony of the project with its surroundings. See Re: Thomas W. Bryant, supra, at 22
(height and exterior color restrictions on homes, plantings to screen the development,
covenants to govern future activities on the site, and retained open space all comprised
generally available mitigating steps to alleviate adverse effects of subdivision on the
surrounding area).
If the Commission finds that the applicant has failed to take available mitigation
measures to minimize the aesthetic impact of the project, the project fails Criterion 8
(aesthetics). See, e.g., Re: Didace and Susan LaCroix, #3W0485-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 13 (Apr. 27, 1987).
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STATE OF VERMONT
SUPERIOR COURT
Environmental Division

ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
Docket No. 130-11-18 Vtec
Docket No. 44-3-19 Vtec

Hettinger Conditional Use and Act 250
Approvals

DECISION ON THE MERITS

Rising Tide Towers, LLC and Black Diamond Consultants, Inc. (together, Applicants)
propose to build a 190-foot cell tower (the Project) on property owned by Ronald and Donna
Hettinger at Church Hill Road in Norton, Vermont (the Property). Applicants applied for and
received conditional use approval from the Town of Norton Development Review Board (DRB)
and Act 250 approval from the District #7 Environmental Commission (District Commission). John
Luongo (Mr. Luongo), an adjacent property owner, timely appealed both decisions. The appeal
of the conditional use approval was filed November 30, 2018 and was assigned Docket No. 13011-18, while the Act 250 appeal was filed March 17, 2019 and assigned Docket No. 44-3-19. The
Court coordinated both matters for a joint merits trial.
Applicants are represented in this proceeding by William J. Dodge, Esq. and Alexis L.
Peters, Esq. Mr. Luongo is represented by Laura L. Wilson, Esq. The Town of Norton is
participating as an interested party for informational purposes only, and Gina Vigneault, the
Town Clerk testified at trial.
On August 9, 2019, and with Mr. Luongo’s consent, Applicants filed a Stipulated Combined
Statement of Questions (for purposes of this proceeding, the “Statement of Questions”). The
Statement of Questions incorporates Questions 1-3 from the municipal appeal and the sole
Question from the Act 250 appeal. Concerning the municipal appeal, Mr. Luongo asks whether
1) Applicants’ conditional use request should be approved given the Project’s impacts on “the
character of the area” as defined by the relevant zoning district, zoning bylaw sections, and
provisions in the town plan, 2) In what zoning district the Project is located and which standards
should be applied in assessing impacts, and 3) whether the Project must satisfy the standards for
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two different zoning districts because the area is “essentially bisected by two districts.” With
respect to the Act 250 appeal, Mr. Luongo asks whether the Project will have an “undue adverse
effect” on aesthetics or scenic and natural beauty under Criterion 8.
The Court conducted a two-day trial on September 24 and 25, 2019 at the Guildhall,
Vermont courthouse. A site visit to the subject properties in Norton, Vermont was completed at
the conclusion of the trial on September 25, 2019.
Based upon the evidence presented at trial, including that which was put into context by
the site visit, the Court renders the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.
Findings of Fact
1.

Applicants propose to build 190-foot self-supporting communications tower on property

owned by Ronald and Donna Hettinger in the Town of Norton, Vermont (Project).
2.

Rising Tide Towers, LLC filed its application for local approval on or about August 2, 2018

3.

The Project must comply with the Town of Norton Zoning Regulations adopted on July 1,

2014.
4.

The Hettinger property is approximately 20 acres and includes forested areas, agricultural

fields, orchards and a house and outbuildings. The Hettinger driveway is off Church Hill Road
uphill or beyond the project site and drive.
I.
5.

Project Surroundings
The Project is located just south of Church Hill Road in Norton, Vermont, designated as

lot 03043.
6.

The Project is in the Town’s Agricultural and Forest District.

7.

The Agricultural and Forest District permits wireless telecommunications facilities as

conditional uses.
8.

Church Hill Road extends from Route 114 and runs easterly to its dead end near the

highest elevation of land.
9.

The neighborhood of the Project site includes an unused church (currently for sale), two

cemeteries, and several single-family residences. These properties are accessed from Church Hill
Road over short driveways. The structures are visible from Church Hill Road. There is also
undeveloped land, forested land, and agricultural fields in the area.
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10.

A cemetery is adjacent to the northwest of the gravel drive to the Project site.

11.

Michael Branham’s property and residence is located on the northwest side of the

cemetery. This is a lower elevation than the Project site.
12.

The church property is located across Church Hill Road to the north of the Project site.

13.

A residential property owned by John Luongo is located next to the Church. The residence

of this property has been removed and a stand-alone garage is on the property.
14.

John Luongo owns a second undeveloped property, approximately 120 acres, to the

southeast of the Hettinger property. Mr. Luongo has owned this property for over 40 years. He
has no specific plans for development, however, he testified that he would like to build a
residence on this property. Mr. Luongo also testified that he would prefer to build the residence
close to Church Hill Road and the adjacent overhead power line because it would be less
expensive than constructing a longer driveway and extending power a longer distance. The area
where Mr. Luongo is interested in placing his new residence is at a higher elevation than the
Project. Views looking northwest would include looking at/through the Project’s upper portion
of the tower.
15.

Mr. Luongo’s property is large enough for him to build a residence further to the south

where views would be less impacted by the tower.
16.

Mr. Luongo has never spoken with Mr. Hettinger about the Project.

II.

Project Site and Specifications

17.

The tower is part of a larger communication network including some existing towers and

some new towers.
18.

The tower network will establish communication coverage along Route 114. Additionally,

the tower may be used by border patrol security. Applicants considered a lower tower height,
however, such an adjustment would significantly diminish the level of service.
19.

The Project site is approximately 100 feet by 100 feet. A fenced “compound area” around

the tower will be approximately 75 feet by 75 feet.
20.

The tower is a self-supported lattice tower constructed of silver or gray galvanized steel.

21.

Rising Tide and the Hettingers have a five-year lease for the 10,000 square foot tower site.

The lease is renewable.
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22.

Access to the tower will be over an existing gravel drive. The project will utilize the first

approximately 60 feet of drive from Church Hill Road. This section of drive includes an existing
culvert which connects drainage to a swale on the opposite side of Church Hill Road.
23.

The Project includes constructing a new portion of road starting from the existing drive

approximately 60 feet from Church Hill Road. This new portion will be 12 feet wide and
approximately 120 feet long.
24.

The compound area will be enclosed with an 8 feet high chain link fence with 3 strands of

barbed wire at the top. The fence will have a green mesh cover incorporated into the chain link
to provide visual mitigation and screening of the equipment within the compound area. There
will be small signage on the fence for safety and information.
25.

The compound area ground cover will include geotextile material covered with crushed

stone.
26.

There will be two access gates to the compound area; one 12-foot wide vehicle gate and

one 4-foot wide pedestrian gate.
27.

The tower will be supported by a concrete and rebar foundation, to be installed after soil

excavation on site.
28.

There are existing overhead electric and telephone lines in the area of the Project. The

poles for this service are approximately 30 feet high.
29.

A parking area approximately 20 feet by 75 feet will be constructed at the Project.

30.

Within the compound area, wireless partners that locate services on the tower will have

an equipment area measuring 20 feet by 20 feet. Equipment will be placed within cabinets.
31.

The subject tower is designed to connect with a second tower approximately 7 miles

away.
32.

The tower is designed for co-location of wireless carriers and additional communications.

33.

Nine wireless voice antennas will be white/opaque in color and approximately 8 feet tall.

34.

There will be two microwave dishes of approximately 2 square feet for communication

data.
35.

Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) will be mounted in the area of the antenna for energy

efficiency.
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36.

At the top of the tower there will be a lightning rod of 2 to 6 feet tall to ground lightning

strikes.
37.

The tower will have a life expectancy of approximately 40 years.

38.

The antennas will be connected to the equipment in the compound area by cables running

down the tower and then across an “ice bridge” to the equipment.
39.

The Project’s design is similar to other communications towers in Vermont and the

northeast generally.
III.

Project Aesthetics

40.

The Project site has an elevation of 1,353 feet. This site is not the highest elevation in the

area. The top of the hill east of the Project is approximately 1,500 feet in elevation.
41.

The Project will be located in a forested area of the Hettinger property. The trees run

along Church Hill Road and surround the 100’ by 100’ Project leased area. The one side of the
leased area along the open agricultural field of the Hettinger property will be without trees. This
open area slopes from the Hettinger residence down to Route 114. Some tree clearing will occur
to accommodate the 10,000 square foot leased area. The remainder of the trees will be retained.
From the perspective of the surrounding properties other than the Hettinger’s, the leased area
will be tucked into the forested area.
42.

The Project was relocated from the open agricultural field and moved into the forested

area.
43.

The tower will extend above the trees and will be visible. The chain link fence and

equipment within the compound area will not extend above the trees. The forested area will
provide an aesthetic buffer for the ground level compound area for the surrounding properties
and views from Church Hill Road.
44.

People visiting the abutting cemetery will have views of the upper portion of the tower.

45.

There will be brief views of the Project from Route 114.

46.

There is an overhead utility line running from Route 114 along Church Hill Road through

the forested area of the Project. This utility line will be maintained to be free of trees.
47.

A VAST snowmobile trail that crosses the property will not be physically disturbed.

48.

To the south of the Project is an agricultural field on the Hettinger property.
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49.

The Gore Mountain hiking trail, Norton Pond, and Averill Pond are located over 4 miles

from the Project and are not visible from the Project location. The Project itself is not visible from
these scenic view locations.
50.

The scenic view of Little Averill Pond faces away from the Project site, in the opposite

direction. The Project will not be visible from the viewing location.
51.

Construction of the tower will take 6 to 8 weeks. During construction there will be

approximately 2 to 3 truck trips to the site per week.
52.

Once construction of the Project is completed, access or activity at the site will be

approximately once per month.
53.

The lattice style tower is intended to decrease the aesthetic impacts.

54.

The tower’s silver or grey color and lattice design will reduce its visual impact by

increasing the effect of looking through the tower rather than looking at a solid monopole tower.
55.

There are no guy-wires; the tower is self-supporting to minimize the footprint.

56.

Construction will comply with ANSI Standard TIA 220ZG.

57.

Because the tower is less than 200 feet in height, tower lighting is not required.

Temporary lighting may be used only during construction.
58.

The Project will not generate significant noise.
Conclusions of Law
We review the legal issues within the context of each of the municipal and Act 250

matters.
I.

Conditional Use Review
Before we reach the merits of the conditional use review, we must address two issues

that Mr. Luongo raises.1 First, whether the Project is located in the Agricultural and Forest Zoning
District or the Rural Residential District? See Statement of Questions (SOQ) 1 and 2. Second,
whether the Project must comply with the standards for both districts given its close proximity
to the district boundary. See SOQ 3.

1

The parties filed a Stipulated Combined Statement of Questions which establishes our scope of review for trial.
See trial Exhibit B.
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Applicable Zoning District
Rising Tide Towers, LLC filed its application for local approval on or about August 2, 2018.
The Town of Norton Zoning Regulations (Bylaws) in effect at that time were adopted on July 1,
2014. 2 Bylaw Section 201: Zoning Map and Districts, states as follows:
The zoning map officially entitled “Town of Norton Zoning Map” is hereby adopted
in accordance with Section 4414 of the Act as part of this bylaw. The Zoning Map
shows a division of the Town of Norton into the following districts:
Rural Residential District (RRD)
Lakeshore and Streambank Overlay District (LSOD)
Agriculture & Forest District (AFD)
Flood Hazard Overlay District (FHO)
Furthermore, Bylaw Section 202: Official Zoning Map states:
Regardless of the existence of other printed copies of the zoning map, which from
time to time may be made or published, the official zoning map shall be located in
the office of the Norton Town Clerk and shall be the final authority as to the
current zoning status of the land and water areas, buildings and other structures
in the town.
The Town Map applying to Rising Tide Towers, LLC’s application is dated July 2, 2014. 3
This map was available at the Town Clerk’s office. Gina Vignault, Town Clerk, testified that the
original map is/was maintained in the vault at the Town Office. The copy of this map entered
into evidence at trial, Exhibit AA, is maintained at the Northeastern Vermont Development
Association (NVDA). Based upon this map, the Project is located in the Agricultural & Forest
District (AFD).
Mr. Luongo asserts that the Project is located in the Rural Residential District (RRD). Mr.
Luongo bases this offer on a 1980 version of the Town Map. We do not agree with Mr. Luongo’s
theory for several reasons. First, the 2014 regulations apply to the application, and therefore,
the corresponding 2014 map controls. Second, the 1980 map only locates three zoning districts
(RRD, LSD, and AFD) even though the 2014 Bylaw Section 201 calls for four districts (RRD, LSOD,
AFD, and FHO). Lastly, Ms. Vignault testified at trial that she provided Mr. Luongo with a copy of

2

Admitted at trial as Exhibit Z.

3

Town Clerk Gina Vignault testified that she believed that this date was a mistake and it should be July 1, 2014.
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the 1980 town map because he requested it, not because that version of the map controlled. We
also note that this issue has little impact on our review because Rising Tide Towers, LLC’s
surveyor, Arthur York, testified that regardless of whether the 1980 or 2014 versions of the Town
Map controls, the Project is located within the AFD using either map. Even considering the 1980
map, all of the Project is within the AFD.4
Relevant Zoning Standards
As the Project is located in the AFD, the AFD regulations apply. We do not consider the
Project’s compliance with RRD regulations. Cf. McLaughry v. Town of Norwich, 140 Vt. 49, 54–55
(1981) (where property split between two districts, “that part of it which lies within the business
district could be used for business purposes, and that part of the property lying within the
residential district could be used for residential purposes”). We find no authority within the
Bylaws to apply zoning regulations from a neighboring zoning district, and no precedent
endorsing that proposition. Bylaw Section 205 states that no construction or land use shall be
allowed “unless in conformity with the regulations specified for the district in which it is located.”
Bylaws § 205 (emphasis added). As such we will apply only the AFD regulations. 5
Conditional Use Review
Applicants seek conditional use approval for the Project. Wireless telecommunications
facilities are conditional uses in the AFD. Bylaws § 205.03. The municipal issues before the Court
raised in the parties’ Stipulated Combined Statement of Questions, focus on whether the Project
will have an undue adverse effect on the character of the area pursuant to Bylaw Section
607(2)(B). Under Bylaw Section 607(2)(B), applicants must demonstrate that their uses will not
have undue adverse effects on: “The character of the area affected, as defined by the purpose or
purposes of the zoning district within which the project is located, and specifically stated policies
and standards of the municipal plan.” Bylaws § 607(2)(B).

4

We note that the existing gravel driveway connecting Church Hill Road to the Project area would be in the RRD
per the 1980 map, however, the driveway extension and the Project are all within the AFD when considering both
the 1980 and 2014 maps.
5
Mr. Luongo contends that the Court should consider existing uses in the RRD as part of our conditional use review
concerning “the character of the area.” As explained below, the development surrounding the Project is relevant
to that analysis.
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The statute empowering towns to regulate conditional uses provides that towns’
conditional use standards
[S]hall require that the proposed conditional use shall not result in an undue adverse
effect on . . . the character of the area affected, as defined by the purpose or purposes of
the zoning district within which the project is located, and specifically stated policies and
standards of the municipal plan.
24 V.S.A. § 4414(3)(A)(ii).
The statutory language in 24 V.S.A. § 4414 sets a “floor” for municipalities’ conditional
use regulations, but it does not displace the requirements of municipal bylaws. See In re
Hurricane Auto CU Permit, No. 92-7-11 Vtec, slip op. at 5 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Oct. 12, 2012)
(Walsh, J.) (quoting In re White, 155 Vt. 612, 619–20 (1991)). While towns’ regulations must, at
the very least, ensure that conditional uses will not have an undue adverse effect on the character
of the area “as defined by the purpose or purposes of the zoning district,” the regulations may
also require that conditional uses not have an undue adverse effect on the character of the area
as it actually exists. See, e.g., id.; In re Twin Pines Housing Trust Conditional Use, No. 95-7-11
Vtec, slip op. at 10 (Vt. Envtl. Ct. Sept. 20, 2012) (examining a conditional use bylaw requiring
conformity with purpose statements and existing uses).
Before the enabling statute was amended and recodified in 2004, the meaning of
“character of the area” was the character as it actually exists rather than as it is defined in the
abstract. See In re LiCausi, No. 203-11-98 Vtec, slip op. at 2 n.2 (Vt. Envtl. Ct. Nov. 4, 2005)
(Wright, J.) (noting that, because the 2004 amendments were not applicable to the application
before the Court, “character of the area remains assessed as including the working landscape as
the area currently exists, with all approved uses.”), aff’d 182 Vt. 647; cf. In re Gaboriault, 167 Vt.
583, 584–85 (1997); In re Miller, 170 Vt. 64, 69–71 (1999); In re Sardi, 170 Vt. 623, 625 (2000) (all
affirming character-of-the-area reviews in which the lower court examined existing uses).
Recognizing that historic understanding among towns, we have looked to existing uses
when reviewing conditional uses under bylaws that mimic the post-2004 statutory language,
defining “character of the area” by purpose statements in town plans and bylaws. See In re
Willowell Found. CU, No. 142-10-12 Vtec, slip op. at 3, 22 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. July 10, 2014)
(Walsh, J.), aff’d 2016 VT 12. Nothing in the conditional use statute prohibits towns from carrying
-9-
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forward the pre-2004 meaning of “character of the area,” provided their bylaws also require
harmony with purpose statements in town plans and bylaws.

See In re Hurricane Auto CU

Permit, No. 92-7-11 Vtec at 5 (Oct. 12, 2012) (citing In re White, 155 Vt. at 619–20). Thus, in
keeping with our precedent and efforts to reconcile pre- and post-2004 standards, we interpret
the Bylaws’ character-of-the-area standard to mean that proposed conditional uses in the Town
must harmonize with existing uses and with purpose statements in the town Bylaws and plan.
Our review is guided by the two-prong analysis, known as the “Quechee test,” used in
reviewing state land use (Act 250) permits. See In re Grp. Five Invs. CU Permit, 2014 VT 14, ¶ 14,
195 Vt. 625 (approving use of the Quechee test as guidance in defining undue adverse impacts in
zoning bylaws), overruled on other grounds by In re Confluence Behavioral Health, LLC, 2017 VT
112, 206 Vt. 302. Under the Quechee test,
“[the Court first] determines if the proposed project will have an adverse .
. . impact, and if so, it considers whether the adverse impact would be undue. An
adverse impact is considered undue if any one of the three following questions is
answered in the affirmative: (1) does the project violate a clear, written
community standard . . . ; (2) does the project offend the sensibilities of the
average person; and (3) has the applicant failed to take generally available
mitigating steps that a reasonable person would take to improve the harmony of
the proposed project with its surroundings.”
In re Times & Seasons, LLC, 2008 VT 7, ¶ 8, 183 Vt. 336 (citations omitted).
The Bylaws express the following purpose for the AFD District:
[T]o protect lands which are best suited for agricultural and forestry use and are now
essentially undeveloped except for uses associated with agriculture. This district contains
significant natural features, trail systems and scenic views.
Bylaws § 205.03 (expressing the “objective” for the zoning district). This purpose does not
provide any specific or concrete prohibition.

It merely reflects an attempt to conserve

agricultural and forestry land.
To the extent this purpose statement imposes enforceable limits on conditional uses in
the AFD District, the Project is within these limits. The Project involves new construction,
however, land disturbance is limited to a 100 by 100 square foot wooded area thereby conserving
agricultural land and resulting in a minimal disturbance to the forested area. The forested area
is already disturbed by overhead electric and telephone utility lines and associated poles running
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parallel to Church Hill Road. The Project will not conflict with existing uses in the area. The
Hettinger property will continue its residential and agricultural activities. A VAST snowmobile
trail that crosses the property will not be physically disturbed. Lastly, the Church Hill Road area
contains year-round homes which will continue in use.
The Court recognizes that the immediate neighborhood is composed of single-family
residences, properties that are undeveloped, an inactive church that is presently for sale, and
two cemeteries. People visiting the abutting cemetery will have views of the upper portion of
the tower. Similarly, Mr. Branham will have views of the upper portion of the tower from several
windows, although this viewpoint looks uphill and the more expansive view from Mr. Branham’s
property will be in the opposite direction from the tower. Mr. Luongo testified that he hopes to
build a home on his undeveloped property on the upper portion of Church Hill Road and that he
would like to do so close to the road and overhead power to save costs. As such, this new home
would have the upper portion of the tower in westerly views. We find that constructing the 190foot tower will result in adverse effects on the character of the area in that the Project varies
from the residential nature of the area and will alter views. We note that “the word ‘adverse’
means unfavorable, opposed, hostile” to the character of the area. See Quechee Lakes Corp.,
Nos. 3W0411-EB and 3W0439-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, at 17 (Vt.
Envtl. Bd. Nov. 4, 1985).
Although we conclude that the Project will have an adverse effect on the character of the
area, this impact is not undue. First, we cannot say that the project violates any clear written
community standards. We do find evidence that the Town, through the Norton Town Plan (Town
Plan), has established an “overarching goal” of preserving “traditional ways of life and land use
patterns.” Town Plan at 3. The Town Plan identifies two nearby cemeteries as historic resources.
Id. at 29. With respect to these historic resources, the Town Plan states that it generally supports
preservation. Id. at 31. To the extent these provisions rise to the level of clear written community
standards, the Project fits within these standards. The Project does not inhibit traditional ways
of life and has a minimal impact on traditional land use patterns. The Project also preserves the
two cemeteries. The tower project is not located in a designated scenic corridor or public
recreation area. Appellant offers that the Town Plan protects scenic views including the Gore
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Mountain hiking trail, Norton Pond, Averill Pond and Little Averill Pond. The scenic view of Little
Averill Pond faces the opposite direction from the Project site, and the site is located over 4 miles
from the other scenic features. The Project will not be visible from any of these viewing locations.
Second, the Project will not offend the sensibilities of the average person. While the
neighbors are concerned about the height of the Project and its alleged non-compatibility with
their neighboring residential properties, they did not provide evidence that the Project would be
shocking or offensive to an average person. Though Mr. Luongo and Mr. Branham testified as to
how they expect the Project to be offensive and how potential views from specific locations may
shock them, we must consider the Project’s impacts from the perspective of an average person.
Cf. In re Goddard College CU, Docket Nos. 175-12-11 and173-12-12 Vtec, slip op. at 14 (Vt. Super.
Ct. Envtl. Div. Jan. 6, 2014) (Walsh, J). Mr. Luongo has owned his property for more than 40 years
and yet he has never built on it. The property is large enough that Mr. Luongo could build his
home further to the south where views would be less impacted by the tower. There will be brief
views of the Project from Route 114 and some views from surrounding properties and residences.
Under present-day conditions, there are views of power lines and associated poles in the area.
The Project is similar in scale, material, and form to existing towers throughout Vermont and the
northeast. Thus, we conclude that the sensibilities of the average person would not be offended
or shocked by the addition of the Project.
Finally, Applicants have taken reasonably available mitigating steps to improve the
harmony between the Project and the surrounding area. The Project was relocated from the
open agricultural field and moved into the forested area where a vegetated buffer will be
maintained. The Project is designed to incorporate green slats into the chain link fencing
surrounding the compound area screening and softening views. This screening and fencing will
mitigate negative impacts to the views from neighboring properties. There will be no Project
lighting. Furthermore, the tower’s silver or grey color and lattice design will reduce its visual
impact by increasing the effect of looking through the tower rather than looking at a solid
monopole tower. Mr. Luongo has not suggested additional mitigation. 6 There was some
evidence at trial that Blackrock considered a lower tower height, however, such an adjustment
would significantly diminish the level of service or would require a greater number of towers for
6

In a pre-trial decision we ruled that suggested relocation of the Project was not relevant to our review.
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the network. We find that Applicants have taken all reasonably available mitigating measures.
In sum, we find that the Project is consistent with the stated purpose of the AFD and that it will
not be incompatible with the existing uses in the area. We conclude that some of the Project’s
aesthetic impacts may be adverse, but we also conclude that none of the aesthetic impacts will
be “undue.” Because we find that the Project conforms to the conditional use requirements, we
APPROVE Applicants’ conditional use application, subject to any conditions imposed by the
Town.
II.

Act 250 Review
The sole Act 250 issue raised in the parties’ Stipulated Combined Statement of Questions

is whether the Project conforms with the aesthetic and scenic or natural beauty requirements of
Criterion 8.7 At trial, the parties agreed that historic sites are not at issue with respect the Act
250 review. Furthermore, we received no evidence of rare or irreplaceable natural areas at the
Project site or in the surrounding area.
If an applicant satisfies the initial burden of production, then the ultimate burden of
proving that a project does not conform to Criterion 8 rests upon the project’s opponents.
10 V.S.A. § 6088(b); In re Rivers Dev., Nos. 7-1-05 Vtec and 68-3-07 Vtec, slip op. at 33 (Vt. Envtl.
Ct. Mar. 25, 2010) (Durkin, J.) (citing In re Route 103 Quarry, No. 205-10-05 Vtec, slip op. at 8 (Vt.
Envtl. Ct. Nov. 22, 2006) (Durkin, J.), aff’d, 2008 VT 88, 184 Vt. 283).
The cornerstone of the Criterion 8 analysis is the question: “[w]ill the proposed project
be in harmony with its surroundings—will it ‘fit’ the context within which it will be located?” Re:
Quechee Lakes Corp., Nos. 3W0411-EB and 3W0439-EB, at 18 (Nov. 4, 1985). We use the twopart “Quechee test” to determine whether a project’s impacts satisfy Criterion 8. See Id. at 18–
19. First, we consider whether a project will have adverse impacts. Id. Whether an impact is
“adverse” depends on whether the development will “fit” its aesthetic context. Id. If we find a
development will have adverse impacts, we consider whether those impacts are “undue.” Id. at
19–20. Adverse impacts are “undue” if: (1) the project violates a clear, written community

7

To receive an Act 250 land use permit, an applicant must provide evidence sufficient to enable the Court to find
that the proposed project “[w]ill not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of the area,
aesthetics, historic sites or rare and irreplaceable natural areas.” 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8).
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standard; (2) the project offends the sensibilities of the average person; or (3) the applicant has
failed to implement reasonable and generally available mitigating measures. Id.
As analyzed at length above, we conclude that the Project will not have an undue adverse
effect on the aesthetic and scenic or natural beauty of the area. Although we conclude that the
Project will have an adverse effect on its surroundings, the effect is not undue, and it therefore
satisfies Act 250 Criterion 8. Because this is the only criterion challenged in this appeal, we
APPROVE Applicant’s Act 250 application, subject to any conditions in the District Commission
approval.
Conclusion
We conclude that: the Project is located in the Town AFD zoning district; that the RRD
zoning regulations do not apply to the Project; that the Project conforms to the conditional use
requirements of the Town’s Bylaws; and that the Project will not have an undue adverse effect
on the aesthetic and scenic or natural beauty of the area. We APPROVE Applicants’ conditional
use application and the Act 250 application, subject to any conditions imposed by the Town or
District Environmental Commission.
A Judgment Order accompanies this Merits Decision. This concludes the proceedings
currently before this Court.
Electronically signed on November 20, 2019 at 9:43 AM pursuant to V.R.E.F. 7(d).

_________________________________________
Thomas G. Walsh, Judge
Superior Court, Environmental Division
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STATE OF VERMONT

SUPERIOR COURT

ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
Docket No. 130-11-18 Vtec

Hettinger Telecommunications Facility
Hettinger Act 250 Permit

Docket No. 44-3-19 Vtec
JUDGMENT ORDER

The two matters pending before the Court relate to applications submitted by Rising Tide
Towers, LLC and Black Diamond Consultants, Inc. for municipal and Act 250 approval of a 190foot cell tower (the Project) on property owned by Ronald and Donna Hettinger at Church Hill
Road in Norton, Vermont. The Project received conditional use approval from the Town of
Norton Development Review Board on November 8, 2018, and Act 250 approval from the District
#7 Environmental Commission on February 19, 2019. John Luongo appeals both decisions. The
conditional use appeal was filed November 30, 2018 and was assigned Docket No. 130-11-18,
while the Act 250 appeal was filed March 17, 2019 and assigned Docket No. 44-3-19. The Court
coordinated both matters for a joint merits trial.
Within the scope of our review, and for the reasons detailed in the accompanying Merits
Decision, we conclude that the Project conforms to the conditional use requirements of the Town
of Norton’s Bylaws. The Project is located in the Agricultural and Forest District; is a permissible
conditional use in that district; and will not have an undue adverse effect on the character of the
area. We also conclude that the Project conforms to Act 250 Criterion 8. The Project will not
have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics or the scenic or natural beauty of the area. We
therefore APPROVE Applicants’ conditional use and Act 250 applications, subject to any
conditions imposed by the Town or the District Environmental Commission.
This completes the current proceedings before this Court.
Electronically signed on November 20, 2019 at 9:45 AM pursuant to V.R.E.F. 7(d).

_________________________________________
Thomas G. Walsh, Judge
Superior Court, Environmental Division
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ATTACHMENT E

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

I.

Planning Board

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner
February 23, 2021

Workshop – Zoning Ordinance Update – Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plant
and Animal Habitat

INTRODUCTION:
Pursuant to Section 5.2.11, Ordinance Text or Map Amendment, District 2 Town Councilor Steve
Walker distributed a memorandum (Attachment A), dated January 12, 2021, and proposed text
amendments (Attachment B) pertaining to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plan and Animal
Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. The letter includes supporting justification for
plant and animal habitat protections within the 2008 Comprehensive Plan and a critique of the
current development review process for considering activities affecting plant and animal habitat. At
their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Town Council agreed to forward the proposed text amendments
to the Planning Board for their review and recommendation. A draft project timeline and a cursory
review of existing natural resource mitigation requirements in Maine are included within this
memorandum.

II.

DRAFT REVIEW TIMELINE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 23, 2021:

Workshop #1

March 23, 2021:

Workshop #3 (if necessary) and Planning Board to set a Public
Hearing date for Tuesday, April 13, 2021.

March 9, 2021:

April 13, 2021:
May 3, 2021:

May 17, 2021:

June 16, 2021:

Workshop #2

Public Hearing

Town Council to set a Public Hearing Date for Monday, May 17, 2021.
Town Council Public Hearing

Proposed text amendments take effect, if approved.
--- continued on next page ---
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III.

HABITAT MITIGATION IN MAINE AND NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND:
Planning staff contacted colleagues in regional planning organizations in Cumberland, Hancock, and
York Counties to learn about any adopted habitat mitigation standards within municipal zoning
ordinances. Staff did not discover any local ordinances that consider mitigation thresholds or specific
ratios for habitat impact to creation, enhancement, or preservation of plant and animal habitat (i.e.,
1:1, 2:1, 3:1, etc. mitigation ratios). Various planning professionals within the Northern New England
Chapter of the American Planning Association are available to staff should the Planning Board wish
to cast a wider net and learn about any local mitigation standards throughout Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont.

Staff identified a few municipal wetland mitigation standards in Maine that may guide local habitat
mitigation decisions in Brunswick. For example, the Town of Kennebunk adopted a Comprehensive
Planning goal in 2020 to create, “a community-wide wetland policy and mitigation program.” 1 The
mitigation program is to be created in consultation with Kennebunk’s Planning Board and
Conservation Commission. In a 2019 Planning Board review, Kennebunk identified the City of South
Portland and Town of Kittery as municipalities with existing wetlands mitigation standards. 2 In
addition to Maine standards, the Kennebunk Planning Board’s review noted the Maine Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA) standards for mitigation, including monetary compensation for
wetland impacts (i.e., payment in lieu of further minimizing wetland impacts). 3,4

In addition to wetland protections and mitigation standards in Maine, the NRPA “scenic and
aesthetic” rule and Site Location of Development (“Site Law”) “no adverse effect” rule are two (2)
Maine standards that protect important habitat or natural plant communities in uplands not
associated with wetlands and waterbodies. The mitigation requirements for “scenic and aesthetic
uses” in DEP Rule Chapter 315 describe specific jurisdiction adjacent to several “scenic (protected
natural) resources” and wide discretionary authority to mitigate impacts to the line of sight to these
resources. 5 Although the specific context of “scenic resources” may not be directly related to the
consideration of mitigation for direct impacts to natural areas protected in the Town, the mitigation
standards in the rule may be of interest.
The Site Law standards for “no adverse effect to the natural environment” enables a wider scope of
authority for considering natural resource protection beyond the NRPA licensing standards that
protect wetlands, waterbodies, and associated wildlife habitats (see Title 38 M.R.S.A. Section 484(3)
and DEP Rule Chapter 375). 6 This authority is granted under Site Law for the consideration of
projects of statewide significance (i.e., 3-acres of new structure, 20-acre developments, 30-acre
residential subdivisions, etc.). Additionally, the Site Law Chapter 380 Rule, has standards to protect
imperiled (S2) and critically imperiled (S1) plant communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas Program (MNAP). Long term electric transmission line projects throughout Maine are an
example of a long-term project that may trigger Site Law’s Chapter 380 Rule.
In addition to a review of available habitat protection and mitigation standards, staff advise
Kennebunk 2020 Comprehensive Plan
https://www.maine.gov/DACF/municipalplanning/comp_plans/Kennebunk_2020.pdf
2 Kennebunk Planning Board (2019) wetland mitigation report
https://www.kennebunkmaine.us/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_07082019-2172
3 NRPA Chapter 310 Wetlands and Waterbodies Protection
https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c310.docx
4 DEP Fact Sheet, In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
https://www.maine.gov/dep/land/nrpa/ILF_and_NRCP/ILF/fs-in-lieu-fee.pdf
5 Assessing and Mitigating Impacts to Existing Scenic and Aesthetic Uses
https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c315.doc
6 Site Law Rule Ch 375 “No adverse effect” https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c375.docx
1
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considering the planned improvements at the Captain Fitzgerald Recreation and Conservation Area
as outlined in the adopted Recreation Trails and Open Space (RTOS) Management Plan. 7 This parcel
contains an S1 plant community identified as a sandplain grassland by MNAP. The planned
improvements include disturbance to the plant habitat for recreation areas such as paved accessways
and playing fields. The planned improvements at this location could serve as a local mitigation case
study for the Planning Board to consider.

IV.

Due to the volume of materials provided in this report, only paper copies of the memorandum and
text amendments from Councilor Walker and links to the information described herein are provided.
Should the Planning Board wish to review any of the information described in this email or further
information beyond what is provided staff will prepare a paper packet of information for review.

V.

Prior to scheduling a public hearing to make a recommendation to the Town Council, the Planning
Board shall hold another workshop at their next regularly scheduled meeting on March 9, 2021.

REQUESTED ACTION:

ATTACHMENTS:

A. Memorandum from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker, dated January 12, 2021.
B. Proposed text amendments (prepared by Steve Walker) to Section 4.3.4, Protection of
Significant Plan and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

Recreation Trails and Open Space (RTOS) Management Plan
https://www.brunswickme.org/DocumentCenter/View/3024/Recreation-Trails-and-Open-SpaceManagement-Plan-Properties-Conveyed-to-Town-from-BNAS
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86317604910?pwd=TmhQMFkrdjYwU2ZYamhsb0JDZllvdz09
Passcode: 6HrMLF
TELEPHONE: +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 863 1760 4910
Passcode: 302658
1. Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee Update: A report about the Comprehensive Plan update process will be
provided to the Planning Board.

2. Case #20-035 Office Buildings: The Planning Board will host a PUBLIC HEARING and review and take action on
a Final Plan Major Development Review application submitted by Sitelines, PA on behalf of Priority One Capital
Partners for two office buildings on Admiral Fitch Avenue (Map 40, Lots 76 & 84). The subject parcel is located
within the Growth Mixed Use 7 (GM7) Zoning District.

3. Case #21-005 Old Portland Road Self Storage: The Planning Board will host a PUBLIC HEARING and review
and take action on a Sketch/Final Plan Major Development Review application submitted by Sitelines, PA on
behalf of ADT Assets, LLC for a self-storage facility on Old Portland road (Map 13, Lot 11). The subject parcel is
located within the Rural Mixed Use (RM) Zoning District.

4. Case #20-062 0 Mill Street Apartments: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Sketch Plan Major
Development Review application submitted by Mark Dorsey, Inc. for a new apartment building with nine (9)
dwelling units at the corner of Mill Street and Union Street (Map 13, Lot 12). The subject parcel is located within the
Growth Mixed Use 6 (GM6) Zoning District and the Village Review Overlay Zone (VRO).
This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

5. Case #21-007 Just Shine, LLC: The Planning Board will host a PUBLIC HEARING and take action on a
Conditional Use Permit application submitted by Sunshine Mechtenberg for a marijuana products manufacturing
facility use at 14 Industrial Parkway (Map 17, Lot 54). The subject parcel is located within the Growth Industrial
(GI) Zoning District.

6. Case #21-008 BR31 Solar Project (CUP): The Planning Board will host a PUBLIC HEARING and take action on
a Conditional Use Permit application submitted by Walsh Engineering Associates, Inc. for TPE ME BR31, LLC for
a renewable energy generating facility on Old Portland Road (Map 13, Lot 12). The subject parcel is located within
the Rural Mixed Use (RM) Zoning District and contains the Shoreland Protection Overlay Stream Protection
Subdistrict (SPO-SP).

7. Case #20-065 BR31 Solar Project: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Final Plan application
submitted by Walsh Engineering Associates, Inc. for TPE ME BR31, LLC for a renewable energy generating facility
on Old Portland Road (Map 13, Lot 12). The subject parcel is located within the Rural Mixed Use (RM) Zoning
District and contains the Shoreland Protection Overlay Stream Protection Subdistrict (SPO-SP).

8. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and consider setting
a Public Hearing date.

9. Other Business
10. Approval of Minutes
11. Adjourn

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner

DATE:
SUBJECT:

March 23, 2021

Workshop #3 – Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment – Section 4.3.4, Protection of
Significant Plant and Animal Habitat

I.

INTRODUCTION:

II.

At their February 23, 2021 and March 9, 2021 meetings, the Planning Board held workshops to
discuss proposed zoning ordinance text amendments by District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker
pertaining to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat (Memorandum and
proposed zoning ordinance text amendments included as Attachment A). The intent of the proposed
text amendments is to clarify the intent and meaning of the terms “mitigation measures” and “undue
adverse impacts” as well as the procedure for assessment of the habitat areas referenced in Section
4.3.4.B. The ultimate goal of the proposed text amendments is to incentive applicants to avoid
development within the listed habitat areas and to incentive the minimization of negative impacts
when it is determined that it cannot be avoided.
PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED TOPICS:

1. The need for a defined and objective standard/threshold to determine when mitigation of an
undue adverse effect/impact is required (Please note that the Zoning Ordinance uses “effect” in
Section 4.3.4.A and “impact” in Section 4.3.4.B)
•

•

Staff has traditionally used the plain meaning, not a legally specific interpretation, of “undue
adverse effect/impact.”

The Town Attorney, Kristin Collins, recommended that staff’s use of the plain meaning of
terms be continued to allow for a review of the facts on a case-by-case basis. For the sake of
consistency, it was determined that the term “undue adverse impact” be used throughout the
applicable regulations.
o

o

In the application of the term to a potential project, Ms. Collins recommended the
consideration of the level of impact that would be tolerable in the context of the proposed
use within the surrounding area.
If the impact is determined to be unduly adverse, that Planning Board shall review the
efforts the applicant has taken or could take to reduce the undue adverse impact. This
may include locating the proposed project elsewhere on the subject property but shall
not include requiring an applicant to pursue a different site.

o

o

There may be instances where the applicant’s mitigation efforts may be determined to be
unacceptable by the Planning Board. In such instances the Planning Board is within their
right to deny an application.

It was agreed that the expectation that an applicant review all potential mitigation
measures, including on-site relocation, shall be expressed more clearly in the Zoning
Ordinance and Planning and Development Department applications.

2. Consideration of an alternative mitigation program such as the creation of a Significant Plant and
Animal Habitat Protection Fund.
•

•

Ms. Collins stated that the creation of such a fund may be possible depending on further
review of potential legal issues. Maine law states municipalities may adopt impact fee, but
the fee has to be offset the cost the municipality incurs as a result of the development.
Although the Town has home rule authority, it is unclear if the Town could adopt a program
that is not an official impact fee. Beyond that, there are additional questions that would need
to be resolved as to who would oversee the program and manage the funds.
A review of MaineDEP’s existing In Lieu Fee (ILF) Compensation Program (Attachment B) for
wetlands, significant vernal pools, inland wading bird and waterfowl habitat (IWWH), and
shorebird habitat demonstrates a potential method for assigning value to the habitats
enumerated in Section 4.3.4.B. However, it is unclear if the compensation rates established
by MaineDEP are transferable to the other habitats in Section 4.3.4.B or if the Town would
have to conduct a study or additional research to develop a compensation formula for each
type of habitat.

3. Establishment of mitigation standards for when a proposed project is determined to have an
undue adverse impact.
•

•

III.

Councilor Walker has proposed the following measures: a.) permanent conservation of the
same type of Significant Plant or Animal Habitat at a ratio of 1:1; or b.) restoration of the same
type of Significant Plant or Animal Habitat at a ratio of 4:1; or c.) a combination of items a.
and b.; and d.) measures to buffer adjacent Significant Plant and Animal Habitat from
development disturbance.

Ms. Collins expressed concern regarding the effect of having a generally applicable 2:1 or 4:1
mitigation ratio would have on smaller projects where an applicant does not have the land or
resources available to achieve the standard.

TOPICS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:

1. Should staff, in consultation with the Town Attorney, continue to explore the establishment of an
alternative mitigation program such as the above referenced Significant Plant and Animal Habitat
Protection Fund?
2. After reviewing the proposed mitigation measures and Attachments C and D, are there any items
enumerated within Section 4.3.4.B.(1).b that should be removed? Are there any habitat areas
that may require mitigation that should be added to Section 4.3.4.B.(1).b?

3. What are the acceptable sources of documentation demonstrating a project location is within or
outside of a protected area? For example, when is a field-verified habitat survey required versus
when a previously drawn map suffices for development review?
2

•

Note that Attachment C, High Value Plant and Animal Habitats, states, “this map is nonregulatory and is intended for planning purposes only.” It continues:

This data includes the best available information provided through BwH's coalition partners as
of the map date and is intended for information purposes only. It should not be interpreted as a
comprehensive analysis of plant and animal occurrences or other local resources, but rather as
an initial screen to flag areas where agency consultation may be appropriate. Habitat data sets
are updated continuously as more accurate and current data becomes available. However, as
many areas have not been completely surveyed, features may be present that are not yet
mapped, and the boundaries of some depicted features may need to be revised. Local knowledge
is critical in providing accurate data. If errors are noted in the current depiction of resources,
please contact our office. Some habitat features depicted on this map are regulated by the State
of Maine through the Maine Endangered Species Act (Essential Habitats and threatened and
endangered species occurrences) and Natural Resources Protection Act (Significant Wildlife
Habitat). We recommend consultation with MDIFW Regional Biologists or MNAP Ecologists if
activities are proposed within resource areas depicted on this map.

4. Should staff provide more information for consideration of enabling Special Area Management
Plans (SAMPs)?
•

•

SAMPs are tools widely used across the United States to enable coastal zone management of
localized problems or opportunities that may not be applicable across a region.

For example, in Maine a SAMP can be used to support alterations in vernal pools within townadopted growth areas where compact and intense land use activity can be expected. Such
land uses may degrade the natural functions and values of vernal pools in the long run due to
habitat pressure (i.e., incremental loss of forested buffers adjacent to vernal pools,
unmitigated stormwater runoff flowing into pools, etc.). The SAMP allows for infill
development in the growth area for industrial, commercial, and residential districts where
habitat protections are more prone to failure. Mitigation fees collected from SAMP area are
paid to the town through development review and are then distributed to a local land trust
to protect areas that will sustain these important natural habitats outside the growth area.
Note that these funds are subject to auditing by MaineDEP and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE).
o

Ordinance and case studies for the Towns of Orono and Topsham, Maine are included as
Attachments E, F (not a SAMP, but language pertaining to habitat mitigation for solar
energy conversion systems), and G. The August 2016 SAMP for Vernal Pools in Maine is
included as Attachment H. Note that the Topsham and Orono planning processes to adopt
their SAMPs were a multi-year process. In consideration that the Brunswick Town
Council has expressed an interest in protective standards for habitat and that the
planning process to adopt a SAMP in Brunswick is also anticipated to be a multi-year
effort, staff recommends advising the Comprehensive Plan Update Steering Committee to
create SAMPs for natural resource management.

IV.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

V.

Staff and Ms. Collins will attempt to provide revised draft language to the proposed amendments to
Section 4.3.4 prior to the meeting.
REQUESTED ACTION:

Prior to scheduling a public hearing to make a recommendation to the Town Council, the Planning
3

VI.

Board shall hold another workshop at their next regularly scheduled meeting on April 13, 2021.

ATTACHMENTS:

A. Memorandum and proposed text amendments to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plan and
Animal Habitat of the Zoning Ordinance, prepared by District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker and
dated January 12, 2021.
B. MaineDEP Fact Sheet: In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
C. Beginning with Habitat Map of High Value Plant and Animal Habitats within Brunswick.
D. Staff prepared map that includes the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) District that requires
mitigation per Section 4.3.4.B.(1).a. as well as the habitat areas identified in Attachment C.
E. Town of Orono SAMP ordinance for vernal pools.
F. Town of Topsham ordinance for solar energy conversion systems, including language for habitat
mitigation.
G. Town of Topsham SAMP ordinance for vernal pools.
H. State of Maine August 2016 SAMP for vernal pools.
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DEP FACT SHEET
In Lieu Fee Compensation Program
September 1, 2020 – December 31, 2021
Mitigating adverse environmental impacts is an integral part of Maine’s Natural Resources Protection
Act (NRPA) (38 M.R.S. §§ 480-A – 480-JJ), a regulatory program administered by the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). In general, mitigation is a sequential process of
avoiding adverse impacts, minimizing impacts that cannot be practicably avoided, and then
compensating for those impacts that cannot be further minimized. Both State and Federal agencies
administering resource protection regulations may require appropriate and practicable compensatory
mitigation as a condition of their permit approvals and authorizations.
Compensation is required to off-set an adversely affected resource function with a function of equal
or greater value. If on-site or off site ecologically appropriate permittee-responsible mitigation is not
available, practicable
or otherwise wholly or
Table 1 Resource Compensation Rates
in part acceptable to
off-set lost resource
Table 1 Resource Compensation Rates 9/1/2020 to 12/31/2021
function and value, an
applicant may opt to
Natural Resource
pay a fee in lieu of
Avg. Assessed Land
County
Enhancement &
(ILF) a compensation
Value/ Sq. ft.*
Restoration Cost/ Sq. Ft.
project as outlined in
Androscoggin
$4.68
$0.17
the Natural Resources
Aroostook
$4.22
$0.02
Protection Act 38
M.R.S. § 480(Z).
Cumberland
$4.72
$0.73
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York

$4.23
$4.23
$4.69
$4.67
$4.69
$4.68
$4.22
$4.22
$4.69
$4.68
$4.68
$4.22
$4.70

$0.05
$0.22
$0.16
$0.34
$0.31
$0.07
$0.06
$0.03
$0.27
$0.05
$0.09
$0.03
$0.49

The ILF
compensation
program was
established to
provide applicants
with a flexible
compensation
option over and
above traditional
permitteeresponsible
compensation
* Figures based on 2018 MRS statistical Summary
projects. The
applicant may choose which method of compensation is preferred for a given project.
The methods for resource mitigation are outlined further in the DEP Fact Sheet:
Natural Resource Compensation: Methods for Restoring Lost Function and Value.
The ILF resource compensation rates are outlined in Table 1. In August 2020, the Department
completed review of the compensation rates and identified the need for a rate adjustment in order to
ensure the rates reflect the actual cost of compensation. The last rate increase was in 2013. In light
1
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of the economic uncertaintly associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, the full update of the
compensation rates will be achieved in two phases, with 50 percent of any increase effective for
application filed September 1, 2020 or later. (See Table 1.) The remainder of the increase will be
effective January 1, 2022. The Department also anticipates the resource compensation rates in effect
January 1, 2022 will be re-evaluated as part of the regular two-year review and, if necessary, adjusted
to reflect the actual cost of compensation and remain consistent with the requirements of Section 480Z.
All resource compensation fees shall be calculated using the resource dependent formulas outlined
below based on the rates provided in Table 1 and a resource multiplier. The resource multiplier is an
adjustment factor that reflects the significance of specific resources and the Department’s resource
compensation ratio outlined in the Wetlands and Waterbodies Protection Rules, Chapter 310 and the
Significant Wildlife Habitat Rules, Chapter 335. The resource multiplier shall be 1 except as follows:
1. A resource multiplier of 2 shall be used for:
a. Direct impacts to wetland areas containing at least 20,000 square feet of aquatic
vegetation, emergent marsh vegetation or open water, except for artificial ponds or
impoundments and areas of wetland routinely altered by anthropogenic activities such as
road ditches etc;
b. Direct impacts to peatlands dominated by shrubs, sedges and sphagnum moss;
c. Direct impacts to coastal wetlands;
d. Direct impacts to freshwater wetland areas contained within an inland wading bird &
waterfowl habitat (IWWH);
e. Direct & indirect impacts to a shorebird habitat and associated buffers;
f. Direct impacts to great ponds; and
g. Direct impacts to freshwater wetland areas contained within a significant vernal pool
habitat.

Note: All ILF contributions received by the Department will be placed in the Maine
Natural Resources Conservation Fund (MNRCF) and made available for grant awards
to qualified natural resource conservation projects. The Department prefers to collect
contributions into the MNRCP prior to the issuance of a Department permit; however,
payment may be made a condition of a Department permit upon request by the
applicant. The Department reserves the right to deny a request for conditional
payment of a compensation fee based on an applicant’s prior payment record.
Wetland Compensation Formula:
Wetland compensation fee
(Direct wetland impact/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration cost/sq. ft. + avg.
assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier)

Significant Vernal Pool Compensation Formula:
Vernal pool compensation fee
(Direct wetland impacts within the SVP habitat/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement &
restoration cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier of 2)

+
(Direct non-wetland impacts within the SVP habitat/sq. ft. x avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)
2
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[Note: Projects that directly impact a portion of a significant vernal pool aquatic habitat (the pool) must compensate for the
entire significant vernal pool habitat area unless otherwise determined by the Department.]

Inland Wading Bird and Waterfowl (IWWH) Compensation Formula:
IWWH compensation fee
(Direct wetland impacts within the IWWH/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration
cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)) x (resource multiplier of 2)

+
(Direct non-wetland impacts within the IWWH/sq. ft. x avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.)

Shorebird Habitat Compensation Formula:
Shorebird habitat compensation fee
(Direct shorebird habitat impacts/ sq. ft. + direct shorebird habitat buffer impacts/sq. ft. +
shorebird habitat zone of influence impacts/sq. ft. x (natural resource enhancement & restoration
cost/sq. ft. + avg. assessed land valuation/sq. ft.) x (resource multiplier of 2)
[*Note: The “zone of influence” includes all mapped shorebird habitat area within 300’ of the proposed new pier, wharf or float.
Shorebird habitat function and value is lost or highly degraded within the “zone of influence”.]

All compensation fee amounts could be directly reduced by decreasing the amount of
habitat degradation associated with each project.

For further information please contact your nearest DEP regional office, and ask to speak to the "oncall" person in the Bureau of Land Resources.
Central Maine Regional Office, 17 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0017; Phone:
(207) 287-7688 or toll-free 1-800-452-1942.
Eastern Maine Regional Office, 106 Hogan Road, Bangor, ME 04401; Phone: (207) 941-4570
or toll-free 1-888-769-1137.
Northern Maine Regional Office, 1235 Central Drive, Skyway Park; Presque Isle, ME 04769;
Phone: (207) 764-0477 or toll-free 1-888-769-1053.
Southern Maine Regional Office, 312 Canco Road, Portland, ME 04103; Phone: (207) 8226300 or toll-free 1-888-769-1036.
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High Value Plant & Animal Habitats
Brunswick
This map is non-regulatory and is intendedfiJr planning purposes only

Spe

Beginning with Habitat (BwH) is a voluntary tool intended to assist landowners, reso urce
managers, planners, and municipalities in identifying and making informed decisions
about areas of potential natural resource concern_ This data includes the best available
information provided through BwH's coalition partners as of the map date, and is intended
for information purposes only. It should not be interpreted as a comprehensive analysis of
plant and animal occurrences or other local resources, but rather as an initial screen to
flag areas where agency consultation may be appropriate. Habitat data sets are updated
continuously as more accurate and current data becomes available_ However, as many
areas have not been completely surveyed, features may be present that are not yet
mapped, and the boundaries of some depicted features may need to be revised. Local
knowledge is critical in providing accurate data_ If errors are noted in the current depiction
of resources, please contact our office. Some habitat features depicted on this map are
regulated by the State of Maine through the Maine Endangered Species Act (Essential
Habitats and threatened and endangered species occurrences) and Natural Resources
Protection Act (Significant Wildlife Habitat). We recommend consultation with MDIFW
Regional Biologists or MNAP Ecolog ists if activities are proposed within resource areas
depicted on this map . Consultation early in the planning process usually helps to resolve
regu latory concerns and minimize agency review time. For MDIFW and MNAP contact
information, visit http://www.beg inningwithhab itat.org/contacts/index.html.
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Organized Township Boundary

I•• I• •

Unorganized Township

••

Selected Town or Area of Interest
Developed: Impervious surfaces such as buildings and roads

Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Wildlife
Known rare, threatened, or endangered species occurrence and/or the associated
habitats based on species sightings.
Consult with an MDIFW regional biologist to determine the relative importance and
conservation needs of the specific location and supporting habitat. The names of some
speices have been masked with a "Rare Animal " designation on the map for further protection.
For more information rega rding individual species visit our website, http://www.maine.gov/ifw/
wildlife/endangeredllisted_species_me.htm, for species specific fact sheets.
The Federal Endangered Species Act requires actions authorized, funded, or carried out
by federal agencies be reviewed by the LI. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. If your project occurs
near an occurrence of the Atlantic Salmon , Roseate Tern , Piping Plover, Canada Lynx, New
England Cottontail, Fubish's Lousewort, or Small-whorled Pagonia contact the Maine Field
Office, USFWS, 1168 Main St., Old Town, ME 04468.

Rare or Exemplary Plants and Natural Communities
~

Rare Plant Locations

Known rare, threatened , or endangered plant occurrences are based on fie ld observations.
The names of some speices have been masked with a "Rare Plant" designation on the map
for further protection . Consult with a Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) Ecologist to
determine conservation needs of particular species. For more information regarding rare plant
the complete list of tracked species and fact sheets for those species can be found at:
http://www.ma ine.gov/doc/n rimc/m nap/features/plantlist.htm

~

Rare or Exemplary Natural Community Locations

The MNAP has classified and distinguished 98 different natural community types that
collectively cover the state's landscape. These include such habitats as floodplain forests,
coastal bogs, alpine summits, and many others. Each type is assigned a rarity rank of 1 (rare)
through 5 (common). Mapped rare natural communities or ecosystems, or exemplary
examples of common natural communities or ecosystems, are based on field surveys and
aerial photo interpretation. Consult with an MNAP Ecologist to determine conservation needs
of particular communities or ecosystems.

Essential Wildlife Habitats
Roseate Tern Nesting Area or
Piping Plover-Least Tern Nesting , Feeding, & Brood-Rearing Area

R◊◊i◊I

Maine's Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife (MDIFW, www.state.rne.us/ifw) maps areas
currently or historically providing habitat essential to the conservation of endangered or
threatened species as directed by the Maine Endangered Species Act. Identification of
Essential Habitat areas is based on species observations and confirmed habitat use. If a
project occurs partly or wholly within an Essential Habitat, it must be evaluated by MDIFW
before state and/or municipal permits can be approved or project activities can take place.

Significant Wildlife Habitats
Candidate Deer Wintering Area
Forested area possibly used by deer for shelte r during periods of deep snow and cold
temperatures. Assessing the current value of a deer wintering area requ ires on-site
investigation and verification by IF&W staff. Locations depicted should be considered as
approximate only

[IT[]

Inland Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitat (IWWH) with 250' Buffer

Freshwater breeding, migration, feeding, and wintering waterfowl or wading bird habitats that
qualify as Significant Wildife Habitat under Maine's Natural Resources Protection Act.

ITIIIl]

Wildlife Wetlands

Other wetlands valuable for wildlife that are not regulated as IWWH

mm

Seabird Nesting Island

An island, ledge, or portion thereof in tidal waters with documented, nesting seabirds or
suitable nesting habitat for endangered seabirds.

t··,r::;··~:j

Shorebird Areas

Coastal staging areas that provide feeding habitat like tidal mud flats or roosting habitat like
gravel bars or sand spits for migrating shorebirds

~

Tidal Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitats (TWWH)

Breeding, migrating/staging, or wintering areas for coastal waterfowl or breeding, feeding ,
loafing, migrating, or roosting areas for coastal wading birds. Tidal WaterfowlM/ading Bird
habitats include aquatic beds, eelgrass, emergent wetlands, mudflats, seaweed communities,
and reefs.

~

Significant Vernal Pools

A pool depression used for breeding by amphibians and other indicator species and that
portion of the critical terrestrial habitat within 250 ft of the spring or fall high water mark. A
vernal pool must have the following characteristics: natural origin, nonpermanent hydroperiod,
lack permanently flowing inlet or outlet, and lack predatory fish.

Maine's Natural Resources Protection Act
Maine's Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA, 1988) is administered by the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP; http:l/www.maine.gov/dep/blwq/docstand/
nrpapage.htm) and is intended to prevent further degradation and loss of natura l resources
in the state, including the above Significant Wildlife Habitats that have been mapped by
MDIFW. MDEP has regulatory authority over most Significant Wildlife Habitat types. The
regional MDEP office should be consulted when considering a project in these areas.
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Atlantic Salmon Spawning/Rearing Habitat
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Atlantic Salmon Rearing Habitat
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Atlantic Salmon Spawning Habitat
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Atlantic Salmon Lim ited Spawning Habitat

Mapped by Atlantic Salmon Commission (ASC) and US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
from field surveys on selected Penobscot and Kennebec River tributaries and the Dennys,
Ducktrap , East Machias , Machias, Pleasant, Narraguagus, and Sheepscot Rivers.
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Data Sources
DATA SOURCE INFORMATION
TOWNSHIP BOUNDARIES
Maine Office ofGIS · Metwp24 (2019)
ROADS
Maine Office ofGIS, Maine Department of Transportation Medotpub (20 19)
HYDROLOGY
U.S . Geological Survey National Hydrogra phy Dataset (NH □) Maine (201 2)
DEVELOPED
Maine Office ofGIS, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, and multiple other agencies·
lmperv (2015)
ESSENTIAL & SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE HABITATS
Maine Office ofGIS, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife; DWA, ETSC, Ehplvtm, Ehrtem,
IWWH, Sni, Shorebird, TWWH(2018-2020)
RARE NATURAL COMMUNITIES & PLANTS
Maine Natural Areas Program: MNAP_eos (20 20)
ATLANTIC SALMON HABITAT
Maine Office ofGIS, Maine Atlantic Salmon Commission, U.S . Fish & Wildlife Service: Ashab3 (2013)
DATA SOURCE CONTACT INFORMATION
Maine Office of GIS: http://www.maine .gov/megislcatalog/
Maine Natural Areas Program: http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mnaplindex.html
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife: http://www.maine.gov/ifw/
U.S. Fish & Wildlife service, Gulf of Maine Program: http://gu lfofmaine.fWs.gov
Maine Atlantic Salmon Commission: http://www.maine.gov/asc/
Maine Department of Transportation: http://www.maine.gov/mdot/
DIGITAL DATA REQUEST
To request digital data for a town or organization , please visit our website
http://www.beginningwilhhabitat.org/lhe _maps/gis_data_request. html
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ATTACHMENT D - AREAS REQUIRING MITIGATION UNDER ZONING ORDINANCE SECTION 4.3.4.B
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ATTACHMENT E
Sec. 18-113. - Vernal Pools Overlay District.
(a) Intent: The purpose of the Vernal Pools Overlay District is to provide owners of property
located within the overlay district that is subject to state or federal regulation with respect to
vernal pools the option of developing and using the property in accordance with: 1) the
applicable state and federal wetland regulations and associated requirements for the
protection of vernal pools, or 2) the provisions of this section including the enhanced
protection of other vernal pools through payment of a "vernal pools mitigation fee" or by
undertaking "permittee-responsible mitigation activities." Mitigation fees collected under this
section shall be used only for the purpose of protecting other vernal pool ecosystems within
the community or in other nearby communities identified through the application of the
Maine Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria in the "Orono Vernal Pool Special Area Management
Plan" (SAMP) and the conservation priorities of the Maine Vernal Pool SAMP.
(b) Applicability:
(1) The provisions of this section apply only to land located within the Vernal Pools Overlay
District as shown on the Official Zoning Map and if the impact occurs within the vernal
pool or within a 250-foot zone around the pool. These provisions are optional. With
respect to any application to develop land within the Overlay District that is subject to
state or federal regulation with respect to wetland and vernal pools, the applicant shall
indicate at the time of application whether he/she intends to develop the project in
accordance with those applicable state and federal requirements or to invoke the
provisions of this section.
(2) The provisions of this section shall not be used if the vernal pool to be impacted supports
state or federal threatened or endangered species unless a determination of no effect or
not likely to adversely affect is made by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; or if the single and complete project includes more
than three acres of impact to aquatic resources including vernal pools.
(3) If the applicant invokes the provisions of this section, he/she must still obtain all other
local, state and federal permits and provide appropriate notice to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers as described in Section III.B of the "Vernal Pools Special Area Management
Plan." [The plan is available at https://www.nae.usace.army.mil/Portals/74/docs/regulatory
/VernalPools/Maine_Vernal_Pool_SAMP(2016-08-11).pdf , such reference subject to change
from time to time.] Applicants who elect to opt out of this program should continue to
consult with state and federal regulatory agencies for project-specific requirement.
(4) If the applicant invokes the provisions of this section and also proposes a clustered
residential development under section 18-136 of this ordinance, any vernal pool identified
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ATTACHMENT E
on the property may still be required to be part of the open space of the development. See
section 18-136(g)(1) of this ordinance.
(5) Upon receipt of an application for a permit under this section, the Town shall provide the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection with timely notice of such receipt.
(c) Effective date: Notwithstanding the adoption of this section as part of the ordinance, the
provisions of this section shall be effective only when the Maine Board of Environmental
Protection has certified in writing to the Code Enforcement Officer that the Town has been
granted partial delegated authority with respect to the issuance of vernal pools permits in
accordance with the Maine Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan (SAMP). If the Maine
Board of Environmental Protection notifies the Code Enforcement Officer in writing that Orono
is no longer in compliance with the SAMP, or if Orono, Maine Department of Environmental
Protection, or U.S. Army Corps of Engineers terminates the SAMP, this section shall no longer
be in effect. Any development permits issued and vernal pools conserved prior to the date of
such written notification shall remain in force.
(d) Definitions: For definitions of words or phrases in this section that are contained in quotation
marks, see section 18-31, Definitions, of this ordinance.
(e) Vernal pool mitigation: As an alternative to complying with the applicable state and federal
vernal pool regulations, the applicant for any development approval or building permit with
respect to land located within the overlay district that elects to develop or build in accordance
with the provisions of this section shall either: a) pay a "vernal pools mitigation fee", or b)
undertake "permittee-responsible mitigation activities" in accordance with the provisions of
this section and the SAMP.
(1) Vernal Pool Mitigation Fee:
a. Regulatory Flexibility: An applicant that elects to pay a "vernal pools mitigation fee" in
accordance with the following provisions must comply with the provisions of this
section rather than the otherwise applicable vernal pool provisions found in 38
M.R.S.A. Section 480 Chapter 3, DEP Rules- Chapter 335 and federal vernal pool
provisions found in the Maine General Permit. This provision of the Maine "Vernal Pool
SAMP" shall not extend to other state and federal wetland regulations or other natural
resource regulations that may apply to the development.
b. Amount of the Mitigation Fee: The amount of the mitigation fee is the greater of: a) 40
percent of the difference in the appraised value of the parcel proposed to be
developed if it is subject to applicable state regulations and/or the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers general permit for the state with respect to vernal pools and the appraised
value of the parcel if those state and federal vernal pool regulations no longer apply, or
b) the minimum mitigation fee if, at its option, such a minimum is established by the
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ATTACHMENT E
Town Council as part of its adopted license and permit fee schedule. The minimum
mitigation fee shall be adequate to accomplish vernal pool preservation at the
programmatic level of two pools plus 70 acres of terrestrial amphibian post-breeding
habitat conserved for each impacted pool. The phrase "programmatic level of two
pools plus 70 acres" is intended as guidance to mean sufficient acreage associated
with all pools conserved under the Orono Vernal Pool SAMP to indefinitely sustain a
healthy population of amphibians that depend on the pools and the associated postbreeding habitat. The amount of acreage shall contribute to the sustaining of this
population but may vary for any one pool depending on configuration, quality,
availability, adjacency to other habitat, and similar factors. The phrase "adequate to
accomplish vernal pool preservation" shall include, in addition to acquisition costs,
reasonable administrative and due diligence costs, such as but not limited to
surveying, legal, and environmental assessment costs, costs incurred by the
Designated Third Party Conservation Organization to implement a mitigation project,
and stewardship costs to maintain the project.
The difference in the appraised value of the parcel with and without the applicable
state and federal vernal pool regulations shall be determined by a Certified General
Appraiser (CGA) currently licensed in Maine. The appraiser shall be employed by the
applicant subject to approval by the Town. The appraisal shall meet the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and will be subject to a peer
review by a CGA selected by the Town.
c. Appraisal Review Fee: If the applicant elects the difference in appraised value
approach, the applicant shall deposit the estimated cost for the peer review of the
appraisal with the Town. The Town shall hold the fee in a separate account and shall
use the fee only for the purpose of compensating the review appraiser. Should the
amount of the initial deposit not cover the full costs for the review, the applicant shall
be responsible for the difference and shall pay the Town prior to the issuance of any
permits or approvals for the project. If the amount of the initial deposit exceeds the
full costs for the review, the Town shall refund the balance to the applicant within 30
days of paying the peer review appraiser.
d. Payment of the Mitigation Fee: The mitigation fee shall be payable to the Town and
submitted to the Code Enforcement Officer as part of a Site Plan Review application or
a Subdivision Plan Review application, if such review is required for the proposed
development; or, if no such review is required, prior to the commencement of any site
work on the parcel or the issuance of any building or plumbing permits for the project
whichever occurs first.
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ATTACHMENT E
(2) Permittee-Responsible Mitigation Activities:
a. Regulatory Flexibility: An applicant that elects to undertake "permittee-responsible
mitigation activities" in accordance with the following provisions must comply with the
provisions of this section rather than the otherwise applicable vernal pool provisions
found in 38 M.R.S.A. Section 480 Chapter 3, DEP Rules- Chapter 335 and federal vernal
pool provisions found in the Maine General Permit. This relief shall not extend to other
state and federal wetland regulations or other natural resource regulations that may
apply to the development.
b. Acceptable Mitigation Activities: The applicant shall arrange for the protection of other
vernal pools and associated amphibian terrestrial post-breeding habitat within
designated "Rural Areas" of the community or in other communities in accordance
with the conservation criteria of the SAMP. The compensation activities shall be
adequate to accomplish vernal pool preservation at the programmatic level of two
pools plus 70 acres of amphibian terrestrial post-breeding habitat conserved for each
impacted pool. The phrase "programmatic level of two pools plus 70 acres" is intended
as guidance to mean sufficient acreage associated with all pools conserved under the
Orono Vernal Pool SAMP to indefinitely sustain a healthy population of amphibians
that depend on the pools and the associated post-breeding habitat. The amount of
acreage for any one pool shall contribute to the sustaining of this population but may
vary for any one pool depending on configuration, quality, availability, adjacency to
other habitat, and similar factors. The Planning Board shall determine whether this
standard has been met after consulting with Town's "designated third party
conservation organization."
c. "Designated third party conservation organization": The permittee must have an
agreement with the "designated third party conservation organization" for conveyance
to the organization of the vernal pool and associated lands intended for permanent
conservation, either in fee (provided that the resulting lot complies with the
dimensional standards of the zoning district in which it is located, as set forth in the
Land Use Ordinance) or by deed of conservation easement consistent with the Orono
Vernal Pool SAMP. The agreement shall set forth such terms, including fees for due
diligence activities related to the conveyance of the property and long-term
stewardship of the property, as the permittee and "designated third party conservation
organization" agree are necessary to complete the conveyance and comply with the
Orono Vernal Pool SAMP.
d. Verification: An applicant that elects to undertake "permittee-responsible mitigation
activities" shall include in his or her Site Plan Review or Subdivision Plan application, if
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ATTACHMENT E
the development requires such review, evidence of title, right or interest in the
property or properties subject to the proposed compensation activities and any
related pending agreement with the "designated third party conservation
organization". In all cases, the "designated third party conservation organization" must
certify to the Code Enforcement Officer that the "permittee-responsible mitigation
activities" have occurred prior to the commencement of any site work on the parcel or
the issuance of any building or plumbing permits for the project, whichever occurs
first.
(f) Management of collected mitigation fees: All "vernal pool mitigation fees" shall be accounted
for in a separate financial account maintained by the municipality. All revenue and
disbursements shall be posted to this account and an annual report of the financial status of
the account shall be provided to the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the
Army Corps of Engineers, New England District, within 90 days of the end of the Town's fiscal
year as part of the annual report as described in the SAMP. These funds are subject to audit by
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the Army Corps of Engineers, New
England District.
(g) Use of mitigation fees: "Vernal pool mitigation fees" collected by the Town shall be used only
to fund vernal pool conservation projects carried out by the "designated third party
conservation organization" in accordance with the Town's approved "Vernal Pool Conservation
Suitability Assessment" or other vernal pool conservation in accordance with the conservation
priorities set forth in the SAMP. Any third party receiving mitigation funds shall enter into a
formal agreement with the Town spelling out its roles and responsibilities with respect to the
management and use of the funds, administrative fees, monitoring of conservation projects,
and annual reporting requirements in accordance with the requirements of the SAMP. No
funds shall be provided to the "designated third-party conservation organization" from the
Vernal Pools Mitigation Fees account until such an agreement is in place.
(h) Annual reporting: The Orono Office of Community Development shall prepare an annual
report on the use of the Vernal Pools Overlay District and provide the report to the Town
Council, Maine Department of Environmental Protection, and Army Corps of Engineers within
90 days of the end of each fiscal year covering the prior fiscal year. The report shall document
the number of times the mitigation provisions were utilized, the permittees' and projects'
names, the permit/authorization numbers or other identifiers, the number and location of
vernal pools within the Overlay District that were involved, the conservation projects
undertaken with mitigation fees or through permittee-responsible mitigation activities, the
financial accounting for all collected mitigation fees, and the documentation of ongoing
monitoring of properties conserved through the use of the mitigation fees. Documentation of
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ATTACHMENT E
monitoring visits shall include photos and a report describing the condition of each pool, the
surrounding landscape, and other relevant factors.
( Ord. No. 18-167, § 2, 10-15-18 ; Ord. No. 19-183 , 10-21-19, eff. 11-20-19)
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§ 225-60.19. Solar energy conversion systems. [Added
7-2-2020 ATM, Art. 11]
A. Purpose and intent. The Town of Topsham finds that it is in the
public interest to encourage the use and development of solar
energy conversion systems as a clean, renewable, energy source
and to help promote sustainable initiatives. The purpose of this
section is to facilitate the effective and efficient use of solar
energy conversion systems while protecting the public health,
safety and welfare of Topsham citizens, with the intent to
maintain the natural systems of the site.
B. Applicability.
(1) The installation of all solar energy conversion systems,
expansion of any existing solar energy conversion system, or
installation of any associated facilities shall be approved
under this section and obtain site plan approval [as required
by § 175-4A(5)], a building permit, and any other necessary
Town or state approvals prior to its installation.
(2) Any physical modification to an existing and permitted solar
energy conversion system that alters the facility size, type or
location of the system or its associated equipment shall
require approval under this section. Like-kind replacements
or nonstructural maintenance and repair shall not require
approval under this section, but shall require a building
permit.
C. Submission requirements. In addition to the site plan submission
requirements identified in § 175-5, the following plans and
supporting materials shall be submitted:
(1) An operations, maintenance, and decommissioning plan,
providing:
(a) Descriptions of the regular operation and maintenance of
the facility, including the frequency and scope of regular
inspections and the frequency and method of vegetation
management.
(b) The time line and process of decommissioning of the
system.
(c) An engineer's estimate for the cost of decommissioning of
the system.
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(2) Solar system specifications, including manufacturer, model,
and facility size.
(3) Certification that layout, design, and installation conform to
and comply with all applicable industry standards, such as the
National Electrical Code (NEC/NFPA-70), the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), the Underwriters
Laboratories (UL), the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), the Institute of Electric and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE), the Solar Rating and Certification
Corporation (SRCC), the Electrical Testing Laboratory (ETL),
and other similar certifying organization, the Maine Uniform
Building and Energy Code (MUBEC), fire and life-safety codes
(NFPA 1 and NFPA 101), and any other standards applicable
to solar energy conversion systems.
(4) Certification that the project complies with the utility
notification requirements contained in Maine law and
accompanying regulations through the Maine Public Utility
Commission, unless the applicant intends, and so states on
the application, that the system will not be connected to the
electricity grid.
(5) An emergency action plan approved by the Topsham Fire
Chief or designee.
D. Dimensional standards.
(1) Height. Solar energy conversion systems shall be subject to
the building height limitations of § 225-17.
(2) Setbacks. Solar energy conversion systems shall be subject to
the setbacks of § 225-17.
(3) Open space ratio and impervious calculations. Solar energy
conversion systems shall not be included in calculations for
open space or impervious cover.
E. Performance standards.
(1) Siting and impact.
(a) Solar panels are designed to absorb (not reflect) sunlight;
and, as such, solar panels are generally less reflective
than other varnished or glass exterior housing pieces.
However, solar energy conversion systems should be
sited to minimize or negate any solar glare onto nearby
properties or roadways, without unduly affecting the
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functionality or efficiency of the solar energy conversion
system.
(b) Preference should be given to locating the system on
previously developed, degraded, or marginally productive
portions of the property. No topsoil or prime agricultural
soil shall be removed from the site for the installation of
the system, except as necessary to comply with this
section or other applicable laws.
(2) Design.
(a) Reasonable efforts, as determined by the approval
authority, shall be made to place all utility connections
underground, depending on appropriate soil conditions,
shape and topography of the site and any requirements of
the utility provider. Electrical transformers for utility
interconnections may be aboveground if required by the
utility provider.
(b) Site lighting shall be limited to that required for safety
and operational purposes, and shall meet the
performance standards for the same in § 175-9.
(c) Signage and advertising shall be limited to that which
provides identification and contact information of the
owner and/or operator or which provides safety or
warning messages to the public.
(d) If the facility is fenced, fencing shall be elevated a
minimum of six inches to allow for the passage of small
terrestrial animals.
(e) Solar energy conversion systems shall maintain a clear
area of 10 feet around the perimeter of the installation.
(3) Vegetation management plan. Operators shall submit a
vegetation management plan approved by the Topsham Fire
Chief or designee. The plan must indicate that vegetation
growth will be maintained under and around the installation
at levels needed to reduce the risk of ignition from the
electrical system while minimizing mowing to the extent
practicable. Native, pollinator- friendly seed mixtures shall be
used. Herbicide and pesticide application is prohibited.
F.

Habitat mitigation fee.
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(1) Solar energy conversion systems located within the lowmedium and medium rated areas of the "Town of Topsham
Natural Areas Evaluation Matrix Analysis with Community
Values" map (Map 12 within the Topsham Natural Areas Plan
adopted by Town Meeting) shall pay a mitigation fee of 15% of
the average value per acre of disturbed area or facility size
(whichever is greater), following the guidance of § 191-18C.
Such funds shall be deposited into an account for the
purposes of natural resource conservation, in accordance
with § 225-60.15E.
(2) Solar energy conversion systems located within the mediumhigh and high rated areas of the "Town of Topsham Natural
Areas Evaluation Matrix Analysis with Community Values"
map (Map 12 within the Topsham Natural Areas Plan adopted
by Town Meeting) shall pay a mitigation fee of 25% of the
average value per acre of disturbed area or facility size
(whichever is greater), following the guidance of § 191-18C.
Such funds shall be deposited into an account for the
purposes of natural resource conservation, in accordance
with § 225-60.15E.
G. Abandonment, decommissioning, and surety.
(1) Removal requirements. Any solar energy system which has
reached the end of its useful life or has been abandoned
consistent with this section shall be removed. The owner or
operator shall physically remove the installation no more than
150 days after the date of discontinued operations. The owner
or operator shall notify the approval authority by certified
mail of the proposed date of discontinued operations and
plans for removal. Decommissioning shall consist of:
(a) Physical removal of all solar energy systems, structures,
equipment, security barriers and transmission lines from
the site.
(b) Disposal of all solid and hazardous waste in accordance
with local, state, and federal waste disposal regulations.
(c) Stabilization of the site to minimize erosion. The approval
authority may allow the owner or operator to leave
landscaping or designated below-grade foundations in
order to minimize erosion and disruption to extant
vegetation.
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(d) Revegetation. Native, pollinator-friendly seed mixtures
shall be used.
(2) Abandonment. Absent notice of a proposed date of
decommissioning
or
written
notice
of
extenuating
circumstances, the solar energy system shall be considered
abandoned when it fails to operate for more than one year
without the written consent of the approval authority. If the
owner or operator of the solar energy system fails to remove
the installation in accordance with the requirements of this
section within 150 days of abandonment or the proposed date
of decommissioning, the Town retains the right to enter and
remove an abandoned, hazardous, or decommissioned solar
energy system. As a condition of site plan approval, the
applicant and landowner shall agree to allow entry to remove
an abandoned or decommissioned installation.
(3) Surety.
(a) The applicant will provide financial assurance for the
decommissioning costs, in the form of a performance
bond, surety bond, or evergreen letter of credit, for the
total cost of decommissioning. The financial assurance
mechanism shall be effective prior to the commencement
of construction.
(b) The value of the surety shall be based on a professional
engineer's estimate submitted by the applicant and
approved by the Planning Board. The Town may hire, at
the applicant's expense, a qualified professional to review
the engineer's estimate.
(c) Every five years subsequent to the initial effective date of
the surety, the owner shall submit an updated engineer's
estimate and surety to the Planning Office for review and
approval. The Town may hire, at the applicant's expense,
a qualified professional to review the engineer's estimate.
(d) The Planning Board may modify or waive the requirement
for surety when the Planning Board determines that
because of the special circumstances of the site or
project, such application requirements or standards
would not be applicable or would be an unnecessary
burden upon the applicant and not adversely affect the
general health, safety and welfare of the Town.
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§ 225-20.2. Vernal Pools Overlay District (VPO District).
[Added 5-18-2016 STM, Art. 14; amended 5-17-2017 STM, Art.
14 ]
A. Purpose. The Vernal Pools Overlay District (referred to as the
designated development district in the SAMP) is intended to
provide owners of property located within the overlay district that
is subject to state or federal regulation with respect to vernal
pools the option of developing and using the property in
accordance with: 1) the applicable state and federal wetland
regulations and associated requirements for the protection of
vernal pools, or 2) the provisions of this section including the
enhanced protection of other vernal pools through payment of a
vernal pools mitigation fee or by undertaking permitteeresponsible mitigation activities. Mitigation fees collected
under this section shall be used only for the purpose of protecting
other vernal pools within the community or in other nearby
communities identified through the application of the Vernal
Pools Conservation Criteria in the Town of Topsham Vernal Pools
Special Area Management Plan (SAMP) and the conservation
priorities of the Maine Vernal Pools SAMP.
B. Applicability.
The provisions of this section apply only to land located within
the Vernal Pools Overlay District as shown on the Official Zoning
Overlay District Map. These provisions are optional. After a
preapplication meeting with the Town Planner, an applicant may
choose to invoke the provisions of this section under the following
conditions in accordance with the Maine Vernal Pools SAMP:
(1) The impact occurs within the vernal pool or within a twohundred-fifty-foot zone around the pool.
(2) The total impacts to aquatic resources of a single and
complete project fall below 3 acres.
(3) The vernal pool does not support state or federal threatened
or endangered species unless a determination of no effect or
not likely to adversely affect is made by the United States
Army Corps of Engineers in consultation with the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service.
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With respect to any application to develop land within the
Overlay District that is subject to state or federal regulation
with respect to wetlands and vernal pools, the applicant shall
indicate at the time of application whether he/she intends
to develop the project in accordance with those applicable
state and federal requirements or to utilize the provisions of
this section. If the applicant invokes the provisions of this
section, he/she must still obtain all other local, state and
federal permits and provide appropriate notice to the United
States Army Corps of Engineers. Developers that elect to
opt out of this program should continue to consult with
state and federal regulatory agencies for project-specific
requirements.
Authority for the Town to issue vernal pool permits as
referred to in this chapter and the SAMP are provided under
38 M.R.S.A. § 480-F.
C. Effective date of this section. Notwithstanding the adoption of
this section as part of the chapter, the provisions of this section
shall be effective only when the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection has certified in writing to the Code
Enforcement Officer that the Town has been granted partial
delegated authority with respect to the issuance of vernal pools
permits in accordance with the Maine Vernal Pool Special Area
Management Plan (SAMP). If the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection notifies the Code Enforcement Officer
in writing that the Town is no longer in compliance with the
SAMP, or if the Town, Maine Department of Environmental
Protection, or United States Army Corps of Engineers terminates
the SAMP, this section shall no longer be in effect.
D. Definitions. For definitions of words or phrases in this section that
are shown in bold font, see § 225-6, Definitions, of this chapter.
E. Vernal pool mitigation. As an alternative to complying with the
applicable state vernal pool regulations and/or the United States
Army Corps of Engineers general permit for the state, the
applicant for any development approval or building permit with
respect to land located within the overlay district that elects to
develop or build in accordance with the provisions of this section
shall either: 1) pay a vernal pools mitigation fee, or 2)
undertake permittee-responsible mitigation activities in
accordance with the provisions of this section and the SAMP.
(1) Vernal pool mitigation fee.
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(a) Regulatory flexibility. An applicant that elects to pay a
vernal pools mitigation fee in accordance with the
following provisions will have to comply with the
provisions of this section rather than the otherwise
applicable vernal pool provisions found in 38 M.R.S.A.
Chapter 3, § 480, DEP Rules- Chapter 335 and federal
vernal pool provisions found in the Maine General Permit.
This provision of the Maine Vernal Pools SAMP shall not
extend to other state and federal wetland regulations or
other natural resource regulations that may apply to the
development.
(b) Amount of the mitigation fee. The amount of the
mitigation fee is the greater of: 1) 40% of the difference in
the appraised value of the parcel proposed to be
developed if it is subject to applicable state regulations
and/or the United States Army Corps of Engineers
general permit for the state with respect to vernal pools
and the appraised value of the parcel if those state and
federal vernal pool requirements no longer apply, or 2)
the minimum mitigation fee if such a minimum is
established by the Town. The minimum mitigation fee
shall be adequate to accomplish vernal pool preservation
at the programmatic level of two pools plus 70 acres of
terrestrial amphibian post-breeding habitat conserved for
each impacted pool.
The difference in the appraised value of the parcel with
and without the vernal pool requirements shall be
determined by a certified general appraiser (CGA)
currently licensed in Maine. The appraiser shall be
employed by the applicant subject to approval by the
Planning Department. The appraisal shall meet the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) and will be subject to a peer review by a CGA
selected by the Town.
(c) Appraisal review fee. If the applicant elects the difference
in appraised value approach, the applicant shall deposit
the estimated cost for the peer review of the appraisal
with the Town. The Town shall hold the fee in a separate
account and shall use the fee only for the purpose of
compensating the review appraiser. Should the amount of
the initial deposit not cover the full costs for the review,
the applicant shall be responsible for the difference and
shall pay the Town prior to the issuance of any permits or
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approvals for the project. If the amount of the initial
deposit exceeds the full costs for the review, the Town
shall refund the balance to the applicant within 30 days
of paying the peer review appraiser.
(d) Payment of the mitigation fee. The mitigation fee shall be
payable to the Town of Topsham and submitted to the
Planning and Code Enforcement Office as part of a site
plan review application or a subdivision plan review
application, if such review is required for the proposed
development; or, if no such review is required, prior to the
commencement of any site work on the parcel or the
issuance of any building or plumbing permits for the
project whichever occurs first.
(2) Permittee-responsible mitigation activities.
(a) Regulatory flexibility. An applicant that elects to
undertake
permittee-responsible
mitigation
activities in accordance with the following provisions
will have to comply with the provisions of this section
rather than the otherwise applicable vernal pool
provisions found in 38 M.R.S.A. Chapter 3, § 480, DEP
Rules- Chapter 335 and federal vernal pool provisions
found in the Maine General Permit. This flexibility shall
not extend to other state and federal wetland regulations
or other natural resource regulations that may apply to
the development.
(b) Acceptable permittee-responsible mitigation activities.
The applicant shall arrange for the protection of other
vernal pools and associated amphibian terrestrial postbreeding habitat within designated Rural Areas of the
community or in other communities in accordance with
the municipality's vernal pool conservation plan and
the conservation priorities of the SAMP. The
compensation activities shall be adequate to accomplish
vernal pool preservation at the programmatic level of two
pools plus 70 acres of terrestrial amphibian post-breeding
habitat conserved for each impacted pool. The adequacy
of the conservation shall be determined by the Planning
Board in consultation with the Town's designated thirdparty conservation organization.
(c) Verification. An applicant that elects to undertake
permittee-responsible mitigation activities shall
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include in his or her site plan review or subdivision plan
application evidence of title, right or interest in the
property or properties subject to the proposed
compensation activities, if the proposed development
requires such review and certification that the
designated third-party conservation organization is
willing to accept the conservation project. In all cases, the
designated third-party conservation organization
must certify to the Code Enforcement Officer that the
permittee-responsible mitigation activities have
occurred prior to the commencement of any site work on
the parcel or the issuance of any building or plumbing
permits for the project, whichever occurs first.
F.

Management of collected mitigation fees. All vernal pool
mitigation fees shall be accounted for in a separate financial
account maintained by the municipality. All revenue and
disbursements shall be posted to this account and an annual
report of the financial status of the account shall be provided to
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the Army
Corps of Engineers, New England District, within 90 days of the
end of the Town's fiscal year as part of the annual report as
described in the SAMP. These funds are subject to audit by the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the Army
Corps of Engineers, New England District.

G. Use of mitigation fees. Vernal pool mitigation fees collected by
the Town shall be used only to fund vernal pool conservation
projects carried out by the designated
third-party
conservation organization in accordance with the Town's
approved vernal pool conservation plan or other vernal pool
conservation in accordance with the conservation priorities set
forth in the SAMP. Any third party receiving mitigation funds shall
enter into a formal agreement with the Town spelling out its roles
and responsibilities with respect to the management and use of
the funds, administrative fees, monitoring of conservation
projects, and annual reporting requirements in accordance with
the requirements of the SAMP. No funds shall be provided to the
designated third-party conservation organization from the
Vernal Pools Mitigation Fees account until such an agreement is
in place.
H. Annual reporting. The Planning Department shall prepare an
annual report on the use of the Vernal Pools Overlay District and
provide the report to the Board of Selectmen, Maine Department
of Environmental Protection, and Army Corps of Engineers within
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90 days of the end of each fiscal year covering the prior fiscal
year. The report shall document the number of times the
mitigation provisions were utilized, the permittees' and projects'
names, the permit/authorization numbers or other identifiers, the
number and location of vernal pools within the Overlay District
that were involved, the conservation projects undertaken with
mitigation fees or through permittee-responsible mitigation
activities, the financial accounting for all collected mitigation
fees, and the documentation of ongoing monitoring of properties
conserved through the use of the mitigation fees. Documentation
of monitoring visits shall include photos and a report describing
the condition of each pool, the surrounding landscape, and other
relevant factors.
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Introduction
This document constitutes the Maine Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan (VP SAMP) for
use in permitting impacts to vernal pools in municipally designated development areas in exchange
for compensation in municipally identified rural areas.
The University of Maine developed the Maine VP SAMP in partnership with the Regulatory
Division of the New England District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps); the Maine
Departments of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Environmental Protection, and Agriculture,
Conservation and Forestry; the US Fish and Wildlife Service; the US Environmental Protection
Agency; the Maine towns of Orono and Topsham; and representatives of the real estate,
development, and land trust communities. The University and its partners initiated this long‐term
regulatory planning process to develop an alternate mitigation mechanism to address anticipated
permitting and compensatory mitigation needs to improve the long‐term management of vernal
pools (see Levesque et al. 2016). Public comment on the Maine VP SAMP was solicited via a Corps
Public Notice issued on March 8, 2016 with the public notice comment period extending through
April 8. A second public notice was issued on April 26, 2016 announcing a public meeting on May
12, 2016 at which time additional comments could be provided. In response to comments received
through these outreach strategies, revisions have been made to this final document.
The Maine VP SAMP will improve the agencies’ capacity to protect the natural resource functions
and values of vernal pools at a landscape scale while supporting municipal goals for growth. The
Maine VP SAMP supports municipal growth by allowing vernal pool impacts in municipally
Designated Development Areas (DDAs) in exchange for conservation activities in municipally
identified Rural Areas. The Maine VP SAMP promotes the meaningful conservation of vernal pools
and surrounding habitat by applying landscape level conservation principles and assessment criteria
to identify high value conservation targets in Rural Areas.
In this way, the Maine VP SAMP promotes the strategic management of aquatic resources,
proactively applying conservation principles at the landscape level rather than reactively addressing
impacts case-by-case as projects are submitted for authorization on the federal, state, and/or local
levels.

What is a SAMP?
The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1980 (16 USC 1453 [17])
defines a SAMP as a comprehensive plan regulating natural
resource protection and reasonable economic growth that contains
a detailed and comprehensive statement of policies, standards, and
mechanisms to implement a SAMP. The Corps has partnered with
the University of Maine to undertake a SAMP for vernal pool
resources in Maine.
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Maine Vernal Pool Special Area Management Plan (VP SAMP) is an innovative, voluntary
mitigation tool developed by a unique partnership of stakeholders. It is a conservation-based
mitigation option that acknowledges the biological and ecological functions of vernal pools
surrounded by development will be less likely to persist, recognizes the importance of local
involvement in the long-term protection of vernal pools, understands that natural resources in
rural areas are still under the threat of degradation from low-density sprawl, and respects that the
economics of development is very location specific. Representatives of the research, regulatory,
development, and non-profit communities worked for five years on the development of this
alternate mitigation mechanism. The US Army Corps of Engineers, University of Maine, Maine
Departments of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Environmental Protection, and Agriculture,
Conservation and Forestry, the US Fish and Wildlife Service and US Environmental Protection
Agency, along with municipal planners, town managers, land trusts, and representatives from the
real estate and development community began discussing vernal pool regulation and its
perceived impact on development after a contentious legislative session on the topic in 2009.
The Maine Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan represents the outcome of this
collaborative process. Informed by current research, responsive to local plans for growth and
development, incorporating a market-based fee mechanism, the Maine VP SAMP represents an
ecologically meaningful approach to the protection of a unique wetland habitat. The Maine VP
SAMP is grounded in the following elements:
•
•
•
•

Recognition that vernal pools surrounded by development are less likely to support and
maintain healthy habitat and ecosystem functions over time;
Local involvement in permitting and protection is essential for the long-term viability of this
wetland habitat due to its size and ephemeral nature, its occurrence mostly on private
property, and its sensitivity to surrounding land uses;
A market-driven in lieu fee mechanism that is sensitive to local economic conditions is
appealing to the real estate and development communities; and
Long-term conservation and monitoring is best accomplished by non-profit organizations
focused on those tasks.

Through the use of the Maine VP SAMP, impacts to any vernal pool in municipally designated
development areas (DDAs) are compensated for by conservation of vernal pools and
surrounding terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat in municipally identified Rural Areas.
The Maine VP SAMP is administered at the municipal level through a statutory mechanism that
allows the Maine Department of Environmental Protection to delegate permitting authority
through the Maine Natural Resources Protection Act and language in the Maine State General
Permit authorizing use of the Maine VP SAMP. An applicant choosing to use the Maine VP
SAMP pays the town a mitigation fee based on current, local market conditions. The
municipality maintains an agreement with a 3rd party to undertake the required vernal pool
conservation. Pool conservation is driven by the Maine Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria
(VPCC)(Appendix 2a) that support protection of high functioning vernal pools, pool complexes
and terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat embedded in a relatively undeveloped landscape.
The programmatic conservation goal is the protection of two pools and 70 acres of associated
terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat protected for each pool impacted.
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A. Purpose
The primary purpose of the Maine VP SAMP is to increase the mitigation options available for
vernal pool protection using an approach that balances aquatic resource protection and
economic development. The background leading to development of the Maine VP SAMP is
found in Appendix 4 of this document. The underlying goal is to preserve a network of vernal
pools embedded in a relatively undeveloped landscape that supports the life history needs of
pool-breeding amphibians through a strategic approach coordinating permitting and mitigation.
This approach relies on:
• municipalities receiving Delegated Authority from the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) for issuing vernal pool permits in specified areas,
• identification and conservation suitability assessment of vernal pools in Rural Areas,
• municipal partnership with a 3rd party organization that will undertake long-term
conservation of high functioning vernal pools and surrounding terrestrial landscape.
Based on the robust stakeholder collaboration that has led to the development of the Maine VP
SAMP, we believe these goals will be reached through continued partnerships among the US
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
(MDIFW), Maine Department of Environmental Protection, University of Maine, local
government and landowners, real estate interests and developers, and non-profit land
protection groups.
B. Objectives
The purpose of the Maine VP SAMP is furthered by the following two objectives:
• To establish a municipally based permitting framework acknowledging that vernal pools
embedded in a developed landscape within municipally designated development areas may
persist over time but will not continue to support ecosystem functions and values at the
same level and may be perceived as presenting a hindrance to economic development; and
• To increase the pace and quality of vernal pool protection in Rural Areas by preserving
high functioning vernal pools and associated terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat
embedded in a relatively undeveloped landscape at the programmatic level of 2 pools and
70 acres of terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat conserved for each pool impacted.
C. Tasks
The key tasks identified and performed in furtherance of the Maine VP SAMP objectives are
briefly described below and described in more depth in other sections of this document:
Performed by the municipality:
• To apply the Maine Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria (VPCC) to vernal pools in
municipally identified Rural Areas and to identify high functioning pools, pool complexes
and adjacent terrestrial habitat suitable for conservation through this mechanism;
• To receive partial delegated authority from the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection for vernal pool permitting in DDAs;
• To form a partnership with a non-profit land protection organization;
• To inform applicants of the Maine VP SAMP, a voluntary alternate mitigation mechanism for
impacts to vernal pools in DDAs; and
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To undertake annual review of permitting and mitigation completed through use of the
Maine VP SAMP.
Performed by the 3rd Party land conservation organization:
• To develop relationships with willing land owners of high value vernal pool conservation
opportunities;
• To undertake conservation in perpetuity of high value vernal pools and surrounding
terrestrial habitat;
• To undertake annual monitoring of conserved areas to insure that easement conditions are
being met and management plans implemented appropriately;
• To undertake biological monitoring of conserved vernal pools every five years for the first
ten years after the vernal pools are placed in conservation;
• To provide data from the annual monitoring and biological monitoring to the team
reviewing the Maine VP SAMP.
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II.

ALTERNATIVES

A. Federal regulation
Federal jurisdiction over vernal pools is limited to projects where there is a discharge of dredged
or fill materials and where the vernal pool is considered a water of the United States. Many
activities are not regulated including, but not limited to, removal of above-ground vegetation,
and certain types of draining activities. In addition, some vernal pools are not considered a
water of the United States according to the to the currently applicable definition of waters of
the U.S., 33 CFR part 328.3, and/or the Clean Water Rule: Definition of “Waters of the United
States regulations (33 CFR part 328, issued August 28, 2015 and currently stayed nationwide by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit).
B. State regulation
In 1996, the State of Maine amended the Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) to include
regulation of vernal pools. In 2005, the NRPA was amended again directing the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to adopt rules defining ‘significant vernal pool
habitat’ as Significant Wildlife Habitat (38 M.R.S.A. §480-BB). In 2006, the Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) amended Chapter 10 Significant Wildlife Habitat to
add language defining ‘Significant Vernal Pools” (SVPs) based on hydroperiod and presence of
indicator species and number of egg masses. The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife oversees Significant Wildlife Habitat in Maine, including SVPs. They manage data on
vernal pools and maintain a GIS database of SVPs reported to them through permitting
activities.
In 2011, an Act to Amend the Laws Governing Significant Wildlife Habitat (L.D. 1031) was
enacted. The most significant change to the original vernal pool legislation made by this
amendment was that a landowner proposing to cause an impact on the regulatory zone
defined for a SVP habitat is not subject to regulation pursuant to the law if the SVP habitat
depression is not on property owned or controlled by that landowner.
As of 2014, studies have shown that current state legislation provides regulatory protection for
less than 20% of Maine’s vernal pools that are catalogued by MDIFW and does not give
adequate protection for the associated terrestrial post-breeding amphibian habitat. The 250-ft
regulatory zone around each SVP is a small percentage of the critical terrestrial habitat (or postbreeding habitat) necessary to support Maine's pool breeding amphibians.
C. Challenges and Unresolved Issues with the Current Situation
Conserving the broader vernal pool ecosystem functions, including nutrient transformations
and export (Capps et al. 2014; Cohen et al. 2016) and providing resources to other wildlife (e.g.,
Hunter 2008, Mitchell et al. 2008) is challenging in that it requires maintaining connectivity
among pools and other wetlands in a matrix of forest often crossing properties owned by
multiple landowners. It also requires the understanding and cooperation of diverse
stakeholders (Calhoun et al. 2014).
1.

Ecological Challenges
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An intact vernal pool habitat includes the amphibian breeding pool and non-breeding
terrestrial habitat often extending hundreds of feet from the breeding pool (Semlitsch 2002;
Baldwin et al. 2006). Conserving the ecological functions of any given pool or cluster of
pools requires more protections than just the pool footprint or the area of adjacent
terrestrial habitat currently regulated at either the state or federal level. Pool-breeding
amphibians are present in breeding pools for, at most, a few weeks in the spring; adults and
juveniles spend the majority of their lives in the adjacent forests and often use other pools
during migration to and from summer and winter habitats in the forest. The post-breeding
habitat used for foraging in the summer and hibernating in winter may encompass large
blocks of forested habitat. The juveniles are the key dispersal agents as they colonize new
breeding pools thereby maintaining the genetic integrity of pool-breeding populations.
Their dispersal distances are often measured in miles (Rittenhouse and Semlitsch 2007). In
addition, these amphibians export nutrients and energy to the surrounding forest and
hence connectivity among pools and forests is essential for conserving the full suite of
vernal pool ecosystem functions and abundance of wildlife species that rely on them.
Vernal pools, because they are small and hard to identify remotely, often are absent from
National Wetland Inventory maps or town natural resource maps (Dibello et al. 2016).
Significant Vernal Pools (SVPs) (a regulated subset [<25% to date] of known vernal pools)
have not been proactively mapped as are other Significant Wildlife Habitats due to their
small size, distribution across the landscape, and temporal nature. The level of effort
required to survey the State for the location of vernal pools and to determine if they are
‘Significant’ according to state regulation is daunting. Because they are ephemeral, they
cannot be easily identified except in the spring and fall during high water and hence
jurisdictional determinations must be made in the spring when amphibian indicator species
and their egg masses are present. The majority of pools fall on private property and not
uncommonly, the pool and/or its critical terrestrial habitat, fall on more than one property.
There is much confusion from the public regarding which pools are regulated and beyond
that, how they are regulated. There is a broad misconception that no development is
allowed near SVPs, for example. It is incumbent upon landowners to determine whether
or not they have a SVP before they develop near a pool, costing them in time as well as
money because pool surveys are season-specific. Vernal pool management is further
complicated because of differences between local, state, and federal definitions and
requirements, and because there is no pre-existing comprehensive map of vernal pool
locations or their level of significance.
2.

Gaps in federal and state regulations
Vernal pool regulatory language is a compromise between political realities and the bestavailable science on maintaining populations of pool breeding amphibians and as such does
not fully protect terrestrial habitat to maintain water quality of vernal pools or to meet the
life-cycle requirements of pool-breeding amphibians. As a result, there is concern that the
long-term viability of vernal pool ecosystems in Maine landscapes will not be ensured given
the current regulatory framework. This reality is now well-supported in the scientific
literature (see Mushet et al. 2015; Cohen et al. 2016, Rains et al. 2016). Both federal and
state regulations are largely reactive, case-by-case decisions with no proactive planning for
conserving vernal pool landscapes (a group of pools embedded in a matrix of suitable postbreeding habitat e.g., forests) with linkages to other resources in the landscape.
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Additionally, some vernal pools may not be considered waters of the United States
according to the currently applicable definition of water of the U.S., 33 CFR part 328.3,
and/or the Clean Water Rule: Definition of “Waters of the United States regulations (33
CFR part 328, issued August 28, 2015 and currently stayed nationwide by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit). Lastly, the Corps does not regulate activities in the adjacent
uplands and can only review and condition project design within lands adjacent to vernal
pools if a jurisdictional wetland or waterway receives dredged or fill material. As a result, a
significant number of pools may not receive federal regulation.
On the state scale, NRPA only regulates a subset of vernal pools, considered Significant
Vernal Pools. The egg mass thresholds established for determining significance were not
based on biological criteria or information on spatial distribution of pools needed to
conserve healthy populations of pool-breeding amphibians. Rather, they were based on an
attempt to regulate a predetermined subset of all pools in Maine. To date, the actual
number that fall under state jurisdiction is almost less than half than had been originally
anticipated. Of the regulated pools, protections are further affected by rules governing
pools with joint ownerships. For example, if a pool depression is located on a single
ownership and the adjacent 250-foot zone around the pool is on a different ownership, this
zone is not subject to regulation even though it is part of the critical terrestrial habitat of
that pool. Similarly, if a pool is bisected by ownership, only the egg masses in the
ownership in question may be counted toward state Significance. There are also dry-down
time restrictions which further influence regulatory protection. Research completed since
the regulations went into effect has shown that the 250-foot zone of management is
ecologically insufficient to conserve abundant amphibian populations over time
(Windmiller and Calhoun 2008).
Moreover, federal and state regulatory actions on a project-level alone may not provide
adequate protection for these complex systems. For example, we know that the pool
matrix and surrounding landscapes are critical to pool function. Pools surrounded by
forest provide better quality habitat than pools surrounded by lawn, fields, or agricultural
lands (Cline and Hunter 2014). A decision for a permit that impacts a vernal pool may not
effectively consider these landscape scale issues. Will the surrounding habitat support the
vernal pool ecosystem processes over time? Does the vernal pool have strategic value in a
larger regional context as part of a vernal pool or wetland network or as part of contiguous
large habitat blocks that provide connectivity among aquatic resources for a diverse array
of wildlife?
3.

Inventory and mapping
It is challenging to effectively manage a natural resource without a resource inventory
(Dibello et al. 2016). The absence of a pre-existing state-wide inventory and
comprehensive map of significant vernal pools presents challenges to proactive landscapescale planning for long-term viability of the myriad functions of vernal pools. Vernal pools
are challenging to identify remotely and assessments of state Significance, which are based
on egg mass counts and species presence, require site visits in spring. This is not
economically or strategically possible to do on a statewide scale. As a result, landowners
and applicants are not certain when or where they will encounter a vernal pool that triggers
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permitting requirements. Because egg mass surveys must be completed during a specific
window of time, projects initiated after that window may have to wait until the following
spring to complete the survey to determine the pool’s state Significance which determines
whether or not state regulation comes into play. If the spring window is missed, the
applicant does have the ability to assume the pool is Significant at the state level and
proceed through the permitting process accordingly.
Experience with municipal mapping of vernal pools has shown that these volunteer-based
efforts are expensive, require a substantial amount of organizing time, may not consistently
yield high quality data, and do not result in SVP determination in a timely fashion due to
limited time and resources at the state level. The Maine VPCC (Appendix 2a) were
developed to screen conservation opportunities for suitability. Those municipalities that
have already undertaken a vernal pool mapping process will be able to use that data to
guide selection of potential pools for conservation.
4.

Economic challenges
There are two primary challenges with the existing vernal pool regulation regarding socioeconomic issues: (1) the additional regulatory burden and related costs for developers
inherent in identification of vernal pools and their nexus to waters of the US for federal
regulations and determination of their state Significance which drives the level of state
regulation and (2) when applicants choose to develop outside of the Growth Area a
municipality has identified through the comprehensive planning process because the
impact of vernal pool regulation makes some parcels that contain Significant Vernal Pools
more complicated to develop because of the need to modify the scope or extent of
development.
First, as with other regulated natural resources, the regulations require additional surveying,
permit application, and bring about a perceived uncertainty associated with how vernal
pools will impact development potential. This has caused some applicants to avoid
proposing development on parcels within the municipal Growth Area that may contain
vernal pools. In other cases, applicants have invested money into site and resource surveys
and begun the permit process only to find vernal pools on the property requiring
modification of the project. Withdrawal of development applications at this point rather
than investing more funds into the proposed development is not uncommon (Pers. Comm.
R. Roedner, Topsham; E. Richert, Orono). In both situations, local communities miss a
potential economic development opportunity located within their Growth Area.
Second, vernal pools within a municipality’s Growth Area as defined in the comprehensive
plan may reduce the development envelope on a parcel below the threshold where
development is feasible; applicants may look to outlying areas where they can find larger
parcels with larger development envelopes that allow them to avoid regulated resources.
This can impact economic development in Growth Areas. It can also impact pools in
otherwise less developed landscapes effectively disconnecting them from the terrestrial
habitat essential for pool breeding amphibians. This relocation of development outside of
a municipality’s Growth Area contributes to development sprawl and undercuts municipal
goals that encourage compact development and growth in designated areas. Sprawl
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imposes numerous costs to the municipal government and local citizens (Bengston et al.
2004; Wu 2006), infringes on the goals of the Maine Land Use Planning and Regulation
Act also known as Maine’s Growth Management Act (30-A M.R.S.A. Chapter 6-A§ 4312),
and has the potential of greater ecological impact than would destruction of a vernal pool
situated within a developed growth area where the pool may already be degraded or where
access to the adjacent terrestrial habitat may already be insufficient. This provides the basis
for the Maine Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan.
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III. CONTEXT AND STRUCTURE OF THE MAINE VERNAL POOL SPECIAL
MANAGEMENT AREA PLAN ( VP SAMP)
The Maine VP SAMP is the outcome of a lengthy stakeholder process informed by municipal
intentions for growth and resource protection, current research and science on how best to
promote economic development while protecting the ecological functions and values of vernal
pool ecosystems, and the need for regulatory predictability on the part of the development
community. The stakeholders included members of the development and land trust
communities, municipal planners and economic development staff, federal and state
regulators, resource agencies, a real estate appraiser, and faculty from the University of Maine
(UME) School of Economics and Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Conservation
Biology.
A. Definition of Vernal Pools
The Maine VP SAMP uses the definition of vernal pools found in the 2015 Maine General
Permit (GP).
US Army Corps of Engineers, 2015 Maine GP:
Vernal pools (VPs): For the purposes of this GP, VPs are depressional wetland basins that
typically go dry in most years and may contain inlets or outlets, typically of intermittent flow.
Vernal pools range in both size and depth depending upon landscape position and parent
material(s). Pools usually support one or more of the following obligate indicator species:
wood frog, spotted salamander, blue-spotted salamander, marbled salamander, Jefferson’s
salamander and fairy shrimp. However, they should preclude sustainable populations of
predatory fish.
B. Relationship to Federal and State Regulation
Language included in the 2015 Maine GP allows for use of the Maine VP SAMP. This Maine
VP SAMP will apply to subsequent Maine GPs in effect at the time of an application provided
the terms of the Maine GP permit the use of the VP SAMP and provided the VP SAMP has
not been terminated by the Corps, the Municipality or Maine DEP.
Use of the Maine VP SAMP is limited to vernal pool impacts. The applicant is still
responsible for receiving all other necessary federal, state, and local permits. Additionally, the
Maine VP SAMP cannot be used if the single and complete project includes more than 3 acres
of impact to aquatic resources including vernal pools. This is the upper limit of the current
Maine GP. It is not the intent of the Maine VP SAMP to alter the upper threshold of the
Maine GP. If a single and complete project includes impacts to vernal pools and other
wetland aquatic resources, the Category 1 Self Verification Form will not suffice unless the
non-vernal pool impact qualifies on its own for Category 1 Self Verification. However, the
Maine VP SAMP may still be used as mitigation for the vernal pool impacts on Maine GP
Category 2 projects and Individual Permit projects.
The Maine VP SAMP may be invoked under the following conditions:
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1. Vernal pools as defined by Maine 2015 GP are located within the approved DDAs
(see Responsibilities of the Municipality, Section IV.A).
2. The impact occurs within the pool or within a 250-foot zone around the pool.
3. Total impacts to aquatic resources of a single and complete project fall below 3 acres.
4. The vernal pool does not support state or federal threatened or endangered species
unless there is a determination of no effect or not likely to adversely affect is made by
the Corps in consultation with USFWS.
5. All other local, state and federal permits must be obtained.
The Maine VP SAMP applies a landscape level approach to avoidance, minimization and
mitigation by limiting its use to those pools in the DDAs. Implementation of the Maine VP
SAMP will increase the likelihood that impacts to vernal pools from “leap frog development”
(development that is moved outside the Growth Area to avoid permitting challenges) outside
of the DDAs will be avoided and minimized. Conservation undertaken in the Rural Area will
provide benefits not only for vernal pool depressions and the species that rely on them but will
also support protection of large blocks of unfragmented forest and travel corridors used by
many different species.
At the same time, the Maine VP SAMP meets the conditions of the Federal Mitigation Rule,
33 C.F.R. 332.3(h), for preservation only projects as follows:
a) The resources to be preserved provide important physical, chemical, or biological
functions for the watershed;
Vernal pools are not only essential to pool-breeding amphibians, they also provide key habitat for many
other species. Research clearly shows that vernal pools provide important physical, chemical and
biological functions that persist over time when the pools are embedded in a relatively undeveloped,
unfragmented landscape.
b) The resources to be preserved contribute significantly to the ecological sustainability
of the watershed. In determining the contribution of those resources to the ecological
sustainability of the watershed, use appropriate quantitative assessment tools, where
available;
The conservation targets will be determined using the Maine VPCC (Appendix 2a). The criteria were
developed by wetland scientists and vernal pool ecologists using the most current science on characteristics
essential to insure the persistence of highly functioning vernal pools.
c) Preservation is determined by the district engineer to be appropriate and practicable;
By signing the Maine VP SAMP, the District Engineer will be deeming the use of preservation to be
appropriate and practicable. Also, district staff has been involved with the development of the document
and has had input into the structure of the Maine VP Conservation Criteria as well as the process of
preserving conservation targets through a 3rd Party.
d) The resources are under threat of destruction or adverse modification; and
Maine’s rural areas continue to be under threat from single family residential development most of which
does not involve site review or permitting. Large forest blocks continue to be chewed into and fragmented
from this type of development. Vernal pools are frequently small, difficult to identify ‘out of season’ and
are filled unknowingly under the current regulatory protocols. Adverse modification from nearby
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development restricts travel corridors, impacts water quality, and introduces invasive species and domestic
predators. All of these modifications threaten not only the pools and the wildlife using the pools but also
the adjacent terrestrial habitat.
e) The preserved site will be permanently protected through an appropriate real estate or
other legal instrument.
The 3rd Party will hold the property in conservation in perpetuity via fee or easement. In the latter case,
easement conditions will insure that conditions on site that led to its conservation suitability are not
degraded.
The Maine VP SAMP does not alter buffer requirements for State Significant Vernal Pools
that are not impacted on a site.
C. Mitigation
The Maine VP SAMP mitigation requirement of 2 pools and 70 acres of adjacent terrestrial
habitat embedded in an unfragmented landscape was determined by wildlife biologists and
wetland ecologists to provide landscape level conservation that would support an abundance
of vernal pool species over time. Although not the likely configuration of areas conserved
through the Maine VP SAMP, 70 acres represents a circle with a radius of approximately 1,000
feet. This is larger than the 250 foot State ‘zone of consultation’; and almost double the
required 40 acres of mitigation generally required by the Corps for vernal pool impacts. The
additional criteria used to assess conservation suitability (VPCC, Appendix 2a) including an
undeveloped 100 foot water quality buffer and an undeveloped travel corridor from the pool
to adjacent amphibian habitat insure that the pools conserved are embedded in a landscape
that provides habitat and access to it for all the life cycle stages of vernal pool breeding
amphibians.
The Maine VP SAMP allows a local, proactive approach that prioritizes pool resources based
on both breeding pool quality and the likelihood that the surrounding landscape will support
the post-breeding habitat needs of the amphibian target species (all of which live in terrestrial
environments for greater than 95% of their lives). Using the Maine VP SAMP, only the
highest priority pools embedded in suitable post-breeding habitat (not simply the 250-foot
State Zone of Consultation or the 750-foot Federal regulatory radius of permitting) will be
targeted for conservation. Local knowledge and an incentivized program will result in far
better vernal pool conservation for the long-term than does the status quo, top-down, one-size
fits all approach (Jansujwicz et al. 2013b). This approach will ensure connectivity among
wetlands and other resources thereby providing wildlife corridors in an otherwise developing
town. This can be achieved by adherence to the Maine VPCC for identification of high priority
vernal pool conservation opportunities and through the proactive planning of land trusts or
other third party holders who are dedicated to linking undeveloped properties at many scales.
A local, landscape level approach also protects broader pool ecosystem functions such as
carbon transport to forests, water storage, and oases of food and moisture for signature
wildlife such as moose, deer, and bear.
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IV. THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE: THE MAINE VERNAL POOL SPECIAL
MANAGEMENT AREA PLAN ( VP SAMP)
The Maine VP SAMP is an alternate mitigation mechanism for impacts to vernal pools based
on a signed agreement between the Corps, Maine DEP, and a Maine municipality. The Maine
VP SAMP brings multiple levels of government, applicants, and non-profit organizations
together in a collective approach to the management and protection of vernal pools. This
approach focuses on long-term, landscape-level conservation to insure the persistence of an
abundance of vernal pool species as well as other species that use vernal pools and the habitat
surrounding them. As part of the adoption of the Maine VP SAMP, the municipality must
receive regulatory authority from the State for issuing NRPA vernal pool permits in targeted
areas contained within the Growth Area identified in the municipality’s comprehensive plan.
If an applicant proposing to develop in this targeted area (Designated Development Area or
DDA) chooses to use the Maine VP SAMP, they pay a fee to the municipality which is then
used to conserve exemplary vernal pools embedded in high quality amphibian post breeding
habitat based on the VPCC (Appendix 2a) in the Rural Area established in the municipality’s
comprehensive plan. This incentivizes development where the municipality has decided it
wants to concentrate development; provides certainty for applicants; acknowledges that
protection of vernal pools embedded within DDAs is not ecologically meaningful over time;
and protects vernal pools embedded in a landscape that provides the best chance that the
pools and the animals that rely on them will persist in abundance. Each partner has specific
roles and responsibilities that are described briefly here and spelled out in more detail below
and portrayed graphically in Figure 1.
The Corps and Maine DEP will sign the Maine VP SAMP agreement. Municipalities must
meet certain institutional benchmarks, apply for and receive partial Delegated Authority from
the Maine DEP and must enter into an agreement with a 3rd Party to which they will transfer
fees collected from the applicant. Once the Municipality has met the benchmarks, developed a
relationship with a 3rd Party, and received Delegated Authority from the Maine DEP, it makes
an official proposal to the Corps and Maine DEP to become a signatory of the Maine VP
SAMP. Once the Municipality has signed the Maine VP SAMP with the Corps and Maine
DEP, the Municipality is able to receive a fee from applicants for impacts to vernal pools
within DDAs and to issue a NRPA vernal pool permit. This relieves the Applicant from
having to determine the level of state Significance for any vernal pools within their proposed
development parcel. The fee is transferred to the 3rd party who undertakes conservation of
vernal pools in the Rural Area of the Municipality. The 3rd party is responsible for annual
monitoring of the areas conserved and provides an annual report to the Municipality.
A Maine VP SAMP Review Team will be constituted to track the implementation and
effectiveness of the Maine VP SAMP. It will review annual reports on the use of the Maine VP
SAMP in the DDAs and the selection and conservation of vernal pools in the Rural Area. It
will also oversee the five-year evaluation of the program in order to make a determination to
continue, revise, or discontinue the use of the Maine VP SAMP. Data used in the five-year
evaluation will include the number of towns using the Maine VP SAMP, the number of times
the Maine VP SAMP has been used in each town, the fees collected in each town, the number
of vernal pool conservation projects that have been completed in each town, the number of
vernal pools protected in each town, the amount of upland adjacent to vernal pools protected
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in each town, and results of biological monitoring of conserved vernal pools. Using this data,
the Review Team will be able to analyze how well the goal of protecting 2 pools and 70 acres
in the Rural Area for each pool impacted in the DDAs is being met on a town-by-town basis.
This Team will, at a minimum, be made up of representatives from the Maine Departments of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and Environmental Protection, the Corps, US Fish and Wildlife
Service, US Environmental Protection Agency, a University or other vernal pool ecologist, the
3rd party, and other key stakeholders.

A. Responsibilities of the Municipality
In order to establish the Maine VP SAMP as an alternate mitigation mechanism for impacts to
vernal pools, a municipality must complete Steps 1-5 as described below; these steps lay the
legal framework for a municipality to offer use of the Maine VP SAMP for development(s)
within its designated development area (DDA). Steps 6-9 are related to actual implementation
of the Maine VP SAMP.
1.

Adopt a Consistent Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Ordinance
In order to participate in the Maine VP SAMP, a municipality must demonstrate a strong
commitment to vernal pool conservation and landscape-scale planning, be committed to
compact development, and have identified a reasonable delineation of rural and growth
areas. This is accomplished by developing and adopting a comprehensive plan and land
use ordinance that are found to be consistent with Maine’s Growth Management Act by
the Municipal Planning and Assistance Program, Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Conservation (Ch. 208 Comprehensive Plan Review Criteria Rule).
Public process and participation are at the core of the comprehensive planning and land
use ordinance development processes. These two land use planning tools provide an
indication and measure of a municipality’s ability to take part as a full partner in the Maine
VP SAMP in that the municipality has developed a vision, identified Growth and Rural
areas, inventoried its resources, identified those of significance, and developed policies and
implementation strategies to insure the protection of those resources.

2.

Identify Designated Development Areas
The Maine Land Use Planning and Regulation Act (30-A M.R.S.A. Chapter 6-A§ 4312)
along with Chapter 208: Comprehensive Plan Review Criteria Rule identify the required
elements of a comprehensive plan. One of the elements requires identification of a
Growth Area in which the municipality intends to encourage more growth and into which
it intends to make the majority of its capital investments in the ten years following the
adoption of the comprehensive plan. The remainder of the municipality is placed in the
Rural Area or Transitional Area. These are all general land use divisions which are then
refined through the land use ordinance. For example, not all of the Growth Area is likely
to be zoned for high density or commercial development; there may be areas within the
Growth Area that remain undeveloped or lightly developed for the lifespan of the
comprehensive plan (currently twelve years). Therefore, the Maine VP SAMP can only be
used to mitigate impacts to vernal pools on parcels that are explicitly identified by the
municipality within the Growth Area, that meet specific criteria and are zoned accordingly;
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these areas are referred to as Designated Development Areas (DDAs) in the Maine VP
SAMP. An area within the Growth Area may only be designated as a DDA if the area is
zoned for moderate to high density development, will be infill, is adjacent to existing
development within the Growth Area, or is served by municipal sewer and water, adjacent
to existing development and zoned for moderate or high density development. The
municipality will seek input from the MDIFW on the location of DDAs. A map showing
the DDAs will be submitted to the Corps for approval before the municipality requests
Delegated Authority from Maine DEP. A map showing the DDAs will be part of the
municipality’s submittal for partial Delegated Authority.
3.

Adopt VP SAMP Ordinance or Modify an Existing Ordinance
Following the development and adoption of a consistent comprehensive plan, zoning
ordinance, and identification of DDAs, a community must adopt ordinance language that
allows them to participate in the Maine VP SAMP. In addition, the municipality must
codify, through ordinance or other mechanism, its ability to assess a vernal pool mitigation
fee. The ordinance will include language establishing the municipality’s ability to become a
signatory to the Maine VP SAMP, reference the fee mechanism including the process of
fee determination that may also include setting a minimum fee requirement, fee collection
by the municipality, process of transfer to a 3rd Party to undertake the vernal pool
conservation, and submission of an annual report to the Maine DEP and US Army Corps
of Engineers. This can be done through an independent ordinance or through amending
existing ordinance language. Model language for use in existing ordinances and creation of
a vernal pools overlay district is found in Appendix 1.

4.

Fee Determination
The municipality will assess a fee equal to 40% of the difference between the appraised
value of the property as currently impacted by the existing vernal pool(s) with a 250’ buffer
that can be developed no more than 25% and the value under the hypothetical condition
that the property is no longer impacted by the vernal pool(s). The appraisal will be
completed using the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice by a Certified
General Appraiser licensed in the State of Maine. The municipality shall collect the fee
each time the Maine VP SAMP is implemented in order to accomplish the goal of vernal
pool conservation at the programmatic level of two pools plus 70 acres of terrestrial
amphibian post-breeding habitat for each impacted pool. A municipality may opt to adopt
a minimum fee in its ordinance if the programmatic conservation goals cannot be met with
the differential fee mechanism.

5. Identify a 3rd Party
The Municipality enters into an agreement with a non-profit land conservation
organization as the 3rd Party entity which will hold mitigation funds and undertake vernal
pool conservation projects. These projects will be based on the results of the application
of the Maine VP SAMP CC (Appendix 2a) and the baseline vernal pool conservation
suitability assessment. The agreement with the 3rd Party will spell out roles and
responsibilities, will direct that funds be used for vernal pool conservation projects within
three years of receipt, and will allow the 3rd Party to collect up to 10% of the fees to cover
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their project implementation, administrative and monitoring costs. This agreement will be
based on the model 3rd Party agreement (under development, February, 2016) and will be
submitted to the Board of Environmental Protection and the Corps for approval if any
changes are made to the model to insure compliance with the Mitigation Rule. Each
project will be conserved in perpetuity and will include conditions that prohibit any
additional commercial or residential development including roads and require that forestry
activities be low impact and follow the Forestry Habitat Management Guidelines for
Vernal Pool Wildlife (Calhoun and deMaynardier, 2004).
6. Identify Candidate Vernal Pool Conservation
The Maine VPCC (Appendix 2a) will be applied to all known pools in the municipality’s
Rural Area to create a baseline vernal pool conservation suitability assessment. Through
this process the Municipality will develop a list of target conservation pools and
conservation actions in the Rural Area. The targets for conservation actions will be vernal
pools and surrounding amphibian post-breeding habitat found embedded within relatively
unfragmented forest tracts within the Municipality’s Rural Area. Each candidate
conservation target must be field-checked for suitability using the Maine VP SAMP Site
Checklist (Appendix 2b) or other substantially similar form.
Because conservation opportunities may arise that were not part of the town’s initial
conservation suitability assessment of vernal pools in the Rural Area and because mapping
techniques often miss vernal pools due to their small size, ephemeral nature, and location
under forest canopy, the town and their identified 3rd party (Step 5) may also identify
vernal pool conservation options by applying the Maine VP SAMP Conservation Criteria
to pools not included in the municipality’s initial process of assessing the conservation
suitability of pools in the Rural Area.
Final decisions on the suitability of projects for conservation will be made by the 3rd Party
in consultation with wetland or amphibian ecologists and MDIFW (as their resources
allow).
7. Apply to the Maine Board of Environmental Protection for Delegated Authority under
38MRSA Chapter 3 Section 480-F.
The Municipality submits an application to the Board of Environmental Protection and
receives partial Delegated Authority under 38 MRSA §480-F to cover the issuance of
NRPA vernal pool permits within the identified DDAs. The DDAs for use in the Maine
VP SAMP will only include infill areas, areas adjacent to existing development, or areas
served by municipal water and sewer adjacent to development within areas zoned for
moderate or high density development. The request for partial delegated authority will
include the following elements:
• a map of the Municipality’s Growth and Rural Areas as defined in its
Comprehensive plan,
• a map showing the DDAs,
•
the ordinance language used to facilitate implementation of the Maine VP SAMP
including date of adoption by the Municipality,
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•
•

•

a narrative description of the Municipality’s financial, technical and legal resources
to adequately review the permit applications, accept and transfer the in lieu fee, and
enforce the permit requirements,
a copy of the letter from the Municipal Planning Assistance Program, Maine
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry (or Maine State Planning
Office) showing the date the comprehensive plan was found consistent with the
Maine Growth Management Act,
and a copy of the contract between the Municipality and the 3rd Party land
conservation organization.

8. Sign the VP SAMP along with the Corps and Maine DEP
9. Collect the VP SAMP Fee and Issue Maine NRPA Vernal Pool Permit
The Municipality receives the Maine VP SAMP fee from the applicant based on the
appraisal difference method or based on the minimum fee set in ordinance. The appraisals
must be done under the Uniformed Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice by a
Certified General Appraiser licensed in the State of Maine. The Municipality records the
fee along with the location of the impacted vernal pool(s). The Municipality issues the
NRPA Vernal Pools permit to the applicant and forwards the permit to the Maine DEP.
10. Transfer Fee to 3rd party
Thirty days after the permit is sent to DEP, the Municipality will transfer the Maine VP
SAMP fee to the 3rd Party.
11. Annual Reporting
The Municipality will provide an annual report to the Corps and ME DEP. This report
will incorporate the annual reporting submitted by the 3rd party and include:
• An accounting of the number of times that the Maine VP SAMP has been used;
• The location of pools within the DDAs that were impacted and the corresponding
conservation in the Rural Area;
• A balance sheet showing the amount of funds collected by project and the amount
expended by project;
• Annual monitoring reports on the condition of the conservation pools and
surrounding landscape along with documentation that all easement conditions are
being met.

B. Responsibilities of the 3rd Party
1.

Agreement with Municipality
The 3rd party enters into a signed agreement with the municipality to receive funds to
undertake vernal pool conservation projects. These projects will be based on the results of
the application of the Maine VPCC (Appendix 2a). The agreement with the Municipality
will spell out roles and responsibilities, will direct that funds be used for vernal pool
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conservation projects within three years of receipt, and will allow the 3rd party to collect up
to 10% of the fees to cover their project implementation, administrative and monitoring
costs.
2. Management of Funds
The 3rd party accepts funds collected by the Municipality for vernal pools impacts. The 3rd
Party maintains a separate account for these funds and uses them only for conservation
based on the Maine VPCC (Appendix 2a).
3. Identification of Conservation Targets and Conservation Actions
The 3rd Party will develop a portfolio of potential vernal pool mitigation projects. This will
be accomplished through use of the Municipal vernal pool suitability for conservation
assessment (see A-6 above) and application of the Maine VPCC to conservation
opportunities not part of the Municipal vernal pool suitability for conservation assessment.
As part of the process to develop vernal pool conservation projects the 3rd Party will
conduct a vernal pool site visit to ensure that the Maine VPCC are still being met. The 3rd
Party will provide notification of and the option to participate in the site visit to MDIFW
and MDEP. Working with willing landowners, the 3rd Party purchases conservation
targets via fee or easement to conserve pools and adjacent terrestrial post breeding
amphibian habitat to meet the programmatic goal of conservation of 2 pools and 70 acres
of surrounding habitat for each pool impacted in the DDA.
It is anticipated that vernal pool conservation opportunities may arise in adjacent towns or
other areas within the 3rd Party’s ‘sphere of influence.’ In the order of preference, the in
lieu fee funds collected for impacts to vernal pools in the DDAs shall be used first within
the Rural Area of the town within which the impacts occurred, secondly in the Rural Areas
of adjacent towns that have consistent comprehensive plans and land use ordinances, and
thirdly within the geographic area of interest of the 3rd Party. If the funds are not used for
vernal pool conservation within three years of their collection and no active projects for
vernal pool conservation are underway, the funds shall be transferred to the Maine Natural
Resources Conservation Program (MNRCP), the statewide in lieu fee program run by the
Maine DEP and used for vernal pool conservation within the biophysical region in which
the impacts occurred. The transfer of funds to the MNRCP will allow the funds to be
pooled with other funds mitigating vernal pool impacts and provide for a larger geography
within which appropriate mitigation can be found. More information on the MNRCP can
be found on the Maine DEP’s website (www.maine.gov/dep).
The 3rd Party will also be responsible for making a recommendation to the Town on
permittee responsible mitigation (PRM) project proposals in the instance an applicant
chooses to undertake development of the vernal pools conservation project instead of
paying a fee. The third party will apply the Maine VPCC to the proposed conservation
project and visit the site in order to complete the Maine Vernal Pool SAMP Site Checklist
(Appendices 2a and 2b) before issuing its recommendation to insure that the project
provides the functions and values of a high value vernal pools conservation project. The
3rd Party will provide notification of and the option to participate in the site visit to
MDIFW and MDEP.
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4.

Monitoring
The 3rd Party will be responsible for annual monitoring of all vernal pool conservation
projects undertaken with funds collected through the Maine VP SAMP. Annual
monitoring will include visual assessment of the condition of the pool and surrounding
landscape along with documentation that all easement conditions are being met. The
Maine VP SAMP Site Checklist (Appendix 2b) or other substantially similar form will be
used. In the event that easement conditions are not being met, the 3rd Party will work
with the landowner to rectify the situation. Every five years from the date the conservation
project is completed, the 3rd Party will undertake biological monitoring of the conserved
vernal pools during the spring breeding season to count egg mass numbers and species.
All monitoring visits will be documented with photos and a report will be produced that
describes the condition of the pool, surrounding landscape, numbers and species of egg
masses when biological monitoring occurs and other relevant factors. In the year that
biological monitoring takes place, the documentation of that monitoring will be included in
the annual report to the town.

5. Record keeping and annual reporting
The 3rd Party maintains records of funds received through the Maine VP SAMP, funds
expended, location of conservation actions taken with the mitigation funds, and annual
monitoring visits. The 3rd Party will maintain a database to account for location of projects
that generated the mitigation funds and locations and description of vernal pool
conservation projects undertaken with the funds. The 3rd Party will supply an annual
report to the Town with an accounting of funds received, funds expended, acres impacted
and conserved, and monitoring documentation collected during the year under review.
C. Responsibilities of the Applicant
1.

Municipal Vernal Pools Permit Application, Appraisal, Fee
The applicant submits a vernal pool permit application to the Town for a project located in
a DDA. Permit materials shall include (1) project plans that delineate or show the
approximate location of potential vernal pools to meet Condition 23(f) of the Maine
General Permit; (2) an appraisal of the property that includes the (a) as-is value of the
parcel as currently impacted by the existing vernal pool(s) surrounded by a 250’ buffer that
can be no more than 25% developed and (b) the as-is value under the hypothetical
condition that the property is no longer impacted by the vernal pool(s) and the 250’ buffer.
The applicant pays for the appraisal as well as a peer review of said appraisal should a peer
review be required by the town. The applicant pays the VP SAMP Fee determined by the
municipality’s ordinance to the municipality.

2.

US Army Corps of Engineers Category 1 Self-Verification form
The applicant submits a Corps Category 1 Self-Verification Form and all required
attachments and supporting material to the Corps as notification of use of the Maine VP
SAMP, assuming vernal pool impacts are the only impacts, and there are no other impacts
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which would trigger the need for a Category 2 or Individual Permit. The Corps will make
the final determination of Category 1 or Category 2 eligibility within 10 days of receiving
the Category 1 Self-Verification Form and will notify applicants accordingly. If no
determination is received within the 10-day period, the applicant may proceed under the
Category 1 Self-Verification Form.
If the project being proposed includes impacts to other aquatic resources, all of the impacts
must be considered as part of a single and complete project. If the impacts to other
aquatic habitat(s) do not qualify for Category 1 Self-Verification, the applicant will need to
determine if the project proceeds under the Corps Category 2 or Individual Permit.
However, the Maine VP SAMP may still be used to mitigate for vernal pool impacts in any
case.
3.

The applicant is responsible for all other state, federal and local permits.

4.

Option: Applicant undertakes permittee responsible mitigation (PRM)
The permittee may undertake the vernal pool(s) conservation triggered by her use of the
Maine VP SAMP in place of paying the in lieu fee to the municipality. The applicant pays
for peer review of the proposed conservation project and submits the peer review to the
Town and to the 3rd Party. The applicant receives confirmation from the 3rd Party that the
3rd party will accept the responsibility of managing the conservation project in perpetuity.
Before the Municipality issues the Vernal Pools permit, the permittee’s mitigation project
must be completed, peer reviewed for conservation suitability, and accepted by the 3rd
Party. Permittee responsible mitigation must meet all the same conservation suitability
criteria and receive the same level of conservation protection as vernal pools conservation
undertaken by the 3rd Party through the Maine VP SAMP including protection in
perpetuity.

D. Responsibilities of the Corps
1.

Public comment
The Corps puts the Maine VP SAMP framework out for public comment. A public notice
for the VP SAMP was issued on March 8, 2016 with the public notice comment period
extending through April 8. A second public notice was issued on April 26, 2016
announcing a public meeting on May 12, 2016 at which time additional comments could be
provided.

2.

Maine VP SAMP approval
After the public comment period the Corps approves the Maine VP SAMP for use by
signing the document along with Maine DEP. The Corps and Maine DEP will also be
signatories with individual municipalities for implementation of the Maine VP SAMP at the
municipal level. This will follow DDA approval by the Corps and DEP for each
municipality.

3.

DDA approval
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The Corps reviews and approves DDA location prior to submittal as part of the request
for Partial Delegated Authority.
4.

Determination of permit category status
The Corps will make a determination that the project may proceed under the Category 1
Self-Verification Form within 10 days of receiving the form.

5.

Maine VP SAMP Review Team
The Corps participates on Maine VP SAMP Review Team to approve the baseline
municipal vernal pool conservation suitability assessment and will not be involved on case
by case review of conservation actions.

6.

Annual Review
The Corps takes part in annual review of use of the Maine VP SAMP as a member of the
Maine VP SAMP Review Team.

E. Responsibilities of the Maine DEP
1.

Maine VP SAMP approval
After the public comment period, Maine DEP approves the Maine VP SAMP for use by
signing the document along with the Corps. The Corps and Maine DEP will also be
signatories with individual municipalities for implementation of the Maine VP SAMP at the
municipal level. This will follow DDA approval by the Corps and Maine DEP for each
municipality.

2.

Partial delegated authority
Maine DEP reviews the municipal request for partial Delegated Authority to issue NRPA
Vernal Pool permits in DDAs. Upon finding that the municipality meets the criteria in 38
MRSA §480-F, the Maine Board of Environmental Protection issues a finding that the
Municipality has partial delegated authority for vernal pool permits.

3.

Permit review
Maine DEP reviews municipal vernal pool permits within 30 days pursuant to 38 MRSA
§480-F.

4.

Maine VP SAMP annual review
Maine DEP takes part in annual review of Maine VP SAMP as a member of the Maine VP
SAMP Review Team.

F. Responsibilities of Maine DIFW
1.

Municipal Conservation Suitability Assessment
Maine DIFW supports, as their time and resources allow, municipal application of Maine
VP Conservation Criteria to vernal pools in the Rural Area to identify high value
conservation targets (i.e., vernal pools and surrounding terrestrial habitat).
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2.

Designated Development Areas
Maine DIFW provides support as their time and resources allow to the Municipality in
identification of DDAs based on the criteria found in the Maine VP SAMP before
submission of materials to Maine DEP for partial Delegated Review.

3.

Conservation opportunities
Maine DIFW provides support as their time and resources allow to the 3rd party in the
identification and selection of vernal pool conservation projects.

4.

Annual Review
Maine DIFW takes part on the Maine VP SAMP review team as a member of the Maine
VP SAMP Review Team.

G. Termination
At the Program Level
The Corps or the Maine DEP, may terminate this SAMP by giving ninety (90) days written
notice to the other parties. Prior to termination, the Municipality and 3rd Party shall provide an
accounting of funds and shall complete payment on contracts for approved projects and any
expenses incurred on behalf of the program. In the event the program is closed, the 3rd Party is
responsible for fulfilling any remaining obligations, unless the obligation is specifically
transferred to another entity as agreed upon by the Corps, Maine DEP, and the Municipality.
Notification will be provided to MDIFW by Maine DEP or the Corps. In the event the VP
SAMP is terminated, funds not already committed for conservation actions (including fee or
easement purchase, long-term monitoring of projects and related administrative activities) shall
be transferred to the MNRCP for preservation of vernal pools and their associated critical
terrestrial habitat. Termination of the Maine VP SAMP does not terminate the 3rd Party’s
responsibility for conservation in perpetuity of projects completed in part or in total with funds
acquired through use of the Maine VP SAMP.
At the Municipal Level
A municipality may terminate its participation in the Maine VP SAMP by giving 90 days written
notice to the Corps, Maine DEP, and 3rd Party. Notification will be provided to MDIFW by
Maine DEP or the Corps. Prior to termination of participation, the Municipality and 3rd Party
shall provide an accounting of funds received and expended, vernal pools impacted and
conservation projects completed and shall complete payment on contracts for approved
projects and any expenses incurred on behalf of the program. The Maine DEP will determine
whether unexpended funds shall remain with the 3rd Party or be transferred to the MNRCP for
vernal pool conservation. Termination of a municipality’s participation in the Maine VP SAMP
does not terminate the 3rd Party’s responsibility for conservation in perpetuity of projects
completed in part or in total with funds acquired through use of the Maine VP SAMP.
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APPENDIX 1: MODEL ORDINANCE LANGUAGE

July 18, 2016

Model Vernal Pools Overlay Provisions
Section __. Vernal Pools Overlay District
1. PURPOSE
The Vernal Pools Overlay District is intended to provide owners of property located within the
overlay district that is subject to state or federal regulation with respect to vernal pools the option
of developing and using the property in accordance with: 1) the applicable state and federal
wetland regulations and associated requirements for the protection of vernal pools, or 2) the
provisions of this section including the enhanced protection of other vernal pools through
payment of a “vernal pools mitigation fee” or by undertaking “permittee-responsible mitigation
activities.” Mitigation fees collected under this section shall be used only for the purpose of
protecting other vernal pools within the community or in other nearby communities identified
through the application of the Maine Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria in the (Town)(City) Vernal
Pool Special Area Management Plan (SAMP) and the conservation priorities of the Maine Vernal
Pool SAMP.
2. APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this section apply only to land located within the Vernal Pools Overlay District
as shown on the Official Zoning Map (or Zoning Overlay District Map). These provisions are
optional. An applicant may choose to invoke the provisions of this section under the following
conditions in accordance with the Maine Vernal Pools SAMP:
1. The impact occurs within the vernal pool or within a 250 foot zone around the pool.
2. The total impacts to aquatic resources of a single and complete project fall below 3
acres.
3. The vernal pool does not support state or federal threatened or endangered species
unless a determination of no effect or not likely to adversely affect is made by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers in consultation with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
With respect to any application to develop land within the Overlay District that is subject to
state or federal regulation with respect to wetlands and vernal pools, the applicant shall indicate
at the time of application whether he/she intends to develop the project in accordance with
those applicable state and federal requirements or to utilize the provisions of this section. If
the applicant invokes the provisions of this section, he/she must still obtain all other local,
state and federal permits and provide appropriate notice to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Applicants that elect to opt out of this program should continue to consult with state and
federal regulatory agencies for project-specific requirements.
3. EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SECTION
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Notwithstanding the adoption of this section as part of the ordinance, the provisions of this
section shall be effective only when the Maine Department of Environmental Protection has
certified in writing to the Code Enforcement Officer that (Town)(City) has been granted partial
delegated authority with respect to the issuance of vernal pools permits in accordance with the
Maine Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan (SAMP). If the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection notifies the Code Enforcement Officer in writing that the (Town)(City)
is no longer in compliance with the SAMP, or if the (Town)(City), Maine Department of
Environmental Protection, or U.S. Army Corps of Engineers terminates the SAMP, this section
shall no longer be in effect.
4. DEFINITIONS
For definitions of words or phrases in this section that are contained in quotation marks, see
Section __, Definitions, of this Ordinance.
5. VERNAL POOL MITIGATION
As an alternative to complying with the applicable state vernal pool regulations and/or the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers general permit for the state, the applicant for any development approval
or building permit with respect to land located within the overlay district that elects to develop or
build in accordance with the provisions of this section shall either: a) pay a “vernal pools mitigation
fee”, or b) undertake “permittee-responsible mitigation activities” in accordance with the
provisions of this section and the SAMP.
A. Vernal Pool Mitigation Fee
1. Regulatory Flexibility: An applicant that elects to pay a “vernal pools mitigation fee” in
accordance with the following provisions will have to comply with the provisions of this section
rather than the otherwise applicable vernal pool provisions found in 38 MRSA Section 480
Chapter 3, DEP Rules- Chapter 335 and federal vernal pool provisions found in the Maine
General Permit. This provision of the Maine VP SAMP shall not extend to other state and federal
wetland regulations or other natural resource regulations that may apply to the development.
2. Amount of the Mitigation Fee: The amount of the mitigation fee is the greater of: a) forty
percent (40%) of the difference in the appraised value of the parcel proposed to be developed if
it is subject to applicable state regulations and/or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers general permit
for the state with respect to vernal pools and the appraised value of the parcel if those state and
federal vernal pool regulations no longer apply, or b) the minimum mitigation fee if such a
minimum is established by the (Town)(City). The minimum mitigation fee shall be adequate to
accomplish vernal pool preservation at the programmatic level of two pools plus 70 acres of
terrestrial amphibian post-breeding habitat conserved for each impacted pool.
The difference in the appraised value of the parcel with and without the applicable state and federal
vernal pool regulations shall be determined by a Certified General Appraiser (CGA) currently
licensed in Maine. The appraiser shall be employed by the applicant subject to approval by the
(Town)(City). The appraisal shall meet the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) and will be subject to a peer review by a CGA selected by the (Town)(City).
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3. Appraisal Review Fee: If the applicant elects the difference in appraised value approach, the
applicant shall deposit the estimated cost for the peer review of the appraisal with the
(Town)(City). The (Town)(City) shall hold the fee in a separate account and shall use the fee only
for the purpose of compensating the review appraiser. Should the amount of the initial deposit
not cover the full costs for the review, the applicant shall be responsible for the difference and
shall pay the (Town) (City) prior to the issuance of any permits or approvals for the project. If
the amount of the initial deposit exceeds the full costs for the review, the (Town)(City) shall refund
the balance to the applicant within thirty (30) days of paying the peer review appraiser.
4. Payment of the Mitigation Fee: The mitigation fee shall be payable to the (Town) (City) and
submitted to the Code Enforcement Officer as part of a Site Plan Review application or a
Subdivision Plan Review application, if such review is required for the proposed development; or,
if no such review is required, prior to the commencement of any site work on the parcel or the
issuance of any building or plumbing permits for the project whichever occurs first.
B. Permittee-Responsible Mitigation Activities
1. Regulatory Flexibility: An applicant that elects to undertake “permittee-responsible mitigation
activities” in accordance with the following provisions will have to comply with the provisions of
this section rather than the otherwise applicable vernal pool provisions found in 38 MRSA Section
480 Chapter 3, DEP Rules- Chapter 335 and federal vernal pool provisions found in the Maine
General Permit. This relief shall not extend to other state and federal wetland regulations or other
natural resource regulations that may apply to the development.
2. Acceptable Mitigation Activities: The applicant shall arrange for the protection of other vernal
pools and associated amphibian terrestrial post-breeding habitat within designated “Rural Areas”
of the community or in other communities in accordance with the municipality’s “Vernal Pool
Conservation Plan” and the conservation priorities of the SAMP. The compensation activities
shall be adequate to accomplish vernal pool preservation at the programmatic level of two pools
plus 70 acres of amphibian terrestrial post-breeding habitat conserved for each impacted pool.
The adequacy of the mitigation shall be determined by the Planning Board in consultation with
the (Town’s)(City’s) “designated third party conservation organization.”
3. Verification: An applicant that elects to undertake “permittee-responsible mitigation activities”
shall include in his or her Site Plan Review or Subdivision Plan application evidence of title, right
or interest in the property or properties subject to the proposed compensation activities, if the
proposed development requires such review. In all cases, the “designated third party conservation
organization” must certify to the Code Enforcement Officer that the “permittee-responsible
mitigation activities” have occurred prior to the commencement of any site work on the parcel or
the issuance of any building or plumbing permits for the project, whichever occurs first.
6. MANAGEMENT OF COLLECTED MITIGATION FEES
All “vernal pool mitigation fees” shall be accounted for in a separate financial account maintained
by the municipality. All revenue and disbursements shall be posted to this account and an annual
report of the financial status of the account shall be provided to the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection and the Army Corps of Engineers, New England District, within ninety
(90) days of the end of the (Town’s)(City’s) fiscal year as part of the annual report as described in
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the SAMP. These funds are subject to audit by the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection and the Army Corps of Engineers, New England District.
7. USE OF MITIGATION FEES
“Vernal pool mitigation fees” collected by the (Town)(City) shall be used only to fund vernal pool
conservation projects carried out by the “designated third party conservation organization” in
accordance with the (Town’s)(City’s) approved “Vernal Pool Conservation Plan” or other vernal
pool conservation in accordance with the conservation priorities set forth in the SAMP. Any third
party receiving mitigation funds shall enter into a formal agreement with the (Town)(City) spelling
out its roles and responsibilities with respect to the management and use of the funds,
administrative fees, monitoring of conservation projects, and annual reporting requirements in
accordance with the requirements of the SAMP. No funds shall be provided to the “designated
third-party conservation organization” from the Vernal Pools Mitigation Fees account until such
an agreement is in place.
8. ANNUAL REPORTING
The (Planning) Department shall prepare an annual report on the use of the Vernal Pools Overlay
District and provide the report to the (Town Council) (City Council)(Board of Selectmen), Maine
Department of Environmental Protection, and Army Corps of Engineers within ninety (90) days
of the end of each fiscal year covering the prior fiscal year. The report shall document the number
of times the mitigation provisions were utilized, the permittees’ and projects’ names, the
permit/authorization numbers or other identifiers, the number and location of vernal pools within
the Overlay District that were involved, the conservation projects undertaken with mitigation fees
or through permittee-responsible mitigation activities, the financial accounting for all collected
mitigation fees, and the documentation of ongoing monitoring of properties conserved through
the use of the mitigation fees. Documentation of monitoring visits shall include photos and a
report describing the condition of each pool, the surrounding landscape, and other relevant
factors.
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July 18, 2016

Definitions Related to the Model Vernal Pools Overlay Provisions
The following definitions should be added to the appropriate definitions section in the community’s
ordinance in the form of the other definitions in the ordinance:
Designated Third Party Conservation Organization: A conservation organization which has a
formal agreement with the (Town)(City) to carry out vernal pool conservation in accordance with the
provisions of the Vernal Pool Overlay District and the (Town)(City) Vernal Pools Special Area
Management Plan (SAMP) and the conservation priorities of the SAMP.
Permittee-Responsible Mitigation Activities: Vernal pool conservation carried out by an applicant
for a development approval or permit in accordance with the provisions of the Vernal Pool Overlay
District as an alternative to paying a vernal pool mitigation fee to the (Town(City).
Rural Areas: The portion of the (Town)(City) designated as Rural in the adopted comprehensive
plan.
Vernal Pool: Depressional wetland basins that typically go dry in most years and may contain inlets
or outlets, typically of intermittent flow. Vernal pools range in both size and depth depending upon
landscape position and parent material(s). Pools usually support one or more of the following obligate
indicator species: wood frog, spotted salamander, blue-spotted salamander, marbled salamander,
Jefferson’s salamander and fairy shrimp. However, they should preclude sustainable populations of
predatory fish.
Vernal Pool Conservation Plan: A plan developed by the (Town)(City) that assesses the known
vernal pools in the community’s Rural Area and establishes a list of target conservation pools and
conservation actions in accordance with the Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria in the (Town)(City)
Vernal Pools Special Area Management Plan (SAMP).
Vernal Pool Mitigation Fee: A fee paid by an applicant for a development approval or permit in
accordance with the provisions of the Vernal Pool Overlay District.
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APPENDIX 2a: Maine Vernal Pool SAMP Pool Conservation Criteria
(June 2016 Version)
The Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria (VPCC) were developed to identify vernal pools suitable for conservation under the Vernal Pool Special Area
Management Plan. The criteria are designed to be applied to pools on a landscape/municipal scale or on an individual pool basis. Use of a Geographic
Information System (GIS) is the most efficient method for applying the criteria, especially on a town-wide scale. There is potential for dramatic landscape
change (e.g., clearing, grading, timber harvest, development) between VPCC application and the time of conservation. Prior to conservation action, the VPCC
should be applied (or reapplied) to reflect current landscape conditions and verified in an on-the-ground evaluation.

A Vernal Pool found within the rural area as identified in a municipality’s comprehensive plan is
considered a suitable conservation target if the vernal pool meets either criterion A (NRPA SVP)
or criterion B (SAMP specific biological criteria) in addition to landscape context criterion C and
one of the criteria from section D.
A vernal pool may be considered for conservation if it:
A. Meets the Maine Natural Resource Protection Act Significant Vernal Pool definition according to Significant
Wildlife Habitat Rules (Significant Wildlife Habitat 06-096 Chapter 335 Section 9)

Or

B. Supports egg mass numbers in any pool or cluster of pools 1 (regardless of pool origin) for any single species from
the list below that are greater than the mean egg mass numbers in the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife Vernal Pool database. Current numbers should be requested from MDIFW. 2

AND

C. Surrounded by a 1000 foot zone that is at least 75% natural land cover (e.g., forest, wetlands) and includes an
undeveloped, forested 100 foot water quality buffer around the pool and an undeveloped, forested travel corridor from
the pool to adjacent amphibian habitat. 3

AND

D. One or more of the following landscape considerations will elevate pool suitability:
1.

Falls within MDIFW mapped Undeveloped Habitat Blocks
(http://www.beginningwithhabitat.org/the_maps/map3-undev_habitat.html);
2. Is on a parcel abutting other permanently protected conservation properties; 4
3. Overlaps with other state-recognized Significant Wildlife Habitats, MDIFW Focus Areas of Statewide
Ecological Significance, or rare or exemplary natural communities and ecosystems as depicted on MDIFW
Maps (http://www.beginningwithhabitat.org/the_maps/map2-high_value_habitat.html) and/or as available
from the Maine Natural Areas Program or Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife;
4. Falls within a municipally designated Shore Land Resource Protection Zone 5.

1 A cluster or chain of three or more pools each within 500 feet from one to the next without travel barriers may meet the high egg
mass criteria collectively; travel barriers include, but are not limited to, a stream or river greater than 25 feet, and roads classified as
principal arterials, minor arterials and major/urban collectors.
2 As of Winter, 2016 the mean egg mass numbers were as follows: Wood Frog >23, Spotted Salamander > 21, Blue-spotted
Salamander > 5.
3 A preliminary habitat evaluation may be done using aerial photography but current habitat suitability requires an on the ground field
evaluation.
4 Not to include properties separated by a stream or river greater than 25 feet, or roads classified as principal arterials, minor arterials
or major/urban collectors.
5 This varies by municipality. The municipal shore land zoning map should be requested from the Municipal Code Enforcement
Officer.
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APPENDIX 2b: MAINE VP SAMP SITE CHECKLIST
Vernal Pool Special Area Management Plan
Site Checklist (June 2016 Version)
Field Evaluator(s)

Date of site visit:

Current Owner(s)

Owner address:

Pool location

Town:
Map/lot

Parcel address:
Coordinates:

A Vernal Pool found within the rural area as identified in a municipality’s comprehensive plan is
considered a high priority conservation target if the vernal pool meets either criterion A (NRPA
SVP) or criterion B (SAMP specific biological criteria) in addition to landscape context criterion C
and one of the criteria in Section D.
The Vernal Pool Conservation Criteria (VPCC) were developed to help identify vernal pools
suitable for conservation under the Maine Vernal Pool Special Management Area Plan.
Because there is potential for dramatic landscape change (e.g., clearing, grading, timber
harvest, development) from the time the VPCC are applied to the time of conservation, field
verification that pools identified by the VPCC remain suitable for conservation is an
essential element of the process. This form should be completed in order to determine
whether a pool and surrounding landscape is eligible for conservation. The completed form
and accompanying materials will be submitted to the third party .
For more information please visit: http://www.vernalpools.me/or contact: Aram Calhoun calhoun@maine.edu with
the subject line "SAMP conservation"
Materials to include with Site Visit Form:
 Recent aerial photograph readily available at time of site visit (Google, Bing, ESRI,
etc.)
 Photo‐documentation from field evaluation including:
•
Pool depression from each of 4 cardinal directions
•
Variation in natural land cover within 1000 feet of pool
•
Human disturbances within 1000 feet of pool
•
Any human disturbance to pool or pool perimeter
Maine’s Significant Vernal Pool definition (Criterion A) requires that pools be of natural
origin. However, pools that are not of natural origin but otherwise meet the vernal pool
definition and support egg mass numbers greater than the state mean may be eligible as
conservation targets.
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Pool is: Natural ____________
Not natural, check type:
 Abandoned sand/gravel pit or borrow pit
 Old farm pond now located within forested landscape
 Abandoned quarry
 Natural wetland or depression made suitable for breeding via human
change to landscape and hydrology
 Pools remaining after beaver abandonment
 Other:

The Vernal Pool at this site meets A or B of the following biological criteria:
A.




Pool meets Significant Vernal Pool (SVP) status according to Significant
Wildlife Habitat 06-096 CMR 335 section 9 and has been determined to be
significant by MDIFW biologists.

Check all biological criteria for Significant Vernal Pool definition that apply:






B.

> 40 wood frog egg masses
> 20 spotted salamander egg masses
> 10 blue‐spotted salamander egg masses
Presence of fairy shrimp
Presence of state‐listed rare, threatened or endangered species

-- OR -

Individual pool supports egg mass numbers for any one species greater than the
mean egg mass numbers in the MDIFW vernal pool database.
Total number of egg masses for:

Mean # from MDIFW:

Wood frog:
Spotted salamander:
Blue‐spotted salamander:


In locations where egg mass numbers for individual species do not meet the
mean criteria above, you may sum the egg mass numbers within a cluster of 3
or more pools if they occur within 500 feet of each other without significant
travel barriers.
Travel barriers include, but are not limited to, a stream or river greater than 25 feet, and roads
classified as principal arterials, minor arterials and major/urban collectors.
Wood frog egg mass count in pool cluster:
Spotted salamander egg masses in pool cluster:
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Blue‐spotted salamander egg masses in pool cluster:

C.

-- AND --

Current conditions surrounding pool include all three of the following:
 A minimum of 75% of the landscape surrounding the pool within 1000 feet consists of
natural land cover(e.g., forest or wetland) and
 Site includes an undeveloped 100 foot water quality buffer around the pool and
 An undeveloped travel corridor exists between the pool and adjacent non-breeding
amphibian habitat

D.

--AND 1 or more of the following- Pool occurs within an MDIFW mapped Undeveloped Habitat Block
Use most recent “Undeveloped Habitat Block” data layer available from MDIFW to make this
determination (http://www.beginningwithhabitat.org/the_maps/map3-undev_habitat.html).
 Pool occurs on parcel that abuts other permanently protected conservation
properties
Use most recent “Conserved Lands” data layer available from MDIFW and/or MEGIS website in
conjunction with current status of local conservation eﬀorts to make this determination
 Pool located within/overlapping with other state‐recognized Significant
Wildlife Habitats, Focus Areas of State-wide Ecological Significance, or rare or
exemplary natural communities and ecosystems
Use most recent MDIFW Maps and/or data layers available from the Maine Natural Areas
Program or Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to make this determination
(http://www.beginningwithhabitat.org/the_maps/map2-high_value_habitat.html).
 Falls within a municipally designated Shoreland Resource Protection Zone
This varies by municipality. The municipal shore land zoning map should be requested from the
Municipal Code Enforcement Officer.
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APPENDIX 3: How Will the SAMP Affect Conservation Goals?
A. Likelihood of attaining implementation of changes
Because Maine is a home-rule state, major decisions regarding where development will occur
and how it will occur are controlled at the local level. Recognition of a community’s plans and
goals for how it grows as part of the regulatory structure aimed at protecting vernal pools brings
the municipality into the process as a full partner. This will result in an improved partnership
between municipalities, regulators, and resource agencies. Through the partnership approach in
which the town identifies where and how it wants to grow and the regulators agree to the townspecific VP SAMP, there is much higher likelihood that meaningful protection, for both the
physical location of vernal pools and persistence of pool functions and values through time, will
be achieved.
Adopting a VP SAMP also becomes an economic development tool for municipalities
supporting a ‘business friendly’ approach through regulatory streamlining. It develops more
certainty for applicants choosing to develop within a town’s designated development area(s) by
reducing uncertainties, time delays and costs associated with site assessment and alternatives
analyses for vernal pools (BenDor and Riggsbee, 2011). It also creates an economic benefit for
willing landowners in the rural areas to maintain the rural character of their property.
Maintaining rural character is one of the most frequently cited goals in comprehensive plans.
The Maine VP SAMP adds another tool for accomplishing this goal by remunerating
landowners for protecting an asset valued by the entire community.
B. Likely benefits resulting from implementation
A local, bottom-up approach can improve conservation of these small wetlands, particularly
because their small size means that these features can usually be protected while allowing some
traditional activities such as forestry, fishing, and agriculture to continue nearby. Similarly,
because these features typically are small enough to be owned by a single landowner, local
approaches to conservation on private land are likely to reduce coordination efforts and
management costs when compared to higher-level management (Hunter 2008; Jansujwicz et al.
2013a). Furthermore, collaborating with individual landowners can empower local government,
ideally in a way that complements environmental management driven by state and national
governments (Jansujwicz et al. 2013b).
1.

Ecological
The proposed Maine VP SAMP better meets the spirit of the existing federal and state
natural resources regulations to protect and maintain our resources for the long term. The
Maine VP SAMP allows a local, proactive approach that prioritizes pool resources based
on both breeding pool quality and the likelihood that the surrounding landscape will
support the post-breeding habitat needs of the amphibian target species (all of which live in
terrestrial environments for greater than 95% of their lives). Using the Maine VP SAMP,
only the highest priority pools embedded in suitable post-breeding habitat (not simply the
250 foot State Zone of Consultation or the 750 foot Federal regulatory radius of
permitting) will be targeted for conservation. Local knowledge and an incentivized
program will result in far better vernal pool conservation for the long-term than does the
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status quo, top-down, one-size fits all approach (Jansujwicz et al. 2013b). This approach
will ensure connectivity among wetlands and other resources thereby providing wildlife
corridors in an otherwise developing town. This can be achieved by adherence to the
Maine VPCC to identify high priority vernal pool conservation opportunities and through
the proactive planning of land trusts or other third party holders who are dedicated to
linking undeveloped properties at many scales. A local, landscape level approach also
protects broader pool ecosystem functions such as carbon transport to forests, water
storage, and oases of food and moisture for signature wildlife such as moose, deer, and
bear.
2.

Economic
There are numerous economic benefits to this approach. Regulators spend less time
processing permit applications. Applicants have a transparent market-based mechanism
when impacting vernal pools in growth areas that speeds up the approval process and
reduces uncertainty. This can improve investors’ confidence and attract economic
development to participating municipalities (BenDor and Riggsbee, 2011). Rural
landowners will be compensated for protecting vernal pool habitat thus receiving economic
benefits while maintaining the rural character of their property in perpetuity. Conservation
of vernal pools through this mechanism may provide land trusts with matching funds to
leverage larger conservation initiatives. Such a partnership with land trusts will provide the
expertise needed to carry out conservation deals involving multiple landowners.

3.

Social
The social benefits are rich. This program would put control of town character back into
the hands of the citizens and empower local governments to make planning decisions that
buoy both economic development and maintenance of the ecological richness or rural
character of the municipality. The SAMP increases predictability and reduces risk for
applicants. Local land trusts or other conservation organizations strengthen their
partnership with municipalities, improving civic capacity for conservation and an integrated
approach to resource management.

4.

Regulatory
Adoption of the Maine VP SAMP by local government will reduce the permitting load of
both federal and state regulators. Currently, the burden on regulators who are faced with
assessing and regulating impact on multiple resources on a project-by-project basis is
resulting in reduced efficiency in resource protection given high regulatory workloads and
limited funds and personnel for enforcement.

C. Potential adverse ecological and economic impacts
This novel mitigation approach is not without its uncertainties. In this approach, the town
would collect a fee from a landowner who intends to develop on or around a vernal pool in the
designated growth area, transfer the fee to a third party land conservation organization, and,
when enough money has been raised, the third party would purchase via fee or conservation
easement land in the rural area where high value vernal pool habitat is located. There is a risk
pool loss will not be compensated for in the same time frame as the impacts to them.
However, mechanisms can be put in place to address this concern including the requirement
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that the mitigation funds be spent within three years of their capture. Finally, the science for
predicting how many pools, and in what spatial configuration in any given area, are needed to
support pool-breeding amphibians is ongoing (see below under VI(B)(3)Research).
From an economic perspective, it is vital that this program is at the best scale to be
economically viable. There must be (1) enough demand for development in the growth area to
generate sufficient fees for conserving land in the rural area, (2) landowners in the rural area
willing to ‘supply’ land to be conserved, and (3) sufficient funds to cover transaction costs of
the regulatory scheme so that neither landowners nor the town find it too expensive to engage
in the program. Research on wetland mitigation banks and transferable development rights
(TDRs) suggest that there be a ‘thick’ market (as determined by the size of the area and the
number of participating actors) to encourage the amount of buying and selling of credits/
development rights for the program to remain active and viable (McConnell et al., 2006;
Robertson & Hayden, 2008; Womble & Doyle, 2012). For example, TDR programs rely on a
strong demand for additional density in receiving areas, and the lack of demand is probably the
biggest problem for many TDR programs (McConnell et al., 2006). In addition, wetland banks
themselves (the ‘supply’ of conservation) tend to be located in areas with lower land values
(Robertson & Hayden, 2008), indicating the role that economics plays in trading schemes. As
Womble and Doyle (2012) explain, thick markets enhance competition; more efficiently allocate
resources, and make prices more predictable and less volatile. However, these same studies
indicate that offering larger, more flexible markets also result in more fragmented development.
It is expected that a vernal pool regulatory scheme that relied on market forces would be
subject to many of the same economic factors that influence the success of wetland banks and
TDR programs. It is uncertain if a town could provide a thick enough market; there may only
be a handful of parcels in a town’s growth area that contain vernal pools, greatly limiting the
demand for the program. Similarly, some towns may only have a few areas in their rural areas
with high quality vernal pools, greatly limiting the supply of conservation options and
potentially encouraging those landowners to hold out and increase the price of their land when
approached for purchase of a conservation easement. In order to try to control for these issues,
this Maine VP SAMP allows for funds to be used for shared vernal pool priority areas in
contiguous towns and has been designed with the following safeguards:
• Appropriate fees –high enough to contribute meaningfully to a conservation bank, but not
too high to dissuade the applicant from utilizing the program. The Maine VP SAMP is a
voluntary mechanism; the applicant need not choose to use it.
• A meaningful role for local land trusts in the program – from helping to identify high
conservation priorities (based on local knowledge), to negotiating conservation deals with
rural landowners (they have more experience with this than the towns), to fundraising
(either through member drives or grant applications). Those land trusts, serving as the
‘third party’ in this SAMP will be allowed to receive a small percentage of the fees collected
to cover their administrative costs in a fashion similar to Maine’s Natural Resource
Conservation Program. In exchange, the land trusts would be taking some of the
administrative costs away from towns, and adding value to the applicant fees collected to
allow for larger vernal pool conservation efforts through fundraising.
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APPENDIX 4: BACKGROUND
A. The Resource
In glaciated northeastern and mid-western North America, vernal pools are temporary to semipermanent waters occurring in shallow depressions in forested landscapes. They typically fill in
spring with snow melt and precipitation or in fall with rising water tables, and typically are dry
by summer’s end. Vernal pools are typically embedded in a forested landscape containing other
wetlands; connectivity with other wetlands and relatively undisturbed forest is important
because pool-breeding amphibians require these habitats for migrating, dispersing, foraging, and
hibernation (Semlitsch 2002; Faccio 2003). Vernal pools occur in a diversity of landscape
settings including upland and floodplain depressions, as part of headwater streams and seepage
systems, or embedded in larger wetland complexes, particularly wooded wetlands (Calhoun and
deMaynadier 2008). They are free of permanent fish populations and provide ideal breeding
habitat for invertebrate and amphibian species sensitive to depredation by fish and other
predators associated with permanent waters. Indicator species in our region include mole
salamanders (Ambystoma spp.), wood frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus), and fairy shrimp (Eubranchipus
spp.) (Colburn 2004). Additionally, vernal pools are important habitat for a number of
endangered and threatened species such as Blanding’s turtles (Emydoidea blandingii) and rare
dragonflies (e.g., ringed boghaunter (Williamsonia lintneri; Calhoun and deMaynadier 2008).
Vernal pools provide functions that extend well beyond their physical footprint; that is, their
small size understates their significance (Hunter 2008). The spring migration of breeding
amphibian adults to pools provides a predictable food supply for many animals including New
England signature wildlife such as bear, deer, and moose along with many species of small
mammals (e.g., raccoon, mink, weasels), waterfowl, turtles, and other amphibians. This spring
influx of amphibian biomass is followed by a nutrient and protein-rich resource of egg masses,
embryos, and developing larvae within the pool providing an array of protein resources for
wildlife feeding in pools throughout the growing season. As fall approaches, juvenile
amphibian and invertebrate emergence from the pool provides an important export of nutrients
to forest wildlife and soils (Gibbons et al. 2006). At a broader scale, vernal pools often serve as
“stepping stones” among other wetland types and aquatic habitats. Maintaining habitat
connectivity among vernal pools and wetlands provides wildlife corridors for diverse species
beyond pool-dependent amphibians.
Vernal pools potentially provide important hydrologic and biogeochemical services that link
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems through carbon transfer and nutrient cycling. Pools may be
biogeochemical hotspots in an upland matrix (e.g., enhanced levels of decomposition, nutrient
cycling and transport) (Capps et al. 2014, Marton et al. 2014).
B. The History
1.

Legislation
Maine, like many New England states, has struggled with providing effective protection for
smaller wetlands including vernal pools. Vernal pools were designated as “Significant
Wildlife Habitat” in 1995 by the State of Maine; however, the requirement that Significant
Vernal Pools be defined and mapped by MDIFW before they could be regulated was never
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acted on due to lack of agency resources, the difficulty of pre-identifying small wetlands
using aerial photography, and an agency position that vernal pool protection might better
be accomplished through non-regulatory efforts. At that time, neither the public nor
regulators knew much about vernal pool ecology or about their distribution in Maine.
In 1998, a Vernal Pool Working Group (VPWG) comprising federal and state agency
representatives, wetland ecologists, consultants, and forestry interests was formed by the
Maine State Planning Office to develop a statewide strategy for addressing vernal pool
resources. The group worked for ten years to fill four key gaps needed to be addressed
before any regulatory action would be acceptable to the public: (1) public outreach and
education about the resource; (2) research on pool breeding amphibians’ post-breeding
habitat needs; (3) an evaluation of the feasibility of both voluntary and regulatory
approaches in terms of implementation and desired outcome for the resource; and (4) a
preliminary inventory and assessment of the resource.
2.

Public outreach and education
Using the best available information on vernal pool ecology, including informational
documents produced by other New England states, Maine Audubon Society (MAS) and
the University of Maine produced The Maine Citizen’s Guide to Identifying and Documenting
Vernal Pools in 1999, with a second edition in 2003. MAS also initiated the Very Important
Pool (VIP) program, a citizen-science project to inventory and assess a sample of vernal
pools across in southern, central, and northeastern Maine. The program continued for 5
years with trained citizens collecting data on pool-breeding amphibians (including egg mass
counts) in pools. The strategy was to raise the profile of vernal pools, engage the media to
help to introduce vernal pool ecology and the importance of these small wetlands to the
public (through newspaper articles, magazine features, and public television segments), and
to gather some baseline inventory and assessment data on vernal pools in the most
developed areas of Maine. Trained citizen scientists collected amphibian breeding data for
up to five years on 97 pools (see Calhoun et al. 2003 for project outcomes). The data from
this citizen-based initiative and ongoing University of Maine research initiatives were used
to help the VPWG craft a vernal pool conservation strategy that explored both voluntary
and regulatory approaches and to draft a definition of vernal pools and a subset of
ecologically exemplary pools called Significant Vernal Pools.
Many members of the VPWG believed that a voluntary approach to vernal pool
protection, piggy-backing on the broad educational initiative that had been established in
the late 1990s, would be sufficient to protect Maine’s vernal pool resources. As a result,
members of the VPWG produced two practitioner manuals to provide management
guidelines for development and forestry practices. Best Development Practices (Calhoun and
Klemens 2002) and Habitat Management Guidelines for Forestry (Calhoun and deMaynadier
2004) were published and dozens of workshops were given around the State to introduce
the concepts developed in these voluntary guidelines (see Jansujwicz and Calhoun 2010 for
a description of this process).
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3.

Research
In response to VPWG request for research to fill information gaps on vernal pool
functions and pool-breeding amphibian habitat requirements, and in the time since, the
University of Maine vernal pool lab (run by Drs. Aram Calhoun and Malcolm Hunter) has
authored over 70 peer-reviewed journal papers and 3 books on vernal pools; over 30
graduate students have and continue to conduct research on vernal pool amphibian
breeding and post-breeding habitat needs as relevant to forestry and development interests.
The results of this research have been considered in Maine’s regulatory policies. In 2009,
the lab received, with other UMaine colleagues and sustainability projects, a National
Science Foundation EPSCoR grant (2010-2014) to engage stakeholders in developing
solutions to complex natural resource issues. One of the focus research teams was a
Vernal Pool team (headed by Calhoun) focusing on addressing both ecological and
economic solutions to vernal pool conservation at the local level. In 2013 the team
received another four year grant from the National Science Foundation’s Coupled Natural
Human systems program (CNH) to continue the work with economists, biologists, and
local municipalities to study conservation of natural resources on private lands (using
vernal pools as a model) to help create innovative policy mechanisms to facilitate this while
maintaining pool breeding amphibian populations in urbanizing landscapes. The simulation
models that will be produced from this project will help towns to test the effects of
different development scenarios on the vernal pool resource and economic outcomes
under different conservation scenarios. Graduate students on this grant are looking at the
biogeochemical functions of pools along an urban gradient, responses of amphibians to
development along an urban gradient, and the economic impact of the status quo
regulations and different policy scenarios.

4.

Voluntary and regulatory approaches
The forestry community was receptive to the guidelines produced by Calhoun and
deMaynadier (2004) and continues to implement the habitat management guidelines as best
they can. These guidelines have been adopted by state agencies (e.g., Maine Forest Service
[MFS]) and by a number of the private commercial forest interests. However, losses due to
development, more detrimental to vernal pool habitat including uplands adjacent to pools,
were not being addressed by a strictly voluntary approach (Calhoun et al. 2014). The
working group ultimately decided that while voluntary approaches were appropriate for
managing pool resources in commercial forests, a regulatory approach was better suited for
the development community. Members of the group helped to craft legislation and guide
it through the legislature. As a result, the Maine legislature passed regulations specifically
pertaining to vernal pools in 2006 which took effect in 2007. The Maine Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA) now protects a subset of ecologically outstanding vernal
pools (known as Significant Vernal Pools or SVPs) as Significant Wildlife Habitat.
“Significance” is determined by threshold egg mass counts of pool-breeding amphibians
(i.e., wood frogs, spotted salamanders, and blue-spotted salamanders), or the presence of
fairy shrimp and/or an endangered or threatened species. Under NRPA, landowners must
consult with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and obtain a permit
before they can alter the area within 250 feet of a SVP. A permit by rule option expedites the
review process and enables landowners to develop up to 25% of the area within 250 feet.
Further impetus for a stronger state voice was given in 2000 after the New England
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District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers included review of impacts to vernal pools of
any size in its renewal of state programmatic permits.
5.

Resource inventory and assessment and proactive management
There was a lot of concern from the public after the SVP regulation passed. There is no
statewide inventory of potential vernal pools and the burden is upon the landowner to
determine whether or not they have a SVP before they can develop land adjacent to a
vernal pool. To assist landowners and communities in mapping and assessing vernal pools
in advance of development, the University of Maine and Maine Audubon Society initiated
the community based Vernal Pool Mapping and Assessment Program (VPMAP) in 2007.
VPMAP works collaboratively with Maine towns to develop vernal pool databases (see
Jansujwicz et al. 2013a). To date, this program has trained hundreds of citizen scientist
volunteers and with their help, proactively mapped potential vernal pools in 13 Maine
towns, largely in the rapidly developing mid-coast region.
Specific goals of the VPMAP were to:
• Engage interested towns as partners to proactively map potential vernal pools;
• Assess vernal pools for state Significance under the NRPA regulations;
• Raise awareness of vernal pools through citizen participation and collaboration;
• Reduce uncertainty for applicants and landowners through pre-identification;
• Provide lay-friendly information on vernal pool resources and regulations.
In association with this program, the University of Maine team has created a web page that
provides all the training materials and videos that a town or regional organization would
need to undertake a vernal pool mapping and assessment program (See
http://vernalpools.me and the Maine municipal guide to mapping and conserving vernal
pool resources [Morgan and Calhoun 2013]) and has hired a consultant to develop other
social media (facebook, blogs, twitter, see http://ofpoolsandpeople.weebly.com/).
In a continued attempt to increase awareness and alleviate public confusion, the University
of Maine vernal pool researchers, Maine Audubon, and state biologists and regulators have
been regularly featured in news articles, on public radio and in public television programs
such as Maine Watch and Sustainable Maine. The UMaine team has also produced an
informational documentary on vernal pools, Pools of Life, which is available on the
website (http://vernalpools.me).
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, APRIL 13, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85149216171?pwd=bWx6dGxuVnpqcEdmMm16NG43T0F4dz09
Passcode: RVm0tC
TELEPHONE: +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 851 4921 6171
Passcode: 166749
1. Case #20-066 Admiral Storage: The Planning Board will host a PUBLIC HEARING and review and take action
on a Major Development Review application submitted by Sitelines on behalf of Admiral Storage, LLC for a selfstorage facility on Admiral Harry Rich Drive (Map 40, Lot 8). The proposed project is within the Growth Mixed-Use
7 (GM7) Zoning District and the Brunswick Landing Common Development Plan (CDP).

2. Case #21-012 Simpsons Point Road Widening: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Minor
Development Review application submitted by the Town of Brunswick for activities associated with widening a
portion of Simpsons Point Road within the public right-of-way and, on a lot owned by the Town of Brunswick (Map
31, Lot 4C). The proposed project is within the Rural Protection 1 (RP1) Zoning District, the Shoreland
Protection Overlay (SPO) District, and the Rural Protection Stormwater Management Overlay (RPSMO)
District. The subject parcel contains the Flood Protection Overlay (FPO) District.

3. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider food pantry as a new principal or accessory use in
the Growth Outdoor (GO) Zoning District and/or if the use is consistent with the recently adopted definition of
“environmental resource center” use.

This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

4. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider public parking facility as a principal use for a
public boat launch.

5. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider a template financial capacity letter to address
Section 4.16 “Financial and Technical Capacity” of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

6. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and consider setting
a Public Hearing date.

7. Other Business
8. Approval of Minutes
9. Adjourn

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, Town Planner

DATE:

April 9, 2021

SUBJECT:

Soils and Habitat Mapping

An interactive map was created to accompany this memorandum and provide a visual aid in the
ongoing review of grassland habitat mitigation at the following link: https://arcg.is/1K0jve
The available paper soil maps and digital soil maps were reviewed for Brunswick including the
Maine surficial geology maps at 1:24k and 1:62.5k scales, Cumberland County soil survey, and
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) web soil survey data.1
Beginning with Habitat (BwH) “developed” and “undeveloped” land polygons from the
comprehensive planning GIS data package provided by the State of Maine was used as a proxy for
grassland habitat value.
Surficial geology maps provided valuable information regarding the location of mapped glacial
outwash soil types in Brunswick. These maps are at different scales and information varies by
location. This distorted the town-wide review of glacial outwash sediment (as an indication of
grassland habitat presence or absence). Vast areas of Windsor Loamy Sand (WmB) with 0-8%
slopes is mapped in the same locations as the available glacial outwash mapping, and MNAPmapped barren habitat types. For this reason, the NRCS Windsor Loamy Sand 0-8% slopes soil type
was used as proxy for town-wide glacial outwash and potential for grassland habitat (i.e., existing
or successional habitat types).
Except for Scantic Silt Loam (Sn), Sebago mucky peat (Sp) soils in wetlands, the following soil types
contain portions of upland habitat types in addition to Windor Loamy Sand: Lyman -Abram complex
(HsB), Au Gres loamy sand (Au), Hinckley loamy sand (HlB), Deerfield loamy fine sand (DeA), Windsor
Loamy Sand (WmD), Walpole fine sandy loam (Wa), Windsor loamy sand (WmC), and Scantic Silt
Loam (Sn), Sebago mucky peat (Sp).2 These soils were not included in the interactive planning map
because only small portions contain mapped MNAP habitat.

1

MGS Maine Surficial Geology
https://maine.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f52e6fa4f79b46a48203ad07cd55a9d7
https://digitalmaine.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2678&context=mgs_maps
https://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1001&context=aes_miscreports
https://digitalmaine.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1565&context=mgs_maps
NRCS Web Soil Survey https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88559444188?pwd=cVh3bWxoQnY2eWtrZEVLL3RmSy9vdz09
Passcode: 9ZZZZZ
TELEPHONE: +1 646 876 9923
Webinar ID: 885 5944 4188
Passcode: 072023

1. Case #21-016 Mariners Landing: The Planning Board host a PUBLIC HEARING and review and take action on a
Major Development Review Subdivision Amendment application submitted by Sitelines on behalf of Brunswick
Landing Ventures, LLC for 32 lots on Forrestal Drive, Gaudalcanal Street, Hornet Street Coral Sea Street, Enterprise
Street, Antietam Street, and Independence Drive (Map 40, Lot 12). The proposed project is within the Growth
Residential 1 (GR1) Zoning District and the Brunswick Venture, LLC Common Development Plan (CDP). *

2. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and consider setting
a Public Hearing date.

3. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their March 15, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider: 1.) a potential Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment to allow for the operation of a food pantry
as an accessory use within an environmental resource center or as a permitted principal use within the Growth
Outdoor (GO) Zoning District; and/or 2.) a Zoning Map Amendment to rezone the property located at 179 Neptune
Drive (Map 40, Lot 516) from GO to Growth Mixed-Use 7 (GM7) and consider setting a Public Hearing date.
This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

4. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider submission requirements to address Section 4.16,
Financial and Technical Capacity of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. The Planning Board may consider text
amendment recommendations to address this standard of development review if necessary.

5. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider a draft text amendment prepared by the Codes
Enforcement Officer (CEO) to address nonconforming lot standards within Rural Protection Zoning Districts (RP1 &
RP2) in Subsection 4.2.5.B(10) of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

6. Workshop: The Planning Board will review a draft zoning ordinance text amendment regarding parking for a public
boat launch in preparation for the upcoming Public Hearing to provide a zoning recommendation to the Town
Council on May 11, 2021.

7. Other Business
8. Approval of Minutes
9. Adjourn
* Case #21-016 Mariners Landing: This pending application was placed on hold at the request of the applicant’s
agent on April 13, 2021. Abutters within 200 feet of the project will receive notice of any rescheduled Planning Board
meeting date.

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner

DATE:

April 27, 2021

SUBJECT:

Habitat Mitigation Text Amendment & Thresholds for Review

I.

INTRODUCTION
The following is an attempt to synthesize the Planning Board’s mitigation workshop discussions to
date. The Planning Board is encouraged to review these amendments and advise staff of any areas
that require additional attention, clarity, or that do not capture the consensus view of the Board.

II.

GENERAL STANDARD
The following text amendment clarifies this general standard of development review applies to the
MDIFW and MNAP identified habitats listed in subsection 4.3.4(1)a-b.
“Significant Wildlife Habitat” is defined in the Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) statute and
rule. The word “significant” is replaced with “important” throughout this section to broaden the
scope of review to include all plant and animal habitats listed in 4.3.4.
On the advice of the Town Attorney, the word “effect” in subsection 4.3.4 is replaced with “impact”
for consistency.
4.3.4 Protection of Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat
A. General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect impact on important plant and animal
habitats listed in subsection 4.3.4.B.(1)a-b. identified by the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife or Town of Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such
as rare and exemplary natural communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine
Natural Areas Program.

III.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (1): MITIGATION MEASURES & ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
A permitted use in a zoning district signals to any applicant that the associated land use activity is
acceptable by right. However, the “no undue adverse impact” standard requires an applicant to
first persuade the review entity that all impacts to important plant and animal habitats cannot
practicably be avoided and that any impact that cannot be avoided is satisfactorily minimized. The
draft text amendment now requires that the applicant must provide a statement of avoidance and
minimization and an alternatives analysis to demonstrate compliance with this standard of
development review.
It is noteworthy that if adopted, such an analysis of avoidance and minimization would not be
special in Brunswick, Maine, or other places in the United States. The Maine Natural Resources
Protection Act (NRPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) permit processes require

an applicant to demonstrate avoidance and minimization of protected natural resources. The NRPA
specifically requires an applicant to provide a statement of avoidance and minimization for small
scale Tier permits and a more robust alternatives analysis for Individual NRPA Permits (of a larger
scale).1 The federal NEPA and implementing regulations (see Clean Water Act Section 404)
describes acceptable mitigation in the general sequence of: 1. avoidance, 2. minimization, and 3.
compensatory mitigation.
Draft text amendments to subsection 4.3.4.B.(1) include samples and slight modifications (to
account for the broader context of important habitat) from the NRPA Ch. 310 Rule for Wetlands and
Waterbodies Protection general standards for “avoidance,” “minimal alteration,” “compensation,”
and “alternatives analysis”2
From the Planning Board’s discussion, subsection vi in the listed habitats in 4.3.4 may be outside
the scope of development review (re: the Beginning with Wildlife Habitat [BwH] mapping of
significant or sensitive wildlife communities for planning purposes). This section is struck out of the
list of applicable habitats.
On a cursory analysis of the ordinance standards for the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) District,
the addition of an alternative’s analysis in subsection (1) may provide a new tool for the review
entity to consider forest fragmentation. However, as drafted the mitigation measures in subsection
(2) will not apply to the WPO because a specific mitigation procedure is currently adopted (see
subsection 2.3.5[E] of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance).
(1) Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure provide a statement
of avoidance and minimization that demonstrates that the
development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
a. The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
b. Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or
the Maine Natural Areas Program and/or Town of Brunswick as:
i.
Habitat for State or Federal‐designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
or animal species;
ii.
High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including nesting
and feeding areas;
iii.
Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
iv.
Significant vernal pools;
v.
Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas Program; or
vi.
State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.
The development will be considered to result in an unreasonable impact if the activity will cause a
loss in habitat area, functions, or values, and there is a practicable alternative to the activity that
would be less damaging to the environment. The applicant shall provide an analysis of
alternatives in order to demonstrate that a practicable alternative does not exist.
IV.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (2): ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION MEASURES
The Town Attorney provided the following draft text amendment for subsection 4.3.4.B.(2). Staff
NRPA “statement of avoidance and minimization” required application submission
https://www.maine.gov/dep/land/nrpa/nrpa-app-fillable.pdf
2 NRPA Chapter 310 in subsections 5 and 9.
1

2

highlighted subsection c regarding an in-lieu fee program which does not currently exist in
Brunswick. From the discussions to date, the Planning Board may wish to delete that section and
revisit if such an in-lieu fee program is adopted by the Town Council.
Staff struck out the language in the Town Attorney’s memo which states, “and adjacent areas
supporting such habitat” to clarify the application of this standard with a mitigation threshold
(currently 500 square feet of alteration).
(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential impact on the
significant important plant and animal habitat and adjacent areas supporting such habitat.
i.
Development shall be located on the parcel so as to avoid, when possible, impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Wildlife Habitat.
ii.
Where the development cannot be located to entirely avoid adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Wildlife Habitat, the applicant shall propose mitigation
measures to offset those impacts, which shall be noted on the plan or otherwise approved as
conditions by the Planning Board, and which may include:
(a) Provisions to restore the Significant Important Plant or Wildlife Habitat that will
be disturbed; and/or
(b) Provisions to relocate or reestablish the same area, type and quality of Significant
Important Plant or Wildlife Habitat as will be disturbed in a location and manner that
will allow for no substantial net loss of area or quality of the habitat;
(c) Where options (a) or (b) are not available or are not sufficient to eliminate undue
adverse impacts, payment of a fee in lieu …
Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (a) or (b) above shall have the burden to
demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be sufficient to limit adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant or Wildlife Habitat to a reasonable level given the scope, scale and
location of the development and the relative significance of the habitat being impacted.
V.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (3): MITIGATION EXCEPTION
A mitigation threshold of 500 square feet of impact (either direct ground disturbance or indirect
area from shading that cannot practicably be avoided) is drafted as a placeholder for Planning
Board review consideration. This threshold is consistent with the functional assessment and
compensation threshold in the NRPA for alterations to wetlands of special significance. NRPA
thresholds for functional assessments and compensation increase to 15,000 square feet for
alterations to freshwater wetlands not of special significance.
Development review thresholds in Table 5.2.9.B. are enclosed in this memorandum. These adopted
thresholds for review are provided to contextualize any anticipated trigger for mitigation measures
to address the specific standard in subsection 4.3.4.B(2). The development review thresholds
determine an applicant’s level of review based on project scale (i.e., CEO review/building permit,
Staff Review Committee/Minor Development Review, and Planning Board/Major Development
Review).
(3) Exceptions
i.
Mitigation measures shall not be required for alterations of less than 500 square feet
3

in, on, or over an Important Plant or Wildlife Habitat.
ii.

VI.

Mitigation measures shall not be required within the WPO for projects that comply
with subsection 2.3.5(E).

GUIDANCE & REQUESTED ACTION
Staff advise the Planning Board to consider any missing or overstated explanation provided to
confirm the scope of review is appropriate and the text amendments are satisfactory.
The Planning Board shall either schedule another workshop or a public hearing for the next
regularly scheduled meeting on May 11, 2021.
Enclosure

4

Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

determines that there will be a significant intensification of the use, the activity shall
be deemed to be a minor development subject to Development Review.

Development Activities Subject to Development Review
The activities listed in Table 5.2.9.B shall be subject to Development Review based on
the applicable thresholds.
Activities that do not meet the thresholds may still require additional review and/or
permitting by the Codes Enforcement Officer or as required within applicable zoning
overlay zones.
A Certificate of Appropriateness from the Village Review Board is required if the
proposed development is within the Village Review Overlay Zone.
Thresholds for development review apply only to new or “add‐on” construction,
except as indicated in Subsection 5.2.9.C. If development is proposed on two (2) or
more lots and the Director finds that the development functions as a single project,
thresholds for development review shall be applied to the project as though the lots
on which it is located is a single lot.

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria

Construction of New
Floor Area

Zoning District

Threshold

Level of Review

Reviewing Authority

All GR, GC and
Rural Districts;
GM1, GM2,
GM5, GM6,
GM8

Less than 1,000 sq. ft.

Building Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

1,000 – 5,000 sq. ft.
Over 5,000 sq. ft.
Less than 2,000 sq. ft.

All Other
Zoning Districts

2,000 ‐ 10,000 sq. ft.
Over 10,000 sq. ft.

All GR, GC and
Rural Districts;
GM1, GM2,
GM5, GM6,
GM8

Less than 1,000 sq. ft.
1,000 ‐ 5,000 sq. ft.
Over 5,000 sq. ft.
Less than 2,000 sq. ft.

Net New Impervious
Surface

All Other
Zoning Districts

2,000 ‐ 10,000 sq. ft.
Over 10,000 sq. ft.

All Zoning
Districts

Development Subject to
Conditional Use Permit or
Special Permit creating
less than 5,000 sq. ft.
Development Subject to
Conditional Use Permit or
Special Permit creating
5,000 or more sq. ft.

Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Plan
Major Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review

Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Code Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board

Minor Development
Review

Staff Review Committee

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Brunswick, Maine Zoning Ordinance
Adopted by Town Council August 7, 2017 p. 5-30
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Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria

Zoning District
All GR, GC and
Rural Districts;
GM1, GM2,
GM6, GM8, GN

Net Cumulative
Total of New Floor
Area and New
Impervious Surface

Threshold

Level of Review

Less than 1,500 sq. ft.

Building Permit

1,500 – 7,500 sq. ft.
Over 7,500 sq. ft.
Less than 3,000 sq. ft.

GM3, GM4,
GM5, GI

3,000 – 15,000 sq. ft.
Over 15,000 sq. ft.
Less than 3,000 sq. ft.

GM7, GA, GI,
GO

3,000 ‐ 20,000 sq. ft.
Over 20,000 sq. ft.

Change of Use

Construction of
Multi Family
Dwelling Units that
does not create a
subdivision

Traffic

All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
outside of
Brunswick
Landing
GM7, GA, GI,
GO Districts
within
Brunswick
Landing
All Growth
Residential
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts

All Zoning
Districts

Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review

Reviewing Authority
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board

Less than 10,000 sq. ft.

Change of Use Permit

Codes Enforcement
Officer

Over 10,000 sq. ft.

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

10,000 – 20,000 sq. ft.

Minor Development
Review

Staff Review Committee

Over 20,000 sq. ft.

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Conversion of single or
two‐family residence to
any other use
Conversion of non‐medical
to medical office
Nonconforming Use
Less than 3 units
3‐5 units
Over 5 units
An activity generating
more than 100 peak hour
vehicle trips, based on ITE
Trip Generation Manual,
as amended, unless
previously addressed as
part of an approved plan,
or upon recommendation
by the Town Engineer.

Minor Development
Review
Minor Development
Review
Building Permit
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review

Major Development
Review
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Staff Review Committee
Staff Review Committee
Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board

Planning Board

Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria
Mobile Home Park
development or
expansion

Zoning District

Threshold

Level of Review

Reviewing Authority

All Zoning
Districts

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Development on a
Road with a Level of
Service of "F"

All Zoning
Districts

Construction of new floor
area of over 2,000 sq. ft.,
creation of new
impervious surface of over
2,000 sq. ft. or cumulative
total of new floor area and
impervious surface of over
3,000 sq. ft.

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

New Road
Construction

All Zoning
Districts

New private or public Road
proposed as part of
development application

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Subdivision

All Zoning
Districts

Subdivision as defined by
Title 30‐A M.R.S.
Subsection 4401, as
amended

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Mineral Extraction
Ultra‐Light Airpark
Solar Energy
Collection Facilities,
Ground‐Mounted

All Zoning
Districts
All Zoning
Districts
Where
Permitted (See
Tables 3.2 and
3.3)

Pursuant to Section 3.4.1.T
All

Large Scale Facilities

Major Development
Review
Major Development
Review
Major Development
Review

Non‐residential use with
Major Development
operating hours between
Review
11pm and 7am
For Rural Protection Stormwater Management Overlay (RPSMO): (Amended 10/7/19)
Over 500 sq. ft. to
RPSMO Permit
Rural
20,000 sq. ft.
Protection
Over 20,000 sq. ft. to
Minor Development
Disturbed Area
Stormwater
43,560 sq. ft.
Review
Management
Major Development
Overlay
Over 43,560 sq. ft.
Review
For Shoreland Protection Overlay (SPO):
Hours of Operation

Filling and
Earthmoving
Activity

Residential
Districts

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay‐
Resource
Protection
District
Shoreland
Protection

Planning Board
Planning Board

Planning Board

Planning Board

Codes Enforcement
Officer
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board

Over 10 cubic yards

SPO Permit

Codes Enforcement
Officer

10 cubic yards or less

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

Over 10 to 100 cubic yards
Over 100 cubic yards
10 cubic yards or less

Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review
SPO Permit
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Staff Review Committee
Planning Board
Code Enforcement
Officer

Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria

Clearing or removal
of vegetation for
activities other than
timber harvesting

Piers, docks,
wharfs, bridges, and
other structures and
use activities
extending over or
below the normal
high‐water line or
within a wetland

Principal and
Accessory
Structures or uses
other than
functionally‐water
dependent

Agriculture

Conversion of
seasonal residences
to year‐round
residences

Zoning District
Overlay‐Stream
Protection
District

Over 10 to 100 cubic yards

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay‐
Resource
Protection
District

All

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay‐Stream
Protection
District

All

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

Temporary

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

Permanent

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

Outside structure setback

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

Within structure setback
(Only for Special Exception
Uses and Non‐conforming
Structure)

See Section 1.6
(Nonconformities)

Code Enforcement
Officer

Within structure setback
(Only with a Variance)

See Section 1.6
(Nonconformities)

Code Enforcement
Officer

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay‐
Resource
Protection
District
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay‐Stream
Protection
District
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

Threshold

Over 100 cubic yards

All

All

Level of Review
Minor Development
Review
Major Development
Review

Yes, unless otherwise
stated in Subsection
2.3.3.C(5)
Change of Use Permit
unless residential use is
prohibited within zoning
district; and Plumbing
and Subsurface
Wastwater Disposal
Permit, as applicable
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Reviewing Authority
Staff Review Committee
Planning Board

Code Enforcement
Officer

Code Enforcement
Officer/Licensed
Plumbing Inspector
(LPI)

Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria

Zoning District

Threshold

Level of Review

Reviewing Authority

Home Occupations

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Performance Standard
in Subsection 3.4.2.C

Code Enforcement
Officer

Aquaculture

Mineral Exploration
Fire Prevention
Activity
Motorized vehicular
traffic on existing
roads and trails
Trails, Multiple Use
Non‐Motorized,
Category 1,
Including Trail Spurs

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

All

Yes, unless otherwise
stated in Subsection
2.3.3.C(6)
Yes, unless otherwise
stated in Subsection
2.3.3.C(14)

Code Enforcement
Officer
Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Yes

Staff Review Committee

Trails, Multiple Use
Non‐Motorized,
Category 2,
Including Trail Spurs

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer, unless setback
waiver is necessary, in
which case Staff Review
Committee

Trails, Primitive,
Including Trail Spurs

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Wildlife
Management
Activity

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Surveying and
Resource Analysis
Activity

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Emergency
Operations

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Soil and water
conservation
Activity

Signs

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
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Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria
Service drops, as
defined, to
permitted uses

Road construction

Parking facilities

Zoning District
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

Essential Services
(Roadside
distribution lines
34.5kV and lower)

Essential Services
(Non‐roadside or
cross‐country
distribution lines
involving ten poles
or less in the SPO)

Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection

Threshold

Level of Review

Reviewing Authority

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

No

N/A

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

No

N/A

All

No

N/A

All

No

N/A

All

Yes;
Permit not required, but
must file a written
“notice of intent to
construct” with Code
Enforcement Officer

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

SPO Permit

Code Enforcement
Officer

All

Minor Development
Review

Staff Review Committee
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Chapter 5 - Administration
Section 5.2 - Specific Procedures

Table 5.2.9.B
Development Review Threshold Criteria
Impact Criteria

Essential Services
(Non‐roadside or
cross‐country
distribution lines
involving eleven or
more poles in the
SPO)

Other Essential
Services
(Not Specified)

Marinas

Private sewage
disposal systems for
allowed uses
Uses similar to
permitted uses

Zoning District
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Resource
Protection
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay –
Stream Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay
Shoreland
Protection
Overlay

Threshold

Level of Review

Reviewing Authority

All

Minor Development
Review

Staff Review Committee

All

Minor Development
Review

Staff Review Committee

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

No

N/A

All

Major Development
Review

Planning Board

All

Yes;
“Sanitary Standards”
Section 2.3.3.C(19)

Licensed Plumbing
Inspector (LPI)

All

Yes

Code Enforcement
Officer

Uses similar to uses
Code Enforcement
requiring CEO
All
Yes
Officer
approval
Uses similar to uses
Shoreland
requiring Staff
Minor Development
Protection
All
Staff Review Committee
Review Committee
Review
Overlay
approval
Uses similar to uses
Shoreland
Major Development
requiring Planning
Protection
All
Planning Board
Review
Board approval
Overlay
Notes:
[1] Development Review Thresholds for those uses or activities within the Shoreland Protection are described as follows:
Yes ‐ Permitted land use or activity. No permit required but the land use or activity must comply with all
applicable zoning district standards and Shoreland Protection Overlay district standards)
No ‐ Prohibited land use or activity.
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ATTACHMENT F

Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, MAY 11, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THIS MEETING IS BEING CONDUCTED VIA ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.
THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO VIEW THIS MEETING IN PERSON.
THE PUBLIC CAN VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (CHANNEL 3 ON COMCAST) OR VIA LIVE STREAM FROM
THE TOWN’S WEBSITE: http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89837646581?pwd=WHF3TFk1dW9Va0N1RVQybUlVN2FVZz09
Passcode: yMTk12
TELEPHONE: +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 898 3764 6581
Passcode: 476008

1. Case #21-025: The Planning Board will hold a PUBLIC HEARING to present zoning ordinance text amendment
recommendations for the Town Council to address nonconforming lot standards within Rural Protection Zoning
Districts (RP1 & RP2) in Subsection 4.2.5.B(10) of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance.

2. Case #21-019: The Planning Board will hold a PUBLIC HEARING to present zoning ordinance text amendment
recommendations for the Town Council regarding parking for a public boat launch.

3. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and consider setting
a Public Hearing date.

4. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their March 15, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a
workshop to consider: 1.) a potential Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment to allow for the operation of a food pantry
as an accessory use within an environmental resource center or as a permitted principal use within the Growth
This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

Outdoor (GO) Zoning District; and/or 2.) a Zoning Map Amendment to rezone the property located at 179 Neptune
Drive (Map 40, Lot 516) from GO to Growth Mixed-Use 7 (GM7) and consider setting a Public Hearing date.

5. Workshop: The Planning Board will hold a workshop to consider submission requirements to address Section 4.16,
Financial and Technical Capacity of the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance. The Planning Board may consider text
amendment recommendations to address this standard of development review and consider setting a Public Hearing
date if text amendments are advised.

6. Other Business
7. Approval of Minutes
8. Adjourn

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development

DATE:
SUBJECT:

I.

May 11, 2021

Public Hearing – Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment – Section 4.2.5.B.(10), Lot Size
Exceptions within Rural Protection (RP) Districts

INTRODUCTION:

The Planning Board held a workshop on April 27, 2021 to discuss a potential text amendment to
Section 4.2.5.B.(1), Lot Size Exceptions within Rural Protection (RP) Districts of the Town of Brunswick
Zoning Ordinance. The proposed text amendment was proposed by the Town Code Enforcement
Officer, Julie Erdman, after interactions with property owners with legal nonconforming minimum
lot sizes (< 20,000 square feet) located in the Rural Protection (RP1 and RP2) Zoning Districts. In
some instances, a property owner may already own, or be able to purchase, an immediately abutting
lot or some portion thereof that can be transferred to the subject property to meet the minimum lot
size standard without creating any new nonconformities. If adopted, this zoning ordinance text
amendment would lead to a decrease in the number of nonconforming lots within the RP Zoning
Districts.

II. DRAFT TEXT AMENDMENT:

New Text in Red Bold Underline
Deleted Text in Red Strikethrough

4.2.5. Supplementary Dimensional and Density Standards and Exceptions
B. Variations and Exceptions to Dimensional Standards
(10)

Lot Size Exceptions Wwithin Rural Protection (RP) Districts
a. Notwithstanding applicable dimensional and density standards, any lot in
existence on October 9, 1991, located within the Rural Protection 1 (RP1) District
and having an area of at least 160,000 square feet but less than ten (10) acres,
may be divided into two (2) lots provided that neither lot has an area of less than
20,000 square feet. For lots created in the Shoreland Protection Overlay, the
minimum lot area must meet the standard identified in Table 4.2.5.F(1). For
lots previously zoned Farm and Forest 3, this standard shall apply to those lots in
existence as of the effective date of this Ordinance.
b. Notwithstanding applicable dimensional and density standards any lot in
existence on November 6, 2001, located within the Rural Protection 2 (RP2)
District, and having an area of at least three and one-half (3.5) acres but less than
seven (7) acres, may be divided into two (2) lots provided neither lot has an area
of less than 20,000 square feet. For lots created in the Shoreland Protection

Overlay, the minimum lot area must meet the standard identified in Table
4.2.5.F(1). For lots previously zoned Farm and Forest 3, this standard shall apply
to those lots in existence as of the effective date of this Ordinance.

c. Notwithstanding applicable dimensional and density standards, any lot
located in the Rural Protection Districts (RP1 and RP2) may be transferred
in part to an immediately abutting developed lot if it brings the neighboring
lot into greater compliance with this ordinance. The abutters’ lot must be
both nonconforming and smaller than the conveyor’s lot. The conveyor
must retain a minimum lot size of 20,000 square feet and the division must
not create any new nonconformities. For lots created in the Shoreland
Protection Overlay, the minimum lot area must meet the standard
identified in Table 4.2.5.F(1).
III.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Pursuant to Section 5.2.11 – Ordinance Text or Map Amendment of the Zoning Ordinance:

C. The Planning Board shall prepare a written recommendation to the Town Council. In making its
recommendation, the Board shall review whether the requested amendment is compatible with the
Planning Area (as listed in Appendix A) in which the zoning district is located and Brunswick 2008
Comprehensive Plan, as amended. The written recommendation shall include draft zoning language
and/or draft zoning map change.
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
I.

II.

Planning Board

Matt Panfil, AICP CUD, LEED AP BD+C, Director of Planning & Development
Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner
May 6, 2021 (Review Date May 11, 2021)

Public Boat Launch Facility Parking Use Text Amendment Recommendation

INTRODUCTION
The following is to provide a recommendation for text amendments to the Brunswick zoning
ordinance including 1. a draft definition for, “Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch” and 2.
allowing “Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch” as defined as a permitted land use in all growth
and rural area zoning districts.
DRAFT TEXT AMENDMENT RECOMMENDATION
The following text amendment was found to be consistent with the town-wide Key Objective 6,
Action 3 from the 2008 Comprehensive Plan: “Maintain existing public water access points and
acquire new water access when feasible.”

1. The following definition for Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch is advised for adoption
in the Brunswick Zoning Ordinance:

Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch (as a principal use): A parking lot or garage that is
used for the parking of vehicles of occupants, customers, patrons, employees or visitors of a
building, structure or use located on a different parcel public boat launch facility on a lot
within 500 feet from the subject lot containing the boat launch facility.

III.

2. Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch is advised to be added as a Permitted Use in all
zoning districts in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3.

DRAFT MOTION
That the Planning Board advises the Town Council to approve draft Zoning Ordinance text
amendments to define Parking Facility for Public Boat Launch and to permit that use in all zoning
districts.
Enclosure

cc: John Eldridge, Town Manager

Mitigation
examples

Statement of avoidance and minimization
• The proposed development is designed to avoid and minimize impacts to
special habitats to the greatest extent practicable while accomplishing
project goals associated with a permitted land use.
• The following limiting factors were considered: building setbacks within the
lot (See dimensional and density standards), mapped shoreland protection
overlay (SPO) buffers from wetlands and waterbodies (See subsection
2.3.3), the protection of natural vegetation that buffers adjacent
neighborhoods and public streets from incompatible development
features, and natural land topography that would require extensive cuts
and fills (i.e., grading) for a suitable location (See Subsection 4.3.1 mapping
of natural and historic areas requirements, Subsection 4.3.3 protection of
natural vegetation, and Subsection 4.6 Landscaping).

Alternatives analysis
1. The no action alternative was considered first to the proposed
development. The proposed land use is permitted within the applicable
zoning district and associated land use activities are therefore presumed
compatible within the subject lot. Development review was considered
more practical than the no action alternative.
2. The proposed development was oriented to avoid impacts to protected
habitats to the greatest extent practicable.
3. The applicant minimized impacts to protected habitats by occupying a
land area less than 500 square feet within the protected habitat.
1.
2.

If exempt, no mitigation is required
If not exempt, mitigation is required

Plant Habitat Mitigation – solar project
• The proposed development occupies 1000-square feet in a special
habitat (sandplain grasslands)
• A 25-foot buffer around the development site is the extent of indirect
impacts from shading based on the anticipated aspect of the sun
during the growing season and the height of the proposed
development
• 100-square feet of direct impact from post foundations is proposed
• 1000 square feet + 25-foot buffer of existing special habitat must be
enhanced to mitigate the proposed impacts from shading
• 100-square feet of special habitat must be created to mitigate impacts from
foundations

Bird Habitat Mitigation – small telecom tower
• The proposed 100-foot tower development occupies 400-square feet
of land area within a special non-predatory bird habitat that is not a
significant wildlife habitat (grasshopper sparrow).
• A 1:1 horizontal buffer from the height of the tower is proposed for
perching predatory bird impacts
• 400 square feet + 100-foot horizontal buffer of special habitat must be
created to mitigate development impacts
• Such habitat shall provide cover for non-predatory birds

Solar Project
sandplain grassland

Impact - post area

Impact - panel area

Impact - development area

Impact - adjacent shade area

Sandplain grasslands

Sandplain grasslands

25 feet shade

Acceptable mitigation?
• Remove existing developed
areas in adjacent mapped habitat
area
• Remove shade trees and shrubs
equal to shaded area
• Maintenance

Mitigation Area

Forest
Residential Zoning District

GR
Grassland
Habitat

Wetland

1000 square feet project
25 feet shading buffer
100 square feet supports

Tower Project
non-predatory bird impact

Habitat Impact: tower area

20 feet

20 feet

Habitat Impact: disturbed area during construction

Mitigation: create or enhance habitat

Adjacent Impact: predatory bird impacts
1H:1V disturbance zone
100 feet

100 feet

Adjacent Impact: predatory bird impacts
All disturbed

mitigated?

Mitigation: predatory bird deterrent

mitigated?

Predatory bird impact area

Mitigation: create or enhance habitat

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Walker
Matt Panfil; Jared Woolston
John Eldridge; Kristin Collins
Planning Board Meeting 5/11/2021
Tuesday, May 11, 2021 11:16:26 AM

Hi, Matt,
I hate to request again, but any chance to reshuffle tonight's agenda and bump the "Important
Habitat" workshop towards then end of the agenda? I have Cal Ripken BBall again tonight,
but ought to be home by 8pm.
Also, I wanted to take this opportunity to re-iterate my concern from 4/27. During that
meeting the staff memo included:
"Staff struck out the language in the Town Attorney’s memo which states, “and adjacent areas
supporting such habitat” to clarify the application of this standard with a mitigation threshold
(currently 500 square feet of alteration).
(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential
impact on the significant important plant and animal habitat and adjacent areas supporting
such habitat. " Planning board packet 4/27/2021
This suggestion significantly narrows the scope of impacts to be addressed from the current
zoning ordinance standards. This is less protective of the resource and represents a change
that does not seem consistent with the comprehensive plan which encourages greater
protection. Also, this change does not seem consistent with direction provided by the Town
Council and may be interpreted as staff  impermissively taking on the role of the policy maker
(the Town Council).
The concern is that projects even with small physical footprints in "important habitats" have
the potential to significantly alter natural community/habitat functions whether light, noise, or
simply presence of a structure that displaces wildlife use of the "important habitat". As
examples: permanent piers in the intertidal can displace shorebird use up to 300-feet; wind
turbines and towers similarly displace grassland nesting species for hundreds of feet; solar
panels can have the same effect even for rare invertebrates and state reviewers typically apply
a disturbance zone when these projects are in rare animal habitats.  
In my original suggested language, I attempted to lay out how impacts could be calculated. I
still believe that this language needs to be included and account not only for the direct
footprint of soil disturbance (ie footings for solar panels, or pilings for piers), but the actual
size of the proposed structure together with an accounting of the habitat area to be altered
(filled, shaded, graded, landscaped, etc.). Additionally, a secondary impact buffer zone needs
to be considered as the ordinance currently requires assessment of impact to adjacent areas

supporting "important habitats". Without these measures it seems as though a process that
streamlines approval for impacts is being created, and not a meaningful incentive for avoiding
Brunswick's most critically imperiled habitats.  
Thanks, and please share this with members of the Planning Board.
SW

ATTACHMENT G

Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD

85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND THIS MEETING IN PERSON OR VIEW THE MEETING VIA
ZOOM, TV 3, OR LIVE STREAM
HOW TO WATCH AND COMMENT VIA ZOOM
https://www.brunswickme.org/313/Brunswick-Cable-TV3
Comments are allowed during the public comment period, during public hearings, and on other items and matters at the
discretion of the Planning Board Chair.
HOW TO WATCH VIA TV 3 OR LIVE STREAM
THE LINK TO VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (Channel 3 on Comcast) or
VIA LIVE STREAM FROM THE TOWN’S WEBSITE
http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
All Votes to be Taken Via Roll Call
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89744154956?pwd=bFYyTkVpdHNpOGZtSGp3bTBqdEtHdz09
Passcode: d26Z0K
TELEPHONE: +1 312 626 6799
Webinar ID: 897 4415 4956
Passcode: 135201

1. Case #21-015 Miller Point Pier: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Major Development Review
application submitted by Barney Baker on behalf of Robert and Nancy King for a permanent pier and seasonal ramp
and float system to access coastal wetlands (Map 31, Lot 29). The proposed project is within the Rural Protection 1
(RP1) Zoning District [formerly Coastal Protection 1 (CP1)], Shoreland Protection Overlay (SPO) District
[formerly Natural Resource Protection Zone (NRPZ)], and the Rural Protection Stormwater Management
Overlay (RPSMO) Zoning District.

This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

2. Workshop: As requested by the Town Council at their February 1, 2021 meeting, the Planning Board will hold a

workshop to consider recommendations from District 2 Town Councilor Steve Walker pertaining to Section 4.3.4,
Protection of Significant Plant and Animal Habitat, of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and consider setting
a Public Hearing date.

3. Other Business
4. Approval of Minutes
5. Adjourn

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM

I.

II.

TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner

DATE:

June 17, 2021

SUBJECT:

Habitat Mitigation Workshop

INTRODUCTION
The following text amendments clarify subsection 4.3.4 as directed by the Town Council and
remove any text amendments advised in April 2021 that may require further review and policy
direction from the Town Council.
GENERAL STANDARD
The following text amendment clarifies the general standard of development review applies to
habitats described in subsection 4.3.4B(1)a-b. This language adds the word “described” to the draft
language presented in April 2021 in reference to the habitat areas in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b and
capitalizes the first letter in Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
“Significant Wildlife Habitat” is defined in the Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) statute and
rule. The word “significant” is replaced with “important” throughout this section to broaden the
scope of review to include all plant and animal habitats listed in 4.3.4.
On the advice of the Town Attorney, the word “effect” in subsection 4.3.4 is replaced with “impact”
for consistency.
4.3.4 Protection of Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat
A. General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect impact on Important Plant and Animal
Habitats described in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b. identified by the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife or Town of Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such
as rare and exemplary natural communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine
Natural Areas Program.

III.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (1): MITIGATION MEASURES & ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
Draft text amendments from April 2021 added a requirement for an applicant to provide a
statement of avoidance and minimization, removed mitigation requirements for habitats identified
and mapped by the Town of Brunswick, deleted reference to State identified significant or sensitive
wildlife communities that were presumed to refer to the Beginning with Habitat (BwH) planning
maps, and required an analysis of practicable alternatives to a proposed habitat impact to evaluate
if a proposed adverse impact is unreasonable.
Based on the workshop discussion, the language for evaluating habitat impacts and considering the
reasonableness of proposed habitat impacts is deleted from the draft text amendment. The revised
text amendment lists the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) as an entity to identify and map

habitats with the Town of Brunswick and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
and deletes a reference to the MNAP as the specific entity to identify and map rare or exemplary
natural communities.
(1) Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the
development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
a. The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
b. Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or
the Maine Natural Areas Program and/or Town of Brunswick as:
i.
Habitat for State or Federal‐designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
or animal species;
ii.
High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including nesting
and feeding areas;
iii.
Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
iv.
Significant vernal pools;
v.
Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas Program; or
vi.
State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.
IV.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (2): ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION MEASURES
The Town Attorney provided the draft text amendment language for subsection 4.3.4.B.(2). Staff
highlighted subsection c regarding an in-lieu fee program which does not currently exist in
Brunswick. From the discussions to date, the Planning Board may wish to delete that section and
revisit if such an in-lieu fee program is adopted by the Town Council. The Town Attorney advised
this would require a significant legislative undertaking and procedures to administer.
The revised text in this section is limited to draft language for the consistent application of
“Important Plant and Animal Habitat” and leaves the remaining language advised by the Town
Attorney intact.
In April, staff struck out the language in the Town Attorney’s memo which states, “and adjacent
areas supporting such habitat” to clarify the application of this standard is where the project area
overlaps a mapped important plant or animal habitat. There was discussion around the extent to
which offsite mitigation could be used and it was agreed that mitigation should be to the specific
affected area though language on this point was never agreed to.
(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential impact on the
significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat and adjacent areas supporting such habitat.
i.
Development shall be located on the parcel so as to avoid, when possible, impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
ii.
Where the development cannot be located to entirely avoid adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat, the applicant shall propose mitigation
measures to offset those impacts, which shall be noted on the plan or otherwise approved as
conditions by the Planning Board, and which may include:
(a) Provisions to restore the Significant Important Plant or Animal Habitat that will
be disturbed; and/or
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(b) Provisions to relocate or reestablish the same area, type and quality of Significant
Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be disturbed in a location and manner that
will allow for no substantial net loss of area or quality of the habitat.
(c) Where options (a) or (b) are not available or are not sufficient to eliminate undue
adverse impacts, payment of a fee in lieu …
Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (a) or (b) above shall have the burden to
demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be sufficient to limit adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant or Wildlife Habitat to a reasonable level given the scope, scale and
location of the development and the relative significance of the habitat being impacted.
V.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (3): MITIGATION EXCEPTION
Mitigation applicability exceptions for projects altering less than 500 square feet of protected
habitat and for projects that require mitigation within the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) were
advised to clarify the applicability of mitigation is above a residential scale (i.e., ‘…no mitigation for
mom and pop’s deck’).
Based on the April workshop, mitigation exception language is no longer advised. The applicability
of this standard of development review and any exceptions may be an area of land use policy for the
consideration of the Town Council.

VI.

GUIDANCE & REQUESTED ACTION
The Planning Board shall either schedule another workshop or a public hearing for July 13, 2021.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Ferdinand
Jared Woolston; Matt Panfil
Matthew Orlando
Planning Board - June 22 Habitat Mitigation Workshop - comments for possible consideration
Tuesday, June 22, 2021 12:46:17 PM

Hi Jared,
As you know I have been watching the Planning Board discussion and deliberations the past few
months on the proposed changes to the mitigation section of chapter 4.3.4. With regard to the most
recent draft language, I am offering the following comments for the Planning Board’s consideration:
Section 4.3.4.A. (1) b. vi.
Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the development will
not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and the plant and animal species
they support:
a.            The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
b.            Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife or the Maine Natural Areas Program and/or Town of Brunswick as:
i.             Habitat for State or Federal-designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant or
animal species;
ii.            High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including nesting and
feeding areas;
iii.           Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
iv.           Significant vernal pools;
v.            Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural Areas
Program; or
vi.           State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.
In April, staff recommended striking “vi. State identified significant or sensitive wildlife
communities”. We concur with the staff recommendation to remove this category – it is broad and
undefined. Given the new requirements for mitigation, implementation of standards for this
category create regulatory uncertainty.
I have a number of small edits to consider for the next section (I’ve incorporated the edits into your
latest draft below):
Section 4.3.4.B(2)ii. Insert “undue” before “adverse”. This is consistent with the standard
established in Section 4.3.4.A.
Section 4.3.4.B(2)ii(a). Consider editing to read: “Provisions to restore or minimize impacts to the
important….”. There are other measures such as use of specialized construction techniques and time
of year work restrictions that may be used as mitigation and means to avoid undue adverse impacts.
Section 4.3.4.B(2)ii(b). Consider the following edits: “Provisions to relocate, or reestablish, or
conserve comparable the same area, type and quality of Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be
adversely impacted disturbed in a location and manner such that there will allow for be no

substantial net loss of area or quality of the such habitat.” The concept here is to provide an option
to conserve comparable habitat in the event relocation or reestablishment is not possible. I’m not
exactly sure what “relocation” of habitat would entail or if that is possible for certain habitats?
Final language in Section 4.3.4.B(2). Add “undue” in “will be sufficient to limit undue adverse
impacts on . . ..” Again, this makes this section consistent with the standard established in Section
4.3.4.A. Also changed ‘Wildlife” to “Animal” for consistency with other proposed changes.

Draft of Section 2 with above edits for consideration shown in green:
(2)          Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential impact
on the significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat and adjacent areas supporting such habitat.
·        i.             Development shall be located on the parcel so as to avoid, when possible, impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
·        ii.            Where the development cannot be located to entirely avoid undue adverse impacts
on Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat, the applicant shall propose mitigation
measures to offset those impacts, which shall be noted on the plan or otherwise approved as
conditions by the Planning Board, and which may include:
·        (a)          Provisions to restore or minimize impacts to the Significant Important Plant or
Animal Habitat that will be disturbed; and/or
·        (b)          Provisions to relocate, or reestablish, or conserve the same area, type and quality of
Significant Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be adversely impacted disturbed in a
location and manner such that there will allow for be no substantial net loss of area or
quality of the such habitat.
·        (c)           Where options (a) or (b) are not available or are not sufficient to eliminate undue
adverse impacts, payment of a fee in lieu …
Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (a) or (b) above shall have the burden to
demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be sufficient to limit undue adverse
impacts on Significant Important Plant or Wildlife Animal Habitat to a reasonable level given the
scope, scale and location of the development and the relative significance of the habitat being
impacted.
Exemptions: Should the Planning Board revisit provisions for exemptions we’d ask for consideration
of language to the effect that if the Army Corps of Engineers or MDEP have required measures to
mitigate undue adverse impacts to such habitat then those measures will be sufficient to meet the
requirements of 4.3.4.B(2)(ii).
Thank you for consideration of these suggestions. I plan to attend the workshop via Zoom if you or
Planning Board members have any questions.
Catherine

Catherine Ferdinand |Government Relations and Land Use Specialist
Bowdoin College
Office of the Treasurer
5600 College Station

Brunswick, ME 04011-8447
P: 207.725.3093 | C: 207.841.8367 | F: 207.751.5161
cferdina@bowdoin.edu

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to
report this email as spam.

ATTACHMENT H

Town of Brunswick, Maine
PLANNING BOARD
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

PLANNING BOARD AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 2021, 7:00 P.M.
THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND THIS MEETING IN PERSON OR VIEW THE MEETING VIA
ZOOM, TV 3, OR LIVE STREAM
HOW TO WATCH AND COMMENT VIA ZOOM
https://www.brunswickme.org/313/Brunswick-Cable-TV3
Comments are allowed during the public comment period, during public hearings, and on other items and matters at the
discretion of the Planning Board Chair.
HOW TO WATCH VIA TV 3 OR LIVE STREAM
THE LINK TO VIEW OR LISTEN TO THE MEETING ON TV3 (Channel 3 on Comcast) or
VIA LIVE STREAM FROM THE TOWN’S WEBSITE
http://tv3hd.brunswickme.org/CablecastPublicSite/watch/1?channel=1
All Votes to be Taken Via Roll Call
THE PUBLIC MAY PROVIDE COMMENT VIA EMAIL (mpanfil@brunswickme.org) PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR
THEY MAY PROVIDE LIVE COMMENT AT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87083986989?pwd=am01d1pDYmtqWVNUd0VrZnVlcjZNdz09
Passcode: a8zFvp
TELEPHONE: +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 870 8398 6989
Passcode: 808841

1. Case #21-029 Barrows Street Subdivision: The Planning Board will review and take action on a Major
Development Review Sketch Plan application submitted by Terradyn Consultants, LLC on behalf of Snell
Construction, LLC for a 10-lot residential subdivision (Map U27, Lot 6). The proposed project is within the Growth
Residential 9 (GR9) Zoning District.

This agenda is mailed to owners of property within 200 feet of proposed development sites and 300 feet for Conditional Use or Special Use
Permits. Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (725-6660) with questions or comments. Individuals needing
auxiliary aids for effective communications please call 725-6659 or TDD 725-5521. This meeting will be televised.

2. Case #21-032 Cox Family Trust Recreational Dock: The Planning Board will review and take action on a
Sketch/Final Plan Major Development Review application for a residential dock system consisting of a permanent
stairway and landing and seasonal ramp and float to coastal wetlands submitted by Tim Forrester from Atlantic
Environmental on behalf of the 1999 Cox Family Trust at 650 Mere Point Road (Map 31, Lot 13A). The proposed
project is within the Rural Protection 1 (RP1) Zoning District, the Shoreland Protection Overlay (SPO), the
Flood Protection Overlay (FPO), and the Rural Protection Stormwater Management Overlay (RPSMO).

3. Case #21-036 Zoning Ordinance Review: The Planning Board will hold a PUBLIC HEARING to review and
provide a recommendation to the Town Council for text amendments to Section 4.3.4, Protection of Significant Plant
and Animal Habitat of the Town of Brunswick Zoning Ordinance as requested by the Town Council at their February
1, 2021, meeting.

4. Other Business
5. Approval of Minutes
6. Adjourn

Town of Brunswick, Maine
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM

I.

TO:

Planning Board

FROM:

Jared Woolston, AICP, Town Planner

DATE:

July 8, 2021 (Meeting date July 13, 2021)

SUBJECT:

Habitat Mitigation Workshop

INTRODUCTION
The following explains the review to date of recommended text amendments to clarify subsection
4.3.4 as directed by the Town Council. Draft changes to the zoning ordinance are enclosed.

II.

GENERAL STANDARD
July 2021 Public Hearing Update
Language further modifying this standard of development review was not advised. Planning Board
concerns were discussed during the June 2021 workshop that “undue adverse impact” is not
defined and is therefore too ambiguous to be an effective test for evaluating impacts to important
habitat. There was discussion around applicable case law and previously recommended standards
for evaluating “undue” impacts (i.e., Vermont case law, and draft standards prepared by staff to
require an applicant to provide a statement of avoidance and minimization of proposed habitat
impacts and an alternatives analysis for habitat impacts). However, on the advice from the Town
Attorney at a prior Planning Board workshop, the General Standard currently allows the review
entity to determine if proposed adverse impacts from development activities are undue. Such
undue activities can be disallowed by the review entity. Additionally, the draft language for
evaluating mitigation measures provides the review entity and an applicant with direction for
considering mitigation measures for impacts that are not undue adverse impacts (see Specific
Standard (2): Assessment of Mitigation Measures).
From the June 2021 Workshop
The following text amendment clarifies the general standard of development review applies to
habitats described in subsection 4.3.4B(1)a-b. This language adds the word “described” to the draft
language presented in April 2021 in reference to the habitat areas in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b and
capitalizes the first letter in Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
“Significant Wildlife Habitat” is defined in the Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) statute and
rule. The word “significant” is replaced with “important” throughout this section to broaden the
scope of review to include all plant and animal habitats listed in 4.3.4.
On the advice of the Town Attorney, the word “effect” in subsection 4.3.4 is replaced with “impact”
for consistency.
4.3.4 Protection of Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat
A. General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse effect impact on Important Plant and Animal

Habitats described in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b. identified by the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife or Town of Brunswick, or on rare and irreplaceable natural areas, such
as rare and exemplary natural communities and rare plant habitat as identified by the Maine
Natural Areas Program.
III.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (1): MITIGATION MEASURES & ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
July 2021 Public Hearing Update
This specific standard of development review was amended to require the Town of Brunswick to
consult with the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) and the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) in the identification and mapping of habitats listed in subsection
1.b.(i-v).
The deletion of section vi. was advised because the applicability of “State identified significant or
sensitive wildlife communities” is unclear.
(1) Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the
development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
a. The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
b. Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
(MDIFW), or the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP), and/or the Town of Brunswick in
consultation with MDIFW or MNAP as:
i.
Habitat for State or Federal‐designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
or animal species;
ii.
High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including nesting
and feeding areas;
iii.
Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
iv.
Significant vernal pools; or
v.
Rare or exemplary natural communities as identified by the Maine Natural
Areas program; or
vi.
State identified significant or sensitive wildlife communities.

IV.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (2): ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION MEASURES
July 2021 Public Hearing Update
The only modifications to this specific standard of development review were to replace “Wildlife”
with “Animal” in the last paragraph of the draft amendment and formatting for consistency.
From the June 2021 Workshop
The Town Attorney provided the draft text amendment language for subsection 4.3.4.B.(2). Staff
highlighted subsection c regarding an in-lieu fee program which does not currently exist in
Brunswick. From the discussions to date, the Planning Board may wish to delete that section and
revisit if such an in-lieu fee program is adopted by the Town Council. The Town Attorney advised
this would require a significant legislative undertaking and procedures to administer.
The revised text in this section is limited to draft language for the consistent application of
“Important Plant and Animal Habitat” and leaves the remaining language advised by the Town
Attorney intact.
In April, staff struck out the language in the Town Attorney’s memo which states, “and adjacent
areas supporting such habitat” to clarify the application of this standard is where the project area
overlaps a mapped important plant or animal habitat. There was discussion around the extent to
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which offsite mitigation could be used and it was agreed that mitigation should be to the specific
affected area though language on this point was never agreed to.
(2) Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s potential impact on the
significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat and adjacent areas supporting such habitat.
a.
Development shall be located on the parcel so as to avoid, when possible, impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
b.
Where the development cannot be located to entirely avoid adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant and Animal Habitat, the applicant shall propose mitigation
measures to offset those impacts, which shall be noted on the plan or otherwise approved as
conditions by the Planning Board, and which may include:
i. Provisions to restore the Significant Important Plant or Animal Habitat that will be
disturbed; and/or
ii. Provisions to relocate or reestablish the same area, type and quality of Significant
Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be disturbed in a location and manner that
will allow for no substantial net loss of area or quality of the habitat.
iii. Where options (a) or (b) are not available or are not sufficient to eliminate undue
adverse impacts, payment of a fee in lieu …
Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (i) or (ii) above shall have the burden to
demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be sufficient to limit adverse impacts on
Significant Important Plant or Wildlife Animal Habitat to a reasonable level given the scope, scale and
location of the development and the relative significance of the habitat being impacted.
V.

SPECIFIC STANDARD (3): MITIGATION EXCEPTION
July 2021 Public Hearing Update
Mitigation applicability exceptions were discussed in July. The Planning Board did not arrive at an
agreement for exceptions to the mitigation standard but indicated willingness to discuss exceptions
at the Public Hearing.
The following was discussed as possible mitigation exceptions:
1. The expansion of an existing development altering less than 500 square feet of protected
habitat
2. Development that requires mitigation within the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO)
3. Development with Army Corps of Engineers or Maine Department of Environmental
Protection approved compensation to replace lost or degraded plant and animal habitats
with a function of equal or greater value.

VI.

REQUESTED ACTION
The Planning Board will review and act on zoning ordinance text amendment advice for the Town
Council.
Enclosure:
Draft Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment
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DRAFT ZONING ORDINANCE TEXT AMENDMENT
Chapter 4 - Property Development Standards
Section 4.3 - Natural and Historic Areas

protected natural resources. The buffers may be broken only for driveways, streets, and
stormwater infrastructure where it is impracticable to locate them elsewhere.
Except for developments within the Wildlife Protection Overlay (WPO) District,
developments are encouraged to site building envelopes within or adjacent to forested
areas and to discourage siting development in open fields.
If a violation of Chapter 23 Rule, as amended, adopted by the Maine Forest Service to
substantially eliminate liquidation harvesting has occurred, the Review Authority must
determine prior to granting approval for a subdivision that five (5) years have elapsed
from the date the landowner under whose ownership the harvest occurred acquired the
parcel.

Protection of Important Plant and Animal Habitat
General Standard
The development will not have an undue adverse impact on Important Plant and
Animal Habitats described in subsection 4.3.4.B(1)a-b.

Specific Standards
Developments shall provide any mitigation measures necessary to ensure that the
development will not cause undue adverse impacts on the following habitat areas and
the plant and animal species they support:
The Wildlife Protection Overlay WPO District; and
Areas identified and mapped by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife (MDIFW), the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP), or the
Town of Brunswick in consultation with MDIFW or MNAP as:
Habitat for State or Federal‐designated rare, threatened, or endangered plant
or animal species;
High and moderate value waterfowl and wading bird habitats, including nesting
and feeding areas;
Shorebird feeding or roosting areas and seabird nesting islands;
Significant vernal pools; or
Rare or exemplary natural communities.
Mitigation measures shall be based on an assessment of the development’s
potential impact on the Important Plant and Animal Habitat and adjacent areas
supporting such habitat.
Development shall be located on the parcel so as to avoid, when possible,
impacts on Important Plant and Animal Habitat.
Where the development cannot be located to entirely avoid adverse impacts
on Important Plant and Animal Habitat, the applicant shall propose mitigation
measures to offset those impacts, which shall be noted on the plan or
otherwise approved as conditions by the Planning Board, and which may
include:
Provisions to restore the Important Plant or Animal Habitat that will be
disturbed; and/or
Brunswick, Maine Zoning Ordinance
Adopted by Town Council August 7, 2017 p. 4-21

Chapter 4 - Property Development Standards
Section 4.3 - Natural and Historic Areas

Provisions to relocate or reestablish the same area, type and quality of
Important Plant or Animal Habitat as will be disturbed in a location and
manner that will allow for no substantial net loss of area or quality of the
habitat.
Any applicant proposing mitigation through options (i) or (ii) above shall have
the burden to demonstrate that the proposed mitigation measures will be
sufficient to limit adverse impacts on Important Plant or Animal Habitat to a
reasonable level given the scope, scale and location of the development and the
relative significance of the habitat being impacted.
(3) Mitigation measures shall not be required by the Review Authority for
development thats meet any of the following criteria:
a.

The expansion of existing development altering less than 500 square feet of
Important Plant or Animal Habitat;

b.

Development that requires mitigation within the Wildlife Protection Overlay
(WPO);

c.

Development that receives Army Corps of Engineers or Maine Department of
Environmental Protection approved compensation to replace lost or degraded
Important Plant and Animal Habitat with a function of equal or greater value.

Steep Slopes
General Standard
If a development site contains 5,000 or more contiguous square feet of slopes exceeding 25
percent, the impacts of the development on such slopes shall be minimized to the greatest
extent practicable.

Specific Standards
The following standards shall apply to developments whose site contains 5,000 or more
contiguous square feet of slopes exceeding 25 percent:
Adequate erosion control and drainage measures shall be provided so that erosion and
sedimentation is minimized to the greatest extent practicable during and after
construction.
Cutting of trees, shrubs, and other natural vegetation shall be minimized, except in
conjunction with logging operations performed pursuant to applicable guidelines of the
Maine Forest Service and Maine Department of Environmental Protection.
Safety hazards due to excessive road or driveway grades such as potential road
washouts, landslides, slumping, soil creep, flooding, or avalanches shall not be created.
Cutting of vegetation for recreational trails and utility lines is permitted provided
mitigation measures are provided to return the site to its pre‐construction condition to
the greatest extent practicable.
Slope determinations shall be made based upon the topographic information. For clay
embankments and highly erodible bluffs, recommendations by a Maine Certified
Geologist are required.

Adopted by Town Council August 7, 2017 p. 4-22
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Jared
Please forward to the Planning Board members.
Thanks
Bill
-Bill Morrell
732 Mere Point Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-798-0872
wdmorrell@gmail.com
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William Morrell
732 Mere Point Rd
Brunswick ME 04011

To: Bill Dana, Chair, and members of the Brunswick Planning Board
From: Bill Morrell
Date: 7/12/21
Subject: Public comment for July 13 meeting regarding changes to Habitat
section of the ordinance 4.3.4
Dear Bill and members of the Planning Board,
I would like to submit these written comments and ask that they be
read aloud if possible at your July 13 meeting.
I have had the opportunity to develop several parcels of land in
Brunswick and, in one instance, conveyed a 3 acre Pitch Pine Preserve to
the town as part of a neighborhood. I am in favor of preserving important
areas but would like to suggest a change to the current draft language.
Section V. SPECIFIC STANDARD (3): MITIGATION EXCEPTION has as “a
placeholder” a mitigation threshold of 500 square feet. In my opinion, this
size is so small it is unreasonable to the landowner and is effectively of no
benefit.
To put this in perspective, land is usually referred to in terms of
acres. An acre is 43,560 sq ft so 500 sq ft is approximately 1%. I don’t think
that’s at all fair to the landowner to give a 1% exemption for an acre of
preserved land.
I would like to suggest the threshold be 15,000 sq ft, the NRPA
threshold for freshwater wetlands not of special significance. This would
hopefully allow reasonable flexibility for the land developer to provide for
necessary features like roads.

Take the example I mentioned of the 3 acre Pitch Pine Preserve
conveyed to the town. Had 15,000 sq.ft. of this area been needed for a
road, that still would have only been 12% of the parcel.
Property in Brunswick is already subject to considerable
environmental regulations such as, the Shoreland Protection Overlay
District which includes the SPO Stream Protection Sub-District, the Wildlife
Protection Overlay District that consists of Wildlife Habitat Blocks and
Wildlife Corridors, forested wetland regulations as well as others.
There has been considerable talk in the news lately about how
expensive housing is and Brunswick remains unaffordable for many people.
In my experience, in most cases, more regulations increases the cost of
housing.
Sincerely,
Bill Morrell

ITEM 126
BACKUP

ITEM 127
BACKUP

Town of Brunswick, Maine

TOWN COUNCIL
A Proclamation Recognizing September as
National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month
Whereas, cancer is the leading cause of death by disease among U.S. children
and is detected in more than 15,000 of our country’s sons and daughters; and

Whereas, September is National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month, a time to
honor and remember the children and families facing childhood cancer today,
and to help rally support to give kids with cancer better outcomes; and

Whereas, thanks to ongoing advances in research and treatments, the five year
survival rate for all childhood cancers has climbed from less than 50 percent to
80 percent over the last several decades; however, help does not come soon
enough for many of our sons and daughters, and too many families suffer pain
and devastating loss; and

Whereas, innovative studies are leading to real breakthroughs, reminding us of
the importance of supporting scientific discovery and moving closer to finding
cures, though much work remains to be done; and
Whereas, during National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month we remember
the children who have been taken from us far too soon and we extend our
support to all those who continue to battle this illness with their incredible
strength and courage.

NOW THEREFORE, We, the Town Council of Brunswick, Maine, do hereby adopt
this proclamation to recognize the month of September, 2021, as National
Childhood Cancer Awareness Month
Signed by the Chair of the Town Council this 16th day of August, 2021
____________________________________________________
John Perreault, Chair – Town Council

CONSENT AGENDA - A
BACK UP MATERIALS

Draft
BRUNSWICK TOWN COUNCIL Minutes
August 2, 2021
Executive Session 6:00 P.M.
Regular Meeting - 6:30 P.M.
Council Chambers
Town Hall
85 Union Street
Councilors Present: W. David Watson, Stephen S. Walker, Dan Jenkins, John M.
Perreault, Christopher Watkinson, Kate Foye, James Mason,
Kathy Wilson and Dan Ankeles.
Councilors Absent: None
Town Staff Present: John S. Eldridge, III, Town Manager; Susan Karnes, Deputy
Town Clerk; Julia Henze, Finance Director; Jay Astle, Public
Works Director; Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and
Development; Tom Farrell, Director of Parks and Recreation;
Sally Costello, Economic Development; Dan Devereaux, Coastal
Resource Manager and TV video crew.
Chair Perreault opened the meeting and acknowledged the meeting had been properly
noticed.
Executive session to discuss acquisition of real property per 1 M.R.S.A. §405(6)(C)
and Personnel Matter per M.R.S.A. §405(6)(A).
Chair Perreault moved, Councilor Watson seconded, to go into executive session to
discuss acquisition of real property per 1 M.R.S.A. §405(6)(C) and Personnel Matter
per M.R.S.A. §405(6)(A). The motion carried with eight (8) yeas. Councilor Mason
arrived after the vote.
Pledge of Allegiance
Adjustments to Agenda: (ADDED) Item #119; Proposed date change to move
September 7, 2021 Council meeting to Thursday, September 9, 2021 due to Rosh
Hashanah.
Public Comments/Announcements (6:33 p.m.): None
MANAGER’S REPORT (This item was discussed at 6:34 p.m.)
a) Nomination papers
b) Street Light LED Conversion
c) National Night Out
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d)

Traffic Alerts for the Week of August 2nd

Town Manager Eldridge updated the Council and the public on the items on the
Manager’s Report.
PUBLIC HEARING
110.

The Town Council will hear public comments regarding “A Resolution
Amending the Municipal Budget for the Period July 1, 2021 to June 30,
2022”, and will take any appropriate action. (Town Manager Eldridge) (This
item was discussed 6:40 p.m.)

Chair Perreault opened the public hearing.
Manager Eldridge introduced this item.
Caitlin Cashman D’Amour, 14 Hickory Drive, spoke regarding his item.
Councilor Wilson, Chair Perreault, Town Manager Eldridge, and Councilor Ankeles
spoke regarding this item.
Chair Perreault closed the public hearing
The council will vote on this item at the August 16, 2021 meeting.
NEW BUSINESS
111.

The Town Council will consider adopting “A Resolution Ratifying a
Purchase and Sale Agreement for the Acquisition of Real Property on the
Androscoggin River, Authorizing Acceptance of Grants and Contributions,
and Appropriating $75,911 from the Water Access Fund” (Town Manager
Eldridge) (This item was discussed 6:57 p.m.)

Councilor Walker, Councilor Wilson, Chair Perreault, Ms. Henze, and Town Manager
Eldridge spoke regarding this item.
Councilor Watkinson asked a question to which Town Manager Eldridge responded.
Councilor Walker moved, Councilor Watson seconded, to adopt “A Resolution
Ratifying a Purchase and Sale Agreement for the Acquisition of Real Property on
the Androscoggin River, Authorizing Acceptance of Grants and Contributions,
and Appropriating $75,911 from the Water Access Fund”. The motion carried
with nine (9) yeas.
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112.

The Town Council will consider a new use in the Growth Outdoor (GO)
Zoning District with a conditional use permit, and will take any
appropriate action. (Planning and Development) (This item was discussed
7:10 p.m.)

Mr. Panfil introduced this item.
Councilor Mason asked a question to which Mr. Panfil replied.
Chair Perreault and Councilor Watkinson spoke regarding this item.
Councilor Mason asked questions to which Mr. Panfil and Town Manager Eldridge
replied.
Chair Perreault, Councilor Ankeles and Councilor Walker spoke about this item.
Alison Harris (Planning Board Member), 38 Cumberland St. spoke regarding this item.
Tom Wright (owner of building), Freeport, spoke about this item.
Mr. Panfil, Councilor Watkinson, Councilor Foye, Councilor Walker, and Councilor
Ankeles spoke regarding this item.
Councilor Watkinson posed a question to which Councilor Walker responded.
Chair Perreault motioned, Councilor Watson seconded, to table the discussion until
the next meeting. The motion carried with nine (9) yeas.
113.

The Town Council will consider the Maine Street Sidewalks Safety
Preservation Plan, and will take any appropriate action. (Town Manager
Eldridge) (This item was discussed 8:00 p.m.)

Manager Eldridge introduced this item.
Councilor Watson spoke regarding this item.
Chair Perreault moved, Councilor Watson seconded, approve the Maine Street
Sidewalks Safety Preservation Plan, and will take any appropriate action. The
motion carried with nine (9) yeas.
114.

The Town Council will consider approval of the purchase of a monument
and corresponding plaque commemorating the State of Maine Bicentennial,
and will take any appropriate action. (Economic & Community
Development Department) (This item was discussed 8:03 p.m.)
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Sally Costello introduced this item.
Councilor Watson and Chair Perreault asked questions to which Ms. Costello responded.
Councilor Ankeles asked a question to which Town Manager Eldridge replied.
Councilor Perreault moved, Councilor Wilson seconded, to authorize the purchase
of a monument and corresponding plaque commemorating the State of Maine
Bicentennial. The motion carried with nine (9) yeas.
115.

The Town Council will consider authorizing the Town to apply for an
Eelgrass Restoration Grant, and will take any appropriate action.
(Rivers & Coastal Waters Commission) (This item was discussed 8:07 p.m.)

Dan Devereaux introduced this item, and responded to questions from Chair Perreault.
Councilor Walker, Councilor Wilson and Chair Perreault.
Councilor Watson spoke about this item.
Sue Stableford (Rivers & Coastal Waters Commission member), 12 Larkspur Lane,
spoke regarding this item.
Councilor Ankeles moved, Councilor Walker seconded, to authorize the Town to
apply for an Eelgrass Restoration Grant through the Maine Natural Resource
Conservation Program and take appropriate action. The motion carried with nine
(9) yeas.
116. The Town Council will consider an “Emergency Moratorium on New Private
Permanent Structures in Intertidal Waters” and will take any appropriate
action. (Councilor Walker) (This item was discussed 8:23 p.m.)
Councilor Walker introduced this item.
Chair Perreault asked a question to which Councilor Walker responded.
Town Manager Eldridge, Councilor Wilson, Mr. Panfil, Kristin Collins (Town
Attorney, via Zoom), Mr. Devereaux and Councilor Walker spoke regarding this item.
Chair Perreault asked two questions to which Councilor Walker and Ms. Collins
responded.
Mr. Panfil and Ms. Collins spoke regarding this item.
Town Manager Eldridge requested Mr. Panfil explain shoreline stabilization.
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Councilor Wilson asked a question.
Mr. Panfil and Town Manager Eldridge spoke regarding this item.
Lee Cataldo, 552 Harpswell Rd. (via Zoom) spoke regarding this item.
Sue Stableford, 12 Larkspur Lane (Rivers & Coastal Waters Commission member),
spoke regarding this item.
Councilor Walker moved, Councilor Jenkins seconded, to adopt an Emergency
Moratorium on New Private Permanent Structures (excluding applications that
have been deemed complete by staff) in Intertidal Waters. The motion carried with
nine (9) yeas.
Councilor Walker moved, Councilor Jenkins seconded, to set a public hearing for
August 16, 2021 to adopt an Ordinance on a Moratorium on New Private
Permanent Structures in Intertidal Waters on a regular basis. The motion carried
with nine (9) yeas.
117.

The Town Council will consider an invitation from the Brunswick Sewer
District to send representatives to the August 18, 2021 meeting of the
Brunswick Sewer District to represent Brunswick as a new agreement with
Topsham is negotiated, and will take any appropriate action. (Town
Manager Eldridge) (This item was discussed at 9:02 p.m.)

Councilor Ankeles offered to be the council representative for the August 18, 2021
meeting of the Brunswick Sewer District.
Chair Perreault moved, Councilor Walker seconded, to send Councilor Ankeles
to the meeting of the Brunswick Sewer District. The motion carried with nine (9)
yeas.
118.

The Town Council will consider appointments to the Town’s Boards and
Committees, and will take any appropriate action. (Appointments
Committee) (This item was discussed 9:04 p.m.)

Councilor Ankeles presented the slate (and thanked Councilor Wilson who subbed
in for the two other appointments committee members), which the Council
supported with nine (9) yeas.
•
•

James St. Pierre for appointment to the Davis Fund for a 3-year term to begin
immediately and to expire on June 30, 2024
Briane Smithson for reappointment to the Recreation Commission for a 3-year
term to begin immediately and to expire on July 1, 2024
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•
•

Richard Moll for reappointment to the Water District for a 3-year term to begin on
September 13, 2021 and to expire on September 13, 2024
Chance Stevens-Griffeth for reappointment to the Cable TV for a 3-year term to
begin on September 6, 2021 and to expire on September 6, 2024

The Appointments Committee is declining the appointment of a member to the Marine
Resource Committee.
119. (ADDED) Proposed date change to move the September 7, 2021 council meeting
to Thursday, September 9, 2021 due to Rosh Hashanah. (Town
Manager Eldridge) (This item was discussed at 9:05 p.m.)
Chair Perreault moved, Councilor Walker seconded, moving the September 7, 2021
council meeting to Thursday, September 9, 2021 due to Rosh Hashanah. The
motion carried with nine (9) yeas.
CONSENT AGENDA (This item was discussed 9:06 p.m.)
a)

Approval of the minutes from July 19, 2021

Chair Perreault moved, Councilor Walker seconded, to approve the Consent
Agenda. The motion carried with nine (9) yeas.
Councilor Watson moved, Councilor Walker seconded, to adjourn. The motion
carried with nine (9) yeas.
The meeting adjourned at 9:07 p.m.
PLEASE NOTE: THESE MINUTES ARE ACTION MINUTES. THE ENTIRE
MEETING CAN BE VIEWED AT WWW.BRUNSWICKME.ORG.

Susan M. Karnes
Town Clerk
August 4, 2021

August 16, 2021
Date of Approval
___________________________
Council Chair

